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l\t~JltiOJl, \M}rriors aJld \Vizards: 

~re are qew faqtasy worlds. to coqquer! 

HIGH FANTASY is your introduction to a brand
new series of high adventure, role-playing games. 
Unlike other fantasy role-playing games, HIGH 
FANTASY is simply designed - you don't have to 
memorize staggering amounts of material. In
stead, you'll learn how to become a warrior, a 
powerful wizard and charge through realms of 
bloodthirsty monsters, sworded knights, and won
drous magic. You' ll get all the basic rules and 
descriptions of monsters, plus a solo adventure 
to get you acquainted with this new fantasy 
world. This ultimate adventure game provides 
you with countless hours of gripping action! 

ACTNOWI 
DON'T DELAY: 

ADVENTURES IN HIGH FANTASY begins where 
HIGH FANTASY leaves off. You'll get four won
drous adventures. Fortress Ellendar is breath
taking adventure where you'll match your wits 
against an evil demon prince. Moorguard is a 
powerful wizard who tries to create the ultimate 
weapon as players stumble across his taboo
riddled lands. Terra Ash is a temple buried for 
hundre~s of years with three warring societies 
that believe the world has perished. Lord of Con
quest is for those HIGH FANTASY players who 
love the battlefields of miniatures, a complete 
set of rules for 25 m.m. fantasy wargamming. 

Go to your favorite hobby store and 
demand the HIGH FANTASY GAMES. 

~ 
RestoQ Pllblisqlqg GompaQy, JQc. 

A PreQtlce-flall GompaQy 

RestoQ, VirglQla 22090 



Have your players got you down? Too much Rune
magic, too many 100%+ skills? Now, help is on the 
way for beleaguered referees with CUL TS OF 
TERROR. Nine of the deadliest deities in Glorantha 
are presented in the popular cult format. Included are 
Nysalor, Path to Illumination; Mallia, Mistress of 
Disease; the cult of the Crimson Bat; Krarsht, the 
Hungry One; Primal Chaos; the Vampire Lord Viva
mort; and many more. 96 pages for $9.95 

GRIFFIN MOUNTAIN describes the people and the area of 
Salazar and the Elder Wilds. Salazar is a sparsely populated 
hunting ground for approximately 12,000 human barbarians. 
The Elder Wilds has roughly the same population but is 
comprised of trolls and elves instead. GRIFFIN MOUNTAIN 
comes alive with multiple maps (including two 20"x 30"), 
scores of scenarios, dozens of personalities, hundreds of 
monsters and a start-it-yourself cult. Visit the giant's castle 
or search for the wondrous Wind Sword. Perfect for beginning 
and experienced players. Th is scenario pack establ ishesa new 
state-of-the-art in role-playing! In 208 pages for $15.95 . 
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Editorial 
With this twelfth issue of DW, I want to look back a bit. 

The first issue of DW was published in February of 1979. 
Since three of those issues were late (including this one), it is 
now May of 1981 that I write. DW has been blessed with loyal 
readers who know a good thing when they see it; your support 
has been encouraging. There are also a lot more of you out 
there than when issue 1 hit the stands; our growth has been 
steady. 

Submitted articles are infallibly eclectic and/or eccentric, 
reflecting just how individualistic the readers of DW are. As 
proof that writing about what interests you (rather than 
writing about what you think will be published) works, a 
gratifying number of you agree that the magazine is improving 
issue by issue, a record that will last, I'm sure. 

So let's all slap ourselves on the back for a moment. 
Here's to role-playing: we all love it, and where would we be 
without it? 

Starting with this issue, DW will be a monthly magazine. 
We have acquired the services of Yurek Chodak as assistant 
editor, and that will mean no more waiting two months for 
the next issue, and no more late issues (Yurek is very prompt). 
Yurek is a draftsman and artist by trade; you'll see some of 
his work in the upcoming Thieves' World by Chaosium. 

Hold on to your hats (and helms) for more good things 
to come. 

Happy gaming, 
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EANIN6FDb 
NAMES 

FEJR 
HARAl:TER!i 

~~ Q~ 
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ames are very important to role-playing. Every f some modern, some archaic, including Gaelic, Welsh, Icelandic, 

By Jane Woodward 

character has at least one. And yet these names are and old Norse, among others. 
often either common to our own day, bad puns, or To use these tables, turn to the race you are interested in, 
meaningless constructs from some random table. and follow the instructions at the top of that section. The ele-

Historically, names had meanings, carefully chosen to reflect ments for male and female names are interchangeable. I have 
some trait, either real or imagined, in the person. So why not simply grouped them in terms of common usage. Whenever 
have meaningful names for role-playing characters? you are fitting two words together, as in the Elvish Las (leaf) 

Here is a list, then, of names in various languages for various and.m(r G!wel) feel free to insert a vowel to make the whole 
races of players. The names for elves, hobbits, and some ores pronouncible (i.e., Lasamfr instead of Lasmtr). Also, if a prefix 
are taken from Tolkien. The rest is a mixture of languages, and suffix share several of the same letters, it seems to be com

This article is copyright © 1980 by Jane Woodward, who is 
better known as "Robin Wood, " a talented artist whose art
work Different Worlds hopes to have in future issues. 
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mon usage to drop the letters from the suffix (i.e., Calad 
(bright) and adan (man) become Caladan instead of Caladad
an). 

Just remember to use good sense, and have fun . 
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Humans 
There are several varieties of human names, and they are 
also wont to use the names of other races. The first table 
is a listing of Old English sounding names. Use as many as 
necessary from Tables A and B to build a name that re-

OLD ENGLISH MASCULINE A 

Aid-old 
Bald- bold 
Baro - warrior 
Bera - bear 
Brego - ruler 
Bryt • bestower 
Carl - servant 
Deor - fierce, brave 
Dern - hidden 
Dun - hill 
Elf - elf 
Eo(h) - horse 

Eorl - warrior 
Erken - noble 
Ever - boar 
Fast-firm 
Fengel - grasper 
Folc - people 
Fram - bold 
Frea - lord 
Frek - greedy 
Frum - first 
Gar spear 
Cleo -music 

OLD ENGLISH MASCULINE B 

-a - masculine ending 
-bert - bright 
-brand - sword 
-burg - fort 
-fara-- wanderer 
-fast-firm 
·gar- spear 
-gard - enclosure 
·hame - coat 
·helm - protection 

TEUTONIC MASCULINE A 

Abel (Ado!) (Ala) - noble 
Bevis - bow 
Born - bear 
Bruna - brown 
Con -able 
Dago-day 
Ever - boar 
Fara - traveled 
Fu/ - resolution 
Fulk - people 
Ger- spear 
Gil - pledge 

-here - warrior 
·holt- wood 
-horn -peak 
-ing - son of 
-la[ - remnant 
-(o)las - people 
-man - person 
-mark - border(land) 
·mer - famous 

Hal - stone 
Hen -home 
Her(e) - warrior 
Hild - battle 
Hu-mind 
lvo (Yivo) - archer 
Kay - rejoicing 
Lam - country 
Le -famous 
Leo[ - beloved 
Leon -lion 

JULY 1981 

fleets your character. The words in A were generally in 
front and B in back, but this is by no means a law (i.e., 
Dem (hidden)+ ulf (wolf)= Durnulf for a werewolf). 

Gold-gold 
Gram - fierce 
Grim - severe 
Grfma - mask 
Guth - war 
Hal - healthy 
Haleth - hero 
H:m -home 
Hard - strong 
Helm - protection 
Here - host 
Hild -- battle 

-mund - hand, protection 
-or - one (person) 
-red - counsel 
·ric - rule 
-stan - stone 
-thain - servant 
-walda - master 
-wine - friend 
-wulf (ulf) - wolf 

Man - mighty 
Odo-rich 
Os - divine 
Ram - raven 
Ray- wise 
Red - counsel 
Sig (Sib) - conquering 
Tanc - grateful 
Vil - will 
Vis- war 
Wase - servant 

TEUTONIC FEMININE A 

Also use any from above. 

Adel (Aline) - noble 
Alys - princess 
Auda - rich 
Brun - breastplate 
Clo(t) - famous 
Ever - boar 
Ern(e) - eagle 
Hild - battle 
Mil(d) - gentle 
Wal - powerful 

Hold - gracious 
Horn-horn 
!sen (lren) - iron 
Leod - nation 
Leo[ - beloved 
Mat-gift 
Rod (Row) - fame 
Saru - skillful 
Stark - stiff. strong 
Toi - tool 
Walda - ruler 
Wid - wide, far 

OLD ENGLISH FEMININE 

Feminine names were the 
same, but use endings be
low to differentiate where 
desired. 

·i - feminine ending 
-wyn - joy 
-mavi - maiden 

TEUTONIC MASCULINE B 

-aid (-ard) - strong 
-bald - prince 
-bert - bright 
-brand (-rand) - sword 
.[rey(d) - peace 
-mond (-mund) - protector 
-mot - mind 
-ric - king 
-vase - servant 
-ward - guardian 
-win - friend 

TEUTONIC FEMININE B 

Add to anything above. 

-a; -e; -ia; -ine - feminine endings 
-sa; -trude - maiden 
-yne - queen 

5 
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GAELIC MASCULINE A 

Adharc -· hom Bran -- raven 
Aidan -fire Breab - kick 
Aithne - knowledge Breac (Brice) - spotted 
Al(d) - stranger Bronach - sad 
Allt (Uillt) - a brook Ceann -head 
Ard-high Cearc - chicken 
As ·- out of Ced -- battle 
Ban -fair 
Bas - death 

Ceud - the first 
~bach ·-· lame 

Beag(an) - little .Dall - blind 
Beir- catch Dun - brown 
Bho · from Eagal-fear 
Bochd - poor Feairrd - best 
Borb - fierce Pion - wine 

GAELIC FEMININE A 

Also use any of the above. 

Binn - sweet, melodious Bron - skirt 
Boldheach - beautiful Eilid - deer 
Buidhe - yellow Fraoch - heather 
Brid - strength Frid - threaten 

WELSH 

These are from modern Welsh. The pronounciation is a bit 
different. 'c' is always hard. 'dd' is 'th' like 'this,' 'fr is 
like 'ph' in 'phone,' 'r' is trilled. 'th' is like 'think,' 'u' is 
'ee' or the 'i' in 'imp,' 'w' is 'oo' (long or short), 'y' is also 

WELSH MASCULINE A 

Araf-slow 
Arain - money 
Arwain - to lead 
Aur-gold 
Bach - little 
Balch - proud 
Brwnt - dirty 
Buan - swift 
Byr- short 
Caled-hard 
Canu - to sing 
Carreg - stone 
Chwant - desire 
Coch-red 
Creulon - cruel 
Crwn -round 
Cryf- strong 

WELSH FEMININE A 

Also use any below 

Aderyn - bird 
Blodewyn - flower 
Caredig - kind 
Dydd-day 
Ffair- fair 
Hardd - beautiful 
Noson - evening 
Twls - pretty 

Draig - dragon 
Drwg- bad 
Du- black 
Gofalus - careful 
Gorwedd - to lie 
Gwell - better 
Gwir- true 
Gwyn - white 
Gwynt-wind 
Gwyrdd - green 
Hanner - half 
Hen -old 
Hoff -fond 
lawn - very 
Lladd - to kill 
Llawen - merry 

WELSH FEMININE B 

-brenhines - queen 
-chwaer - sister 
-dynes - woman 
-geneth - girl 
-merch - daughter 

.. 

GAELIC MASCULINE B 

Glas - grey -bard- poet 
GriJzn - sun -breab - kick 
Guy ·- sense -caraid - friend 
Gwyn - white -ceo/ - music 
Hugh- light -cnoc - hill 
Laidir - strong -creag - rock 
Leisg - lazy -duine - man 
Luath - swift -eagle - fear 
Mar - like (as) -gille - a lad 
Mor - large, sea ·lamh -hand 
Ric - chief -mac - son 
Rory · red -maide - stick 
Seas ·- stand -sgian - knife 
Treun - brave ·taugh -axe 

GAELIC FEMININE B 

-ciuil - music 
-e - feminine ending 

Gaol- love 
-eilde - deer 
-eun - bird 

(G)wyn - white -giva -gift 
Maith -good ./a - friend 
Milis - sweet 

'ee' or 'i' {dyn = dean), and, of course, '11' is pronounced 
by putting the tip of the tongue against the roof of the 
mouth and hissing. The rest is like English. Use this table 
like all the other human tables. 

Llosgi - to burn 
Llwyn -grey 
Marw-dead 
Milwr - soldier 
Mor-sea 
Nos -night 
Oer - cold 
Ogof - cave 
Poeth - hot 
Rhad- cheap 
Rhyfel - war 
Taith - journey 
Tai - tail 
Taro - to strike · 
Tost - ill 
Unig - lonely 

WELSH MASCULINE B 

-brawd - brother 
-buwch -cow 
-calon - heart 
·Ci -dog 
-cyfaill - friend 
-cyllell - knife 
-dyn - man 
-gaft -goat 
-gwallt - hair 
·llaw - hand 
-mab-son 
·pen -head 
-plentyn - child 
-taf od - tongue 
-tan - fire 
-telyn - harp 
-troed - foot 

DIFFERENT WORLDS 



Elves 
Elvish names are given in two languages; Quenya, used by 
the High Elves, and Sindarin, used by Sylvian Elves. All 

QUENYA 

Choose one or more from A, and add at least one from B 
to make a name you like. Add vowels if necessary to aid 

QUENYA MASCULINE A 

A/car - glory 
Alda - tree 
Anar · · sun 
Andave - greatly 
Andu - western 
Anga -·iron 
Atana - of men 
Cal(a) - light 
Cami ·· red 
Cirya - ship 
Cor-round 
Eliren · · ocean 

QUENYA MASCULINE B 

-dacil - · victor 
-(n)di/, -nil - friend 
-her lord 
-le - great 
-ilo - from, of 
-lome - shadow 

QUENYA FEMININE A 

Alea; - glory 
Alta - tree 
Andave - greatly 
Anna - gift 
Ant~r- sun 
Ca/(a) - light 
Cami- red 
Efir - sea 
Elen - star 
Fal-foam 
Fl!a - spirit 
Ffr- mortal 
Harma - treasure 

QUENYA FEMININE B 

.Ore - sunlight 
-i - feminine ending 
-ii! - belonging to 
-/ambe - tongue 
-/in (-linde) - song 
-lote - flower 
-mfr- jewel 
-ndil (-nil) - friend 

JULY 1981 

El ·-· star 
Elda (Eles) - elf 
Falas - coast 
For - right hand 
Halla · tall · 
Hanna - treasure 
Hilde - heir 
Hyar - left hand 
Isil - moon 
!star - wizard 
Lasse (Lassi) - leaf 
Linta - swift 

-macar - swordsman 
-maite' - hand 
-mar-home 
-mista - grey 
-<> - from, of 
-omaryo - voice 

Hfsi~' - mist 
Hwesta - breeze 
lsil - moon 
Lass(l}(i) - leaf 
Liri- song 
Lisse - sweet 
Lore - golden 
Losse - snow 
Nen - water 
Oiale (Oiol) - forever 
Quesse -feather 
Rama- wing 
Sil - white flame 

-iJma - voice 
-or - spirit 
-riel - woman 
-rien - feminine ending 
-tari - queen 
-tari - " "er 
-ya -" "one 

'e's are hard, 'r's tend to be slightly trilled, and vowels are 
usually short. 

pronunciation (i.e., Llnta + luva + tar = Lintaluvatar, one 
who has a swift bow). 

L~va-bow 
Macar - swordsman 
Malin - golden 
Menel-sky 
Mista - grey 
Morna - black 
Nlr - red flame 
Nen ·-water 
Ondo -store 
Or · · high 
Orne - tree 
Palan - afar 

-on - masculine ending 
-or - heart, spirit 
-ril -flame 
-rion - masculine ending 
-sar- stone 

sft- shine 
Silme - starlight 
Sinda -grey 
Suri- wind 
Tau re - forest 
Telpe - silver 
Tin - sparkle, star 
Tintil - glitter, shimmer 
Und6mi! - evening 
Vani - departed 
Varda - exalted 
ViJta - sky 
Yavie - autumn 

Rima - wing 
Ringa -cold 
Romen ... east 
Sil · - white flame 
Tar - royal 
Taure - fore st 
Telpe .. silver 
Tin -- shining 
Vani -- departed 
Varda - exalted 
Vilya - sky 
Voron - steadfast 

-tan - man 
-tar - one who " 
·telcontar - strider 
-tur (dur) - lord 
-ya-" "one 
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SINDARJN 

Use as many as you like from A and B. Usually those in A begin a name and those in B end it, but not always. 

SINDARIN MASCULINE A 

Aear - sea 
Aglar - glory 
Amron - east 
An(d) - long 
Ang(ren) - iron 
Annu - western 
Anor - sun 
At (Tar) - king 
Bara - home 
Beleg- mighty 
Bor(u) - steadfast 
Dre - quick 
Brui(n) - loud 
Cal(a) - light 

SINDARIN MASCULINE B 

-adan - man 
-aiglin - peaks 
-amon - hill 
-afar - father 
·bar - home 
·barad - tower 
·bor(n) - steadfast 
-dan (-dain) - maker 
-degil - victor 
-dir - sight 

SINDARIN FEMININE A 

Aelin - pool, lake 
Alph - swan 
Amrt1n - sunrise 
Annu - sunset 
A nor - sun 
Bereth - queen 
Bor(a) - steadfast 
Bre - quick 
Brethil - beech 
Cal(a) - light 
Colen - daylight 
Ce/ running 
Celeb - silver 
~ ·- bow 

SINDARJN FEMININE B 

-bar - home 
-bor(n) - steadfast 
-cuivie - awakening 
-e(en)(i) - the 
-fin ·· hair 
-go/ad - tree 
-/or - golden 
-hen(n) - eyes 
·ion - " "one 
-iel - like (as) 
-las - leaf 
-loth - flower 

Ca/ad - bright 
Car(an) - red 
Celeb - silver 
Con -hero 
CU-bow 
Curunfr - wizard 
Dagor - battle 
Draug- wolf 
Dro - wild 
Dun - west 
Edhel - elf 
Ij,_ithel - source 
/JI - star 
Er(e) - lonely 

-dol - head, hill 
-dor- lord 
·e(n)(i) - the 
·edain - men 
·fin -hair 
-go/ad - tree 
-dring - hammer 
-lor - golden 
-gon - stone 
-gul - sorcery 

D~ - silent 
Dro - wild 
Du - shadow 
Dui - flowing 
Edhel - elf 
Eithel - spring (water) 
El - star 
Er(e) - lonely, alone 
Eryn - fore st 
Estel - hope 
Ethuil - spring (season) 
Fan - cloud 
Fim -slim 
For(a) - north 

-me/Ion - friend 
-m~ - jewel 
-mfriel - jewel, bright 
-peleth (-beleth) - waning 
-ren - " "ish 
-riel - woman 
-ril -- brilliant 
-ros-foam 
-thoniel - kindler 
-uial - twilight 
-wen - maiden 

Eryn - forest 
Fa/as - coast 
For(o) - north 
Ga/ad - tree 
Gil - spark, star 
Clam - foe 
Glor - golden 
Gui - sorcery 
Gwae (Gwai) - wind 
Gwath -grey 
Hal - tall 
Hir- lord 
Lar (Lor) - old 
!thil - moon 

-hen(n) - eyes 
·hir - lord 
·{h)orn (·gom) - tree 
·(h)oth - people 
·ion - " " one 
·iel - like (as) 
-ion - masculine ending 
-las(s) - leaf 
·magor - swordsman 
·mellon - friend 

Fuln - night 
Gal - green 
Ga/ad · tree 
Gil - spark, star 
Glth - gleam 
Glor - golden 
Glos - pure white 
Gwae - wind 
Gwain - new 
Hith -· mist 
lavas - autumn 
lthil •· moon 
Las - leaf 
L8r dream 

Las - leaf 
Mal-golden 
Menel-sky 
Min -first 
Mith - pale grey 
Mor-black 
Naur {Nar) - fire 
Nen - water 
Nim - white 
Pa/an - afar 
Ro -high 
Thoron - eagle 
Waith -grey 

-~-jewel 
·n(dil) - implied devotion 
-on -great 
·ril - white flame 
-ris{t) - cleaving 
·ram - stone 
·thoniel - kindler 
-ui - " "able 
-vagor -- swordsman 

Loss -· snow 
Loth - flower 
Luin - blue 
Mal ·- golden 
Mel · love 
Menel ··· sky 
Nor, N6r - sun 
Nen - water 
Nim - white 
Per- half 
Tasar - willow 
Tfh - star 
Ui - everlasting 

DIFFERENT WORLDS 



Hobbits 
Hobbit names are divided into four categories, depending 
on the social class in which the names were generally used. 

1) High-sounding - old families, aristocracy 
2) Short, meaningless - middle class 
3) Old English sounding-male peasants, small tradesmen 

HIGH.SOUNDING 

For aristocrats and nobles, choose one from A, one from 
B. Arrange vowels as necessary for easy pronunciation 

HIGH.SOUNDING MASCULINE A 

Adal - noble 
Band(o) - band, banner 
Ever (Eber) - boar 
Fast(o) - firm 
Ferdi (Frede) - peace 
Fili - very 
Flam -flame 
Fort(in) - strong 
Geron - old 
Gund(o) - battle 

Hild(o) - battle 
llbe (Albe) - elf 
Isem - iron 
Od (Aud) - wealth 
Ragin - counsel 
Rod-fame 
Rufus -red 
Sigis - victory 
Theud (Theo) - people 
Wilja (Wili) - wish 

HIGH.SOUNDING FEMININE A 

Use this or use names from the masculine lists, substi
tuting 'a' for 'o,' and adding ending such as 'a,' 'e,' 'ia,' 
'ie,' or 'ida' (i.e., Gundobald becomes Gundabaldia). 

Ald(e) - old 
Hild(a) - battle 

SHORT, MEANINGLESS 

Meneg (Menag) - much 
Ros(a) - rose 

Used by hobbit middle class, and the pattern for most up· 
per class diminutives (i.e., Gun do bald = Gun do). Choose 

SHORT MASCULINE A SHORT MASCULINE B 

Bal- Mar - -bo -go 
Bil - Mat- ·CO -ho 
Bin - Mil- ·Cho -lo 
Blan - Min - -do -mo 
Bo - Mos - ·fo -to 
Bung Mo -· 
Dro -· 0-
Du - 0 th -
Fol - Po-
Fos - Pon-
Fro · · Por -
Grif - Pos---
Hu · San -
Lar - To -
Lon - Ti-
Lot -
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4) Flowers and jewels - females 

The Bucklanders used a fifth type, Celtic sounding, which 
I think is essentially human, and have included them in that 
group. 

(i.e., Gund (battle) + bald (bold) = Gundobald, bold in 
battle). 

HIGH.SOUNDING MASCULINE B 

-bald - bold 
-bard - battleaxe 
-berht - bright 
-brand - torch, sword 
-bras - arm 
-fons - ready 
-gar - spear 
-grim - fierce 

-hard - strong 
-mund - hand, protection 
-nand - bold 
·ric - rule, reign 
-tios (·tos) - men 
-vacar - watchful 
-wulf- wolf 

HIGH-SOUNDING FEMININE B 

-rid - travel 
-gard - protection 
-munda - pure 

one from A and one from B. 

SHORT FEMININE A SHORT FEMININE B 

Bel - Hi/ - ·ba -na 
Chi- Lin - -ca -ra 
Co - Ni- ·da -ta 
Do ·- Pris -
Han - Tan --

He Jeft a name, at which the world grew pale, 
To point a moral, or adorn a fale. 

Johnson. 

9 
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HOBBIT SURNAMES 

Hobbit surnames were used extensively, and fall into five 
types; old names, living places, physical or mental charac-

OLD NAMES OF ARISTOCRATIC FAMILIES 

As far as I can tell, they don't mean anything. Choose 
one, or make up something similar . 

LIVING PLACE 

Choose one from A and one from B. 

PLACE A 

Banks - slopes 
Brock - badger 
Burrow - burrow 
Cot ·· cottage, hut 
Grub ·· dig 
Hay - fence 

CHARACTERISTICS 

long- long 
Sand(y) - sandy 
Small - small 
Tunell(y) - tunnel 
Under - under 

Choose one from A and one from B. 

CHARACTERISTICS A 

Brown - brown 
Fair - light, comely 
Fallow - yellow 
Good - good 
Gold - gold or very 
Green - green, plant grower 
Old - old 

OCCUPATIONAL 

Proud - proud 
Puddi - puddle 
Sandy - sandy, reddish 
Strong (Star) - strong 
Two- two 
Whit - white 

This is a very short list. Any occupation except Smith is 
applicable. Smith work was done by wandering dwarves. 

Butcher 
Gardener 
Hayward 

PLANTS 

Hornblower 
Miller 
Roper 

Another very short list, any plant name is suitable. In fact, 
any plant part is suitable. 

Appledore - appletree 
Butterbur - a tree 
Ferny 
Goatleaf - honeysuckle 

Heather toes 
Pickthorn 
Thistlewood 
May wort 

teristics, occupation, and plants. Except for the first, they 
usually do not reflect social status. 

Baggins 
Boffin 

PLACED 

-burrow - burrow 
-cot - hut 
-heaver - mover 
-hill - hill 

Bunce 
Maggot 

CHARACTERISTICS B 

-bairn - child 
-body - body 
-child - child 
-foot - foot 
-girdle - belt 

-hole - hole 

Rumble 
Took 

-house .. house 
-ton · town 
-ward · guard 

·hand - hand 
-hide - skin 
·lock(s) - hair 
-toes - toes 
-worthy - worthy 

D IFFERENT WORLDS 

' • 



Ores, goblins, and their kind 
These tended to name their spawn with a mixture of cor
rupted Dark Speech, Norse, and any local languages. In 
this list, elements of Dark Speech are marked with an as-

ORCA 

; 
Aburzgur - manure 
Blog blood 
Bogi - bow 
BBlvag - curse 
Bungo -- bulge 
Btirz * - dark 
Daga - dawn 
Dofna ··· numb 
Draugur ·- ghost 
Drep(a) - kill 
Durb* - rule 
Dy(s) - quagmire 
Eitur(ir) - poison 
Elda - lack 
Egur ·· destroy 
Flagz - monster 
Gaddur - thorn 
Gagna - helper 
Galin ··· crazy 
Gash · ·· gash 
Ghash * - fire 
Gimb* - find 

ORCB 

-ari - evil spirit 
-ash* - one 
-auga eye 
-bag pitiful 

Gl{ma - wrestle 
Gnyja -rage 
Gfm(a) - stare 
Gore - gore 
Grafa - dig 
Gris - pig 
Gui - yellow 
G~I* - wraith 
Goltur - boar 
Grub - grub 
Haft - fetter 
Haitz -· lame 
Hazt - harsh 
Hatur - hate 
Hn{/ur - knife 
Hrizg - pain 
Hrj! - ha"ass 
Huka - squat 
Hundur - dog 
H8gg - hit 
llla - worst 
lllfYsi - malice 

-bug - insect 
-burz* - dark 
-<iYJ - animal 
-gra ·· grey 

-bOI fire -haz - dependant 
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terisk (*). Choose one from A. Add one from B if you feel 
like getting fancy. 

fl/ska - evil. hatred 
lnras - attack 
Jargza - bury 
Jarn - iron 
Kasta - throw 
Kaugzi - rouge 
Kj!ni - (lit~le) food 
Krimp* - to bind 
Kuga - force 
Lfig* - tower 
Lug - lazy 
Mattugur - powerful 
Marzg(i) - crush 
MOlva - break 
Nagli- nail 
Nazg*-ring 
JYioshari - spy 
fJgnir - te"or 
<Jnreinn - dirty 
Okurt - rude 
Olog large troll 
Orka - power 

-hai* - people 
-h~l - slippery 
-hugi - mind 
-hom -- buttock 
-kista - chest 

212 
68.5-3!180 

Ovani - bad habit 
Ragur ·· coward 
Raugz · · red 
RfJ~ -· demolish 
Ryk - dust 
Raendi - robber 
SharkG - old man 
Siuk- sick 
Skagza - hurt 
Skamma - scold, revile 
Skessa ·- troll woman 
Skrigz - creep, crawl 
Skraefa -- coward 
Skugga - shadow 
Slime - slime 
Smfi - little 
Snaga* - slave 
Strigz - war 
Thrak* - to bring 
Uruk* - soldier 
Velgja - nausea 
Vesall - miserable 

-kjaftur ·- shout 
-laga - magical 
-Vfl(s) :- strong 
-rat - rodent 
-stor-huge 
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Dwarves 
The use names of dwarves were all borrowed from other 
races, chiefly the Northmen. Their inner, 'true' names 
were never revealed to anyone of an alien race. This is a 

Al - all 
Alf- elf 
Andvari - breeze 
Ann - blade 
Aust - east 
Bal - burning 
Bard - battle axe 
Bifurr - trembling 
Blain - black 
Bofurr - knave 
Bomburr - bulging 
Bori - borer 
Brand - sword, torch 
Brim - brim 
Dainn - dead-like 
Di's - sister 
Doig - battle 
Dori - borer 
Dufr - nodder 
Durinn - sleeper 
Dvergar - dwarves 

KHUZDAL 

Dwalinn - torpid 
Eiken - oaken 
Farin - traveled-one 
Fili - file 
Fimbul - great 
Fithr - wizard 
Fl6i - bay, marsh 
Fom - ancient 
Fraegi - famous 
Frar - swift 
Frosti - frosty 
Fund-found 
Grand - sorcery 
Gim - fire 
Ginnar - deceiver 
Glo -glow 
Gro-grow 
Hannarr - skilled 
Hepti - handle 
-(h)le - shelter 
Hor-high 

The secret language of the dwarves, Khuzhal, was not will
ingly taught to others, and not even used by the dwarves 
themselves except for lore. It had a system using three 

KHUZDAL NAMES 

Am2nu - upon you 
Azanul - shadowed valley 
Baraz - red 
Baruk- axes 
Sizar · · rills 
Bund(u) - head 
Dilm - mansion 
Khazad - of dwarves 
KhazSd - dwarves 

Kheled -· glass 
Kibil - silver 
Mazarbul - records 
-nala - river 
Shathur - cloudy 
-u - of 
Zinbar - mountain peak 
Zirak - mountain 

0 

list of the words frequently chosen for use names by the 
dwarves. Mix these as you will, feeling free to double or 
modify consonants, or add or subtract vowels as needed. 

Horn -horn 
-in(n) - " "ing 
-(i)s - " "one 
Jari - warrior 
Kili- wedge 
Litr - ruddy 
L<Jlars - stooper 
Loni - lazy 
Maeztr - master 
Mim - think 
Mot-rage 
Nainn - corpse-like 
Nali - axle 
Nar - corpse 
Nithi - old moon 
Nipingr - pinch 
Nori - peewee 
Northri - north one 
Nyi - new moon 
Nyr-new 

Nyrathr - ingenious 
Oinn - fearful 
Onarr - starer 
Ori - furious 
-ri- one 
Skjald - shield 
Sognir - roaring 
Suthri - south one 
Thekkr - beloved 
Thi6tr - thief 
Thorinn - bold 
Thrainn - stubborn 
Thrasir - eager 
Thror- boar 
Vargr - wolf 
Vestri - west one 
Viggr - · spear 
Vind - wind 
Virfir - dyer 
Vitr -- wise 

consonants as a root, and adding vowels to form words. 
Following is a list of words and their meanings in Khuz
dal. 

c 
0 
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Ores, goblins, and their kind 
These tended to name their spawn with a mixture of cor
rupted Dark Speech, Norse, and any local languages. In 
this list, elements of Dark Speech are marked with an as-

ORCA 

; 
Aburzgur - manure 
Blog blood 
Bogi - bow 
BBlvag - curse 
Bungo -- bulge 
Btirz * - dark 
Daga - dawn 
Dofna ··· numb 
Draugur ·- ghost 
Drep(a) - kill 
Durb* - rule 
Dy(s) - quagmire 
Eitur(ir) - poison 
Elda - lack 
Egur ·· destroy 
Flagz - monster 
Gaddur - thorn 
Gagna - helper 
Galin ··· crazy 
Gash · ·· gash 
Ghash * - fire 
Gimb* - find 

ORCB 

-ari - evil spirit 
-ash* - one 
-auga eye 
-bag pitiful 

Gl{ma - wrestle 
Gnyja -rage 
Gfm(a) - stare 
Gore - gore 
Grafa - dig 
Gris - pig 
Gui - yellow 
G~I* - wraith 
Goltur - boar 
Grub - grub 
Haft - fetter 
Haitz -· lame 
Hazt - harsh 
Hatur - hate 
Hn{/ur - knife 
Hrizg - pain 
Hrj! - ha"ass 
Huka - squat 
Hundur - dog 
H8gg - hit 
llla - worst 
lllfYsi - malice 

-bug - insect 
-burz* - dark 
-<iYJ - animal 
-gra ·· grey 

-bOI fire -haz - dependant 
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terisk (*). Choose one from A. Add one from B if you feel 
like getting fancy. 

fl/ska - evil. hatred 
lnras - attack 
Jargza - bury 
Jarn - iron 
Kasta - throw 
Kaugzi - rouge 
Kj!ni - (lit~le) food 
Krimp* - to bind 
Kuga - force 
Lfig* - tower 
Lug - lazy 
Mattugur - powerful 
Marzg(i) - crush 
MOlva - break 
Nagli- nail 
Nazg*-ring 
JYioshari - spy 
fJgnir - te"or 
<Jnreinn - dirty 
Okurt - rude 
Olog large troll 
Orka - power 

-hai* - people 
-h~l - slippery 
-hugi - mind 
-hom -- buttock 
-kista - chest 
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Ovani - bad habit 
Ragur ·· coward 
Raugz · · red 
RfJ~ -· demolish 
Ryk - dust 
Raendi - robber 
SharkG - old man 
Siuk- sick 
Skagza - hurt 
Skamma - scold, revile 
Skessa ·- troll woman 
Skrigz - creep, crawl 
Skraefa -- coward 
Skugga - shadow 
Slime - slime 
Smfi - little 
Snaga* - slave 
Strigz - war 
Thrak* - to bring 
Uruk* - soldier 
Velgja - nausea 
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-kjaftur ·- shout 
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THE FULL 
CIRCLE 

A Preview to the 

Thieves' World Game 

By Robert Lynn Asprin 

iterature, particularly fantasy, has always had a 
major influence on role-playing games. Tolkien's 
ores, dwarves, elves, and dragons (or interpreta
tions of them) have appeared in the pages of near

ly every fantasy role-playing {FRP) game since they fust ap
peared, and the associated magazines have supplied a steady 
supplement of characters well-known to readers of Moorcock, 
Lieber, and Howard. 

Th.is is not surprising. Gamers are notoriously well-read, and 
more often than not the characters created by the fantasy au
thors display a degree of colorfulness and depth which cries 
out for reader<reated adventures. The melding of these two 
areas of interest has been natural and inescapable. Much more 
noteworthy is the recent emergence of literature inspired by 
various FRP games. Andre Norton's Quag Keep comes to mind 
immediately as an example. She captured on paper an excep
tional FRP adventure and published it as a novel. 

DIFFERENT WORLDS 



In this light, my "shared-setting anthologies" Thieves' 
World and Tales from the Vulgar Unicom simply show another 
half-turn of whatever wheel it is that rolls back and forth be· 
tween fantasy gaming and fantasy writing. 

For the unaware, the anthologies I write of provide a town 
(specifically a backwater town named Sanctuary) - a town 
complete with a history, street maps, political situation, and a 
stable of stock characters. All the authors who write for this 
series are instructed to use Sanctuary as their setting. More
over, they are encouraged to use not merely the characters 
from the town's common roster of princelings, functionaries, 
and petty thieves, but those characters specifically created by 
the other authors. 

Sound familiar? It should. The parallel between the way my 
anthologies were made and the way FRP games are played is 
not entirely coincidental. 

For many years I had one major complaint regarding Heroic 
Fantasy: the duplication of effort. If one ~et out to write a 
Heroic Fantasy novel, the first requirement was to ignore 
everything which had gone before. Forget Robe.rt E. Howard's 
detail in building the Hyborian Age. Ignore the marvelous city 
of Lanhkmar that Fritz Lieber set in the sinking bubble of 
Newhon. Disregard the countless other creations already 
abounding in literature and start over. Build your own geo
graphy, history, political structure, religious system, monetary 
system, magic system, etc., etc., ad nauseum - and then you 
can write your story. This is a major reason why so much fan
tasy winds up as trilogies or open-ended series. Once an author 
has put that much effort into establishing a setting, it's very 
difficult to let it stop with just one book. 

When I first thought of bucking the system, I was going to 
do a collection of stories, all set in the same place, but each 
told from the viewpoint of a different character. The story 
lines would overlap and a major crisis would affect all the char
acters equally, but differently. I'd always been fond of Japa
nese cinema, especially Rashomon. But then I encountered 
FRP games! 

Actually I've followed their development and growth eager
ly. I've followed them all: Dungeons & Dragons, Tunnels & 
Trolls, Chivalry & Sorcery, Bunnies & Burrows, and, of course, 

Brunner sent the magic system by airmail from South Pether
ton in England. Poul Anderson provided a set of economic 
notes worthy of Washington, D.C., and Phil Farmer gave us the 
money system to make the economy go. Phil also extended 
our already lengthy list of "controlled substances" and gave us 
insight into our civil laws. 

A complete account of the contributions would fill a sepa
rate volume and even that wouldn't get to the readers whose 
comments will be incorporated in further volumes of the 
series. There has been so much input in putting the volumes 
together that I feel I can say that Sanctuary is the most realis
tic town in fantasy literature without feeling I'm just congratu
lating myself (I'm congratulating a lot of people). 

So far I've refrained from mentioning any of the characters. 
One of my greatest prides is in the variety of characters who 
have been prodded into existence. While you 11 find the tradi
tional magicians, adventurers and thieves in Sanctuary, you'll" 
also meet some people who don't normally show up in a 
Heroic Fantasy environment. In our town you'll find slavers, 
mid-wives, fortune-tellers, caravan masters, blacksmiths, 
guardsmen, herbalists, madams, minstrels, storytellers, and, 
surprisingly enough, children. Sanctuary is alive! 

The response to Thieves' World and its sequels has been per
sonally gratifying. Thieves' World is into its second printing 
and has been on science fiction bestseller lists; it was also nom
inated for Balrog and World Fantasy awards in 1980. 

However, the title of this piece is "Full Cycle." I was doub
ly pleased when Greg Stafford contacted me about converting 
the fust two Thieves' World volumes into a gaming format for 
Chaosium. Doubly pleased because I was not only glad that 
someone else recognized the gaming potential of my anthology 
but because it was Chaosium expressing the interest. In the 
past I had been impressed by the imagination Greg had shown 
in White Bear & Red Moon (now Dragon Pass in its fourth edi
tion - Ed.) and fascinated by the company's largely successful 
efforts to keep the appropriate dream-like atmosphere in their 
boardgame of Michael Moorcock's Elric series. I had often 
thought that if I had the choice, I would choose them to make 
Sanctuary into a game. 

As an example of the innovative work which has endeared 

... In Sanctuary ... you'll find slavers, mid-wives, fortune-tellers, caravan masters, blacksmiths, guardsmen, 
herbal~sts, madams, minstrels, storytellers, and. surprisingly enough, children. 

Chaosium's RuneQuest. While each game has its strengths and 
weaknesses I did learn one very important lesson in my days as 
a Game Master: no matter what potential I saw in a situation, 
the players would invariably see something different - usually 
something far more exciting than what I'd thought of. 

I realized that my original plan of authoring a collection of 
short stories bypassed the greater potential of the basic idea. If 
I wanted stories from different viewpoints, the best way to get 
them was get different authors to write them that way. I thus 
discovered the sub-franchised anthology, and with that revela
tion Thieves' World was bom. 

Fortunately I was already a published author at the time I 
got this brilliant idea. My circle of friends included a fair num
ber of notable authors and artists. I figured I could talk them 
into it, but I was unprepared for their excitement and willing
ness to contribute ideas far in excess of the stories I was pay
ing them for. James Oddbert, who drew up the maps of Sanc
tuary, huddled with Joe Haldeman, Gordon Dickson, and my
self and from that late night conversation came the personality 
of Sanctuary itself. Andy Offutt proposed not one, but two 
sets of gods which we all accepted virtually unchanged. John 
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Chaosium to me, the Thieves' World game package will contain 
character specifications for all the major FRP formats, not just 
for their own RuneQuest. This means that whatever format a 
Game Master favors, Sanctuary is still their town without 
adapting or juggling anything. Now that's a game publisher, 
and I'm glad they're my publishers. 

So the cycle is complete twice over. We have Heroic Fan
tasy providing the inspiration for the FRP games. Then the 
games influence a shared-setting anthology. Now that antho
logy is available in role-playing format. 'Round and 'round it 
goes ... and for all our sakes I hope it never stops. 

Robett Asprin is the author of Bug Wars, Another Fine Myth, 
and, of course, the editor of the multi-volume Thieves' World 
adventures. 
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By Laurence J. P. Gillespie 

ext to the troll, the berserk is 
probably fantasy gaming's favorite Norse 
monster. He figures prominently in Dungeons 
& Dragons, pops up repeatedly in Chivalry & 
Sorcery and its supplements (and is persistent
ly misspelled there), and is one of the unsung 
heroes of Tunnels & Trolls. Just about every 
"revolutionary new combat system" to hit 
market includes rules for going berserk. And 
if APAzine adventure writeups are any indica
tion, the berserk is also a popular character 
class. Despite his widespread acceptance, how
ever, the berserk's true mythic potential re
mains sadly under-utilized by many Game 
Masters. Like the popular version of the troll, 
the fantasy game version of the berserk is on
ly a pale imitation of the villain that has chill
ed saga readers for twenty generations. 

Who or what is the berserk really? This 
question has more than one answer, actually. 
The source of the berserk, the legends and 
sagas of Old Iceland, provide us with at least 
three main versions of him. There are several 
inconsistencies and contradictions to be 
found, both within and between these ver
sions. All three, however, are in general agree
ment on some of the broader aspects of ber
serk character. 

The character of most berserks is usually a 
function of their power, the berserksgang or 
"going berserk" mentioned in so many sagas. 
By and large, the fantasy role-playing stereo
type is accurate here. That is, the popular pic
ture of a warrior suddenly going wild with 
battlelust, striking out blindly in all direc
tions, ignoring pain, hopeless odds, and the 
pleas of his own friends (sometimes), is pretty 
close to the mark. Most fantasy games simu
late this to some degree, the most accurate so 
far being T&T. Even T&T, however, leaves 
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out certain details that might be of interest to 
all those lovers of berserks out there. 

As noted by many, the berserker, when 
berserk, ignores pain, wounds, and all those 
other little distractions so annoying in combat 
situations. He becomes as strong as a bear 
(which according to one Old Norse formula 
had the strength of six men). He pays no heed 
to his own defense, but goes all out to slaugh
ter everything in sight. What most game sys
tems ignore, however, is that he is able to do 
this because he is invulnerable to normal 
edged iron weapons, according to the sagas. 
Once he's berserk, they just don't bite on 
hi~. In fact, hitting a berserker when he's ber
serk is more likely to give you a broken sword 
than anything else. What's more, many ber
serks are also immune to normal fire. Conse
quently, the right selection of weapons can 
mean the difference between life and death 
when you're up against a berserker. 

To use his powers, though, the berserker 
must go berserk. And this is not as easy as it 
sounds. Berserkers usually have to go through 
formidable rituals of shield-biting, yowling, 
and extreme physical exertion before they 
can do their thing. As it is, this all looks pret
ty ridiculous, which may be why most sagas 
depict berserks as morons. To make matters 
worse, once triggered, the berserk rage is not 
something you can tum off like a faucet. As 
any veteran T&Ter knows, there are times 
when only an elvish smile or a blackjack can 
keep the berserk from turning on his own 
friends. In Halifax, for example, a GM once 
managed to wipe out an entire party of high 
level berserks with one kobold. The berserkers 
attacked the kobold, went berserk, killed it, 

and then wiped each other out, since there 
were no more kobolds left to fight. 

The berserksgang is also very exhausting. 
If taken to the limit, it should reduce the ber
serker's strength and fatigue rating to zero. 
Needless to say, a strength of zero can be a 
decided liability if you're still stuck on the 
fourth dungeon level, or in some ore-infested 
wilderness 50 miles from nowhere. What's 
more, in older berserks, this sort of profound 
physical exertion has even been known to set 
off heart attacks. There is a good example of 
this in Egil's Saga, where one berserk never re
covers from the ship-clearing rampage he goes 
on to avenge his favorite son. 

The berserksgang is also bad in that it re
tards the development of defensive skills. Af
ter all, if you're invulnerable to edged wea
pons, why bother learning how to avoid 
them? Most berserks find out too late that 
they're not immune to all weapons. As it is, 
when a berserk is attacked with something 
not covered by his immunity (i.e., anything 
magical, naturally blunt, or dwarf-made) he 
usually gets wiped. That's why most of the 
smart hero vs. berserk villain battles in the 
sagas are so anticlimatic. The smart hero sim
ply gets something heayy and blunt (like a big 
stick) and bats the living daylights out of the 
former terror of the countryside. 

Since fantasy gamers are not normally so 
clever, berserks can be very effective against 
them. Unfortunately, a number of game sys
tems, most notably the original D&D, are not 
capable of simulating things which are easy to 
hit but hard to damage, which is the key char
acteristic of the berserk. For systems in which 
the to-hit number is not affected by armor 

.. . his men went without mailcoats and were frantic as dogs, or 
wolves; they bit their shields and were as strong as bears or boars; 

they slew men, but neither fire nor iron could hurt them. 
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class, give the berserk the best armor class 
possible (against nonnal edged weapons), but 
treat him as a first level novice fighter for the 
purposes of defense. Where magic weapons, 
etc., are concerned, determine the berserk's 
armor class according to whatever he is wear
ing at the time. If he's a true berserk, though, 
he won't be wearing armor, since he knows he 
doesn't need it. 

In fact, what the berserk wears has a lot to 
do with how he began. To be sure, the origin 
of the berserk rage really goes too far back to 
be traced with certainty. Heimskring/ll (Snor
ri's famous collection of Norse myth, history, 
and literature), however, credits it to Othinn 
(Odin), as something he inspired in his follow
ers during the first terrible wars between the 
Aesir and the Vanir ... 

..• his men went without mailcoats and were 
frantic as dogs or wolves; they bit their shields 
and were as strong as bears or boars; they slew 
men, but neither fire nor iron could hurt 
them. This is called the berserksgang. 

(Ynglinga Saga, chapter 6) 

To fully appreciate the role of the berserk 
in the Viking world, it's helpful to know 
something about his relationship to Othinn. 
As it is, many seemingly irrational aspects of 
berserk behavior make a lot more sense when 
examined in the context of the Allfather and 
his aims. 

Many authorities believe Othinn to have 
been associated with the berserksgang since its 
inception. One interpretation of his name, 
"Othinn," lends great credence to this theory. 
This interpretation derives it from Old Ice
landic adjective othr, which means "raging, 
furious, intoxicated." The ability to impart 
the berserk rage was cited as one of Othinn's 
main powers in Snorri'sHeimskn·ngla. 

There are other reasons why berserks 
should be Othinn's men. Both have similar 
goals. Othinn's most fundamental purpose is 
to spread chaos through Middle Earth (in or
der to swell the ranks of the war·slain einher
jar, the force which will fight for law at Rag
narok). Berserks, for their part, are the epito· 
me of chaos. It is their ability to abandon all 
social and mental restraints, and to go com
pletely crazy, that makes them what they are. 
Both, too, are dangerous anomalies in peace
time, Othinn seeking constantly to start wars, 
and berserks acting in ways that often start 
fights. Just like Othinn, the more a berserk 
kills, the happier he is. 

They even associate with the same sort of 
people. Berserks, if not on their own, are 
most likely to be found in the retinues of 
kings and jarls - precisely that class which 
Othinn favors most. Indeed, as the sagas make 
clear, most common folk have little use for ei· 
ther Othinn or berserks. 

The aura of terror projected by most ber· 
serks may also be the function of a link with 
Othinn. In the sagas, their fear-inducing pow· 
er usually far exceeds that warranted by their 
physical characteristics alone. It seems likely 
that their power to terrify was yet another 
gift from Othinn, whose own terror-inciting 
power was legendary. As it was, people fight
ing berserks always knew they were up against 
Othinn's representatives on earth. And it was 
no secret to the viking that Othinn decided 
the course of all battles. 

There are also hints that berserks enjoyed 
a measure of legal protection in pre-Christian 
Scandinavia, which again may be a function 
of their Othinn link. Berserks, like gods, were 
pennitted things beyond the pale of mere 
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mortals. One of the most concrete demonstra
tions of this is found in the sagas, where it is 
noted that the practice of challenging a man 
to a duel for his wife, farm, etc., was banned 
after the cc ming of Christianity. This favorite 
practice of berserks clearly lasted well into 
historical times, despite the considerable so
cial disapproval it seems to have incurred. 
How it was able to persist for so long is un
known, and indeed, is so irrational as to sug
gest an element of pagan, presumeably 
Othinn-oriented, ritual. 

The social origin of the berserk raises ques· 
tions far beyond the scope of this article. Hil
da Ellis-Davidson, in her Scandinavian Mytho
logy, has suggested that berserks originated as 
society's first professional warriors during the 
Migration Period, which would no doubt pro
duce another tie to the wargod in the popular 
mind. 

The early poems, though, tell little of 
Othinn's relationship with berserks. They tell 
us only that berserks serve Othinn in Valhalla 
(berserks will have the unenviable job of hold
ing Hyrokkin's wolf-steed when she comes to 
launch Balder's funeral ship). Like his ber
serks, Othinn is seldom seen in armor. Not un
til the end of time will he wear it, and even 
then it seems to serve a ritual, rather than a 
protective, function. 

What does this mean to all you Othinn
worshippers out there? Well, for starters, it is 
clear that the berserksgang is Othinn's gift to 
men. Thus, if you want to be a berserk, just 
remember who gave you that power, and 
what he wants. Othinn, like the rest of the 
Norse pantheon, is a hard god to offend, but 
if you do so, foi:get about being a berserk (or 
anything for long). 

How does a berserk keep Othinn happy? 
Simply kill lots of great warriors. The more 
you kill, the more he gets to fight at his side 
at Ragnarok. If you can, start a war some
where. Last, but not least, be mature about it 
when Othinn decides to wipe you out. If he 
betrays you, it means he needs you more than 
the guys you can kill for him, which, in the 
end, is quite a compliment. Think about it. 

One possible meaning of berserk, "bear
shirt," may have originated when berserks 
wore bearskins (instead of armor) into battle. 
In many cultures, bearskins are thought to im· 
part the bear's strength and ferocity to the 
wearer. This sort of belief is very compatible 
with traditions that we know did exist in pre
Christian Scandinavia, too. Unfortunately, 
our literary evidence for this is scanty. There 
are no account of berserks wearing bearskins 
into battle, at least not in the sources that sur
vive today. There are accounts, however, of 
berserks known as "Wolfskins," and the ety
mology of their name is a lot sounder. There 
are also many traditions of warriors wearing 
wolfskins (usually for shapeshifting purposes). 
So it seems quite probable that bearskins were 
thought to work the same way by the original 
berserks. 

If you don't like that theory, another sug· 
gests that berserk means "bare shirt," because 
berserks supposedly scorned all forms of torso 
armor when going into battle. Whether this 
was historically true or not, in the sagas few if 
any berserks wear such armor. Whatever their 
origin, berserks occupy a prominent Position 
in the sagas, appearing there more often than 
almost any other monster. 

Saga treatment of berserks is not perfectly 
consistent, however, posing problems for 
those looking for a guide to role-play. There is 
really not one kind berserk depicted in the 
sagas but three, which may be stereotyped as 
the Beach Bully, the Supernatural Foe, and 
the Great Hero. 

The most common type is the Beach Bul
ly. He is virtually the only kind of berserk to 
appear in the Family Sagas. He is generally 
loudmouthed, usually stupid, and always ob
noxious. He likes challenging people (especial
ly old men or teenagers) to duels, with their 
girl friend/wife, money, or fann as stakes 
(berserks seldom have any of these, so it's a 
one-sided deal at best, usually). He also goes 
in for terrorizing isolated farms, attacking 
lonely travelers, and picking fights in bars and 
public gatherings. He is, in a word, a Turkey. 

As such, he can be a lot of fun in gaming 
for the GM. The true berserk is never at a 
loss for an opening line to start a fight with, 
either. And no matter what cowardly players 
do, he'll always find some way to be insulted 
by them ("What you sneezin' funny like that 
at me for, boy? CRUNCH!"). Since even the 
rawest novice fantasy gamers usually know 
what berserks are like, this often results in 
neat grovelling scenes by low-level player
characters. If not, at least the GM will swiftly 
discover which of his players are suicidally he
roic. 

Berserks are also fun because they're so 
bombastic. This makes them relatively easy to 
play. Unlike many fantasy stereotypes, it's al
most impossible to spoil a berserk's character 
by overacting. In fact the very nature of the 
varmint forces the GM to ham it up. 

As noted above, the Family Sagas contain 
lots of examples of berserker behaviour, if 
you believe in "method role-playing." For 
those with neither the time nor inclination to 
read sagas, the histrionics of professional 
wrestlers are another good approximation of 
berserk behavior. The fellow who nearly took 
Luke Skywalker's head off in that spaceport 
bar, and Get Smart's Hondo also share a lot in 

The true berserk is never at a loss for an opening line to start a fight 
with, either. And no matter what cowardly players do, he'll always find 

some way to he insulted by them. 
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common with Old Norse berserks. Just play 
'em strong, play 'em mean, and play 'em 
dumb and you're not liable to go far wrong. 

The second class of berserks are the Super
natural Foes. When it comes to assigning them 
powers, anything goes. This is the berserk of 
the later Icelandic fantasy sagas, where the 
term is stretched until it becomes practically 
meaningless. The romances, for example, use 
it to describe giants, half man-half animal 
monstrosities, shapeshifters, and worse. This 
kind of berserk usually drops by when some 
prince is on an impossible mission to India or 
Ethiopia, or some such, and either loans him 
his army of 50,000 trolls for the weekend, or 
challenges him to a duel. If the latter, the ber
serk usually loses, and either gets lcilled or be
comes the prince's faithful friend for life. If 
the berserk wins, he knocks the prince out 
and rips off his girl friend. Either way, we're 
left with little information about his personal· 
ity. Considering that this class of berserk can 
do everything from shapeshifting to spellcast
ing in melee, he probably doesn't need one! 

The basis of the Great Hero type of ber
serk is also relatively slim in Old Norse litera
ture. They appear frequently in the battles of 
Heimskringla, but usually the reference is to 
the effect of "King So & So ordered 'Send in 
the bersezks!' and then they raged forward so 
that nothing could withstand them." This 
doesn't tell us much about their personalities 
either. As it is, the best source of berse1k he-
1oes comes near the beginning of some of the 
Family Sagas, when the ancestor of the prota· 
gonists are being discussed. The opening chap
ters of both Egil's Saga and Grettir's Saga con· 
tain a number of heroic be1serks, though 
these become stereotypes again, once the 
main characters arrive. What's mo1e, both Egil 
and G1ettir have many features of the berserk 
in theiI personality. Both tend to go a little 
crazy in battle, Egil taking on entire armies on 
occasion, and Grettir fighting off five 01 six 
men at times. Both sometimes lose control of 
themselves in combat, often with grave results 
(Egil's men were afraid even to speak to him 
once he got going). Finally, both have strong 
ties with the uncanny, and an incredible resis
tance to injuzy. In the final analysis, though, 
neither can be classed as true berserks. Both 
Egil and Grettir had a human side, a depth of 
character totally lacking in the shield-biting 
bozos they fought so often. 

Were berserks heroes? To most saga au
thors, apparently not. Most saga authors seem 
to have had high regard for the virtues of self· 
control and moderation, qualities berserks are 
not exactly famous for. In fact, since berserks 
often personified the blind, unreasoned vio
lence which wiped out so many saga heroes, it 
is not surprising they got such bad press. 

Since there is such a diverse array of be1-
serks in the sagas, in the end their characteri
zation is still up to the individual GM. If you 
want to go with the overwhelming majority of 
saga depictions, some variation on the Beach 
Bully theme is clearly in order. If you like 
Great Hero berserks, instead, you can find 
some support for this position in Hrolf 
Kraki's Saga, Egil's Saga, and Heimskringla. 
Or, if you're a high energy power tripper and 
want berserks with lots of exotic powers, the 
berserk of the later fantasy sagas and the ro
mances may be more to your taste. Whatever 
kind you use, you'll probably find the best 
source of information on the berserk remains 
the original source: the Icelandic Sagas. 
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BERSERKS IN FRP 

It should be evident from the above that ber
serks can be much more than just another in
stant bad guy. For them to realize their full 
potential, however, the GM must pay atten
tion to detail. If he really wants to have ber
serks on his world, he must simulate their per
sonalities and their popular mystique as well 
as their hit dice. Otherwise, he'll wind up with 
monkeys, not men. Admittedly, the following 
points about berserks may not be easy to re
produce with dice and tables, but with a little 
GM-improvisation, who knows? ... 

1. Berserks scare the hell out of people. Just 
about anyone short of a superhero, whether 
player or non-player, should be frightened of 
them. If they're not, you're not running ber
serks right (one of the toughest fighters in 
Norse literature, a guy who used to hunt un
dead trolls for fun, was decidedly cautious 
when it came to tangling with berserks). 

2. The power of the berserk can be harnessed 
for peaceful purposes. A guy in Iceland once 
used two to build a road for him. What 
would·be contractors haven't solved, however, 
is the problem of getting berserks to do this. 
Most consider such work beneath them. 

3. According to one interpretation, it is the 
eye of the berserk which blunts weapons, not 
his skin which turns them. Here the old hid
den sword trick could come in mighty handy, 
since the berserk would not be able to blunt 
what he can't see. 

4. Berserks attract followers in proportion to 
their success in looting and pillaging (say 1D6 
per level the berserk goes up?). These are usu
ally young ne'erdowells, punks, etc., of the 
sort you'd find in a motorcycle gang. Most are 
mediocre fighters at best, liable to rout like 
ores if their leader is lcilled. 

5. Berserks, like most other Norse monsters, 
have a much greater chance than normal of 
walking after death. Death does nothing to 
mellow their personalities either. In fact, 
some of the most evil undead to be found in 
the Norse sagas were berserks during their ori
ginal lives. 

6. For people who use Christianity or soml}
thing similar in their campaigns, there is a 
wealth of material available on Christian vs. 
berserk interaction. Though the legends are 
far too involved to go into here, the general 
thrust of them is that no berserk is a match 
for a cleric of the True Faith. Touching a ber
serk with a crucifix usually causes the berserk 
rage to leave him. Berserks have no immunity 
whatsoever to hallowed fire and I imagine 
(though I can't recall an instance of this) that 
a blessed weapon would be just as effective 
against a berserk as a magic one (D&D clerics, 
at least, with their propensity for· blunt wea
pons, are well-equipped to deal with ber
serks). 

And if you want to get really far out, ac
cording to Cleasby-Vigfusson's Old Icelandic 
dictionary, the1e were even evangelical ber
serks during the Christian era. No kidding. 
Somehow, I just can't picture Billy Graham 
sporting an iron helmet and battleaxe, but I 

guess that's my problem. Certainly that could 
add some spice to a clerical system, though ... 

7. In the sagas, berserks are constantly insult
ing people. To encourage this is a fantasy 
gaming context, give berserks the power to 
drain experience points from other player
characters by insulting them. How many 
points per insult is up to the GM. In my cam
paign, I have impartial players grade berserker 
insults on a 1-10 scale, just like in the Olym
pics. Victims can regain these points by 
making snappy comebacks, but they do so at 
their own risk. 

SCENARIOS 
As a further aid to berserk characterization, a 
couple of scenarios involving them are out
lined below. Most of the details are in keeping 
with, if not borrowed from, the sagas. They 
are thus designed for low level worlds, not 
power-trips. 

SCENARIO ONE 
The party is drinking off the latest expedi

tion proceeds (up here that's good for three, 
maybe four beers) when a 50-ish lady, greying 
at the edges but still very proud, walks into 
the bar. 

"Are there any men here?" she asks. 
Silence. Some of the locals ignore her, 

some mutter a snide remark or two, but none 
answer. If nothing else happens, she then ap
proaches the party. 

"Are there any men here?" she asks. "Is 
anyone here up to a test of his manhood?" 

She will address this to fighter types, 
avoiding magicians, thieves, and other obvious 
perverts. 

If she gets any affirmative answers at all, 
she will explain. 

A gang of berserks is terrorizing her fa.rm 
(an hou1's walk up the road). Her husband, a 
reknowned dungeon delver, and something of 
a local legend, has been dead for many years, 
and her kin have all drifted away. She wants 
the berserks driven off her farm (that's Old 
Norse for "killed") and has been driven to the 
straits of begging aid from complete strangers. 
That's all there is to it. 

Put some thought into the description of 
the farmyard. Put a body somewhere, of a 
cow, or maybe even a thrall. Have a young 
child crying hopelessly somewhere. Scatter 
broken casks and burning things all over the 
place. Think about the weather. Maybe for 
contrast you want it to be a brilliant sun
drenched dar. Or maybe for emphasis you 
want driving rain. Think of an old widow 
walking five miles in a tainstorm. Make your 
players think of it too. Or if you're a Brad
bury type maybe you want a looming thun
derstorm, just ready to break at the right mo
ment. Whatever the weather, the berserks will 
be drunk, smashing crockery, mindlessly des
troying. One may be prancing around in the 
widow's best cloak, a beautiful, colored thing 
of fine English wool. 

When the heroes arrive, check berserk re
action. It probably won't be instant attack. 
The berserks may even be friendly drunk. 
They may ignore the party, or may even in
vite it to join in the festivities. Naturally, the 
reaction of the head berserk is of key impor
tance here. If he's well-disposed to the new
comers, his lackies will fall over each other 

Berserks scare the hell out of people. Just about anyone short of a 
superhero, whether player or non-player, should be frightened of them. 
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trying to be friendly. If he's not, well, things 
could tum ugly quite fast. 

Moreover, even a friendly reaction may 
not last very long. Berserks being berserks, 
they will expect (i.e., demand) fawning synco
phancy from the party. If they don't get it, 
this too will produce trouble very fast. 

The exact makeup of the berserk band is, 
of course, up to the GM. In Heimskring/a, my 
campaign, I've gotten the best results with 
first, second, third, maybe even fourth level 
berserk leading a gang of 1D6+1 rabble 
(pseudo-berserks). This is, however, on world 
where player-chancters higher than rust level 
are virtually unknown. Whatever his level, the 
berserk should be a much better fighter than 
any of his companions. And his companions 
should rout like ores (or at least test morale) 
if he is killed. 

PERSUADING THE PLAYERS: The GM . 
may encounter some difficulties getting play
ers to go on this miniquest. Particularly if 
they're conditioned to money-oriented dun
goen-only games, which may offer ten times 
the reward for half the risk. Simply challenge 
the manhood of your players. Lay it on real 
thick, too. Use words like manhood, courage, 
and guts at least five times in every sentence 
you utter. Since your players propably have 
mild real-world tensions in this area them
selves, they won't need to do any role-playing 
at all. If you can make them feel ashamed of 
turning down this poor widow, you can bet 
their characters will be in the same boat. 

If the players in question are women, 
there's still some chance of shanghaiing them 
into this. Just have the widow ignore them, 
but make sure she addresses her most impas• 
sioned pleas to the nearest male fighter, no 
matter how uninterested he is. If there's a wo
man warrior who can resist the temptation to 
leap to her feet and shout "Maybe there's no 
'man' willing to help you, but here's a woman 
that will try!", I'd be interested in meeting 
her. 

SCENARIO 1WO 
The players are sitting in the bar, mead

room, Varangian Legion Hall, etc. An ex
tremely tough looking berserk goes up to each 
of them in turn and asks bell.igerently "Do 
you think you're my equal?" 

If anyone says yes (that's never happened 
in Heimskringla). berserk will challenge him 
to (a) fight, (b) trade sword-blows, or (c) 
strike the helm he's wearing. 
OPTIONS: If berserk pulls (b), you might 
consider a Gawain and the Green Knight rou· 
tine (i.e., berserk gives the player first blow, 
and stands calmly while his head is cut off. 
Then he picks up his own head, reattaches it, 
and says he'll return the favor one week/ 
month/year hence - could be a nice kickoff 
for a quest). 

To be really sleazy in (c), make the helm 
one of the magic kind that breaks anything 
which hits it. What better way to part a too 
confident fighter from that +3 family heir
loom! 

SCENARIO THREE 
The party is preparing to leave after sever

al days of superb hospitality at a rich young 
farmer's house. Only one thing has marred the 
festivities, the continuous weeping of the 
farmer's kid sister, a strikingly beautiful 
young maiden of 18 charisma. Just as the par
ty is about to depart, it "slips" out that a ber
serk has challenged the farmer to a duel for 
the hand of his sister. The duel is scheduled 
the following day, and the farmer, a hand
some but completely inexperienced fighter, is 
heading for certain death. His sister is heading 
for certain dishonor. Will the best fighter in 
the party fight the duel in his place? 

Berserks are also fun because they're so bombastic. This makes them relatively easy to play. Unlike many 
fantasy stereotypes, it's almost impossible to spoil a berserk's character by overacting. 
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Send check or moneyorder to: 

Direct mai l less 15\ 
CA residents add 6\ 
postage and handling paid 
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Zargonians 
ADD THE BIG GUYS 

LARGE CREATURE SHEET 3 ,_ 

fl 

. 
By John T. Sapienza, Jr. ft J ' t I ---

he Zargoniam are the figure series by Bearhug En
terprises, Inc., PO Box 12, Mission, KS 66201 . The 
series was designed by Daryl A. Shirley, president 
of Bearhug, and the figures were painted by James 

Mirick. The concept behind the Zargonians is to provide fig
ures for gaming that are inexpensive, light in weight, and don't 
have to to be painted. They are intended to provide an alterna
tive for gamers who are hesitant to use the more traditional 
cast lead figures. 

Zargonians are die-<:ut figures printed in color on 6"x7" 
cardboard sheets 1/16" thick. Most come with 24 figures to 
the sheet, each figure 1 W' tall and %"wide, each figure on the 
sheet is different. Sets are $5 for three identical sheets, or 
about seven cents a figure . Even if you have many sets of fig
ures, you can usually get away with one Zargonian Stand Set I 
of 48 plastic %" stands for $5, unless you plan mass battles. 
Each figure has a painting of a character or creature that is 
about 28mm tall, a typical size for lead figures. Zargonians are 
used by detaching the figures from the sheets and placing them 
in the plastic stands to hold them vertical on the battleboard 
or gaming table. 

Different Worlds 9 reviewed Bearhug's initial release of Zar· 
gonian monster figures', Creature Sets I-XII. This time we re
view four new lines of figures. These include the expansion of 
the concept of die-<:ut figures to its logical best use, making re
ally large creatures easy to carry around. 
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The first new line is the Character Sets, of which the first two are now 
available. They consist of three sheets of 24 figures each, 1 W'x~ ", per 
set, the same size and using the same stands as the Creature Sets. How
ever, unlike the Creature Sets, the Character Sets have three different 
sheets per set, so you get a total of 72 different figures per set. There is 
a great profusion of characters in these two sets, including a small 
sprinkling of monsters, apparently as last minute additions to the list 
that didn't make it onto the Creature Sheets. Character Set A contains 
one Succubus, one Lamia, one Ghost, one Ranger, two Druids, three 
Monks, six Thieves, three Assassins, three Paladins, twelve Clerics, 18 
Magicians, and 21 Warriors. Character Set B contains one Banshee, one 
Lich, one Hag, one Paladin, three Rangers, two Druids, three Monks, six 
Thieves, three Assassins, 13 Magicians, 15 Clerics, and 23 Warriors. 

The figures come in both sexes with a wide range of weapons and ar
mor. Most are human, but there are a few elves and dwarves. The sparci
ty of the last two races, however, is more than made up for by the exis
tence of Creature Set·I of Dwarves and Creature Set VII of Elves. There 
appear to be about 25 females in the 138 character figures (it is some
times ambiguous), which is one complaint I'd like to see repaired in la
ter sets. Another is the fact that most of the character figures are lightly 
armored. This doesn't matter for the thieves and assassins, of course, 
but the 44 warriors are often difficult to separate out from the others 
just by appearance. Only 24 of the fJgUies are in obvious armor, mostly 
Clerics, and these are in chainmail; there isn't a plate-armored figure in 
the group. 

These figures are useful and worth using, despite my nitpicking. My 
sense of lack, in what has been issued so far, is from my preferance for 
heavily-armored warriors and clerics (in Dungeons & Dragons they tend 
to wear plate armor and carry shields). However, the existing figures are 
very nice for thieves, druids, mages, rangers, clerics, and others who 
wear chainmail. 

One thing that struck me strongly about these character figures: 
these are not Beautiful People. James Mirick decided to heavily ind.ivid
ualize his figures, and indeed you will have no trouble telling one from 
another. But in the process he included in his line every sort of range of 
body shape, tall and short, thick and thin, long and short hair and no 
hair. It works, but you won't find any idealized heroic types. This may 
trouble some players until they get used to it. But Game Masters should 
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love the idea once they realize that these figures are ideal for represent
ing specific non-player characters for the player-characters to recognize 
again when they are encountered later on. 

The next type of figuze is the large crcat1Ue line, lions and tigers and 
bears, and they come 15 to the sheet at 2" tall and 1" wide. They are 
$5 a set of three identical sheets. These need the Zugonian Stand Set 
III, 45 stands for $5, each l" wide. Large Creature Set I contains three 
Dragon Cubs, three Andro-Sphinx, three Crio-Sphinx, three Cyno
Sphinx, three Hieraco-Sphinx, three Chimerae, three Brown Bears, six 
Lammasu, six Shedu, and twelve Centaurs (three female). Large Crea
t1Ue Set II contains three Unicorns, three Pegasi, three Manticores, 
three Nightmares, three Ki-Rins, six Minotaurs, six Ax Beaks, nine Grif
fons, and nine Hippogriffs. 

Large Creat1Ue Set III contains nine Trolls, 15 Ogres, and 21 Bug
bears (which might also serve as more intelligent and armored ogres). 
Large Creature Set IV contains three Poisonous Snakes, three Constrio
tor Snakes, three Flightless Owls, three Slugs, three Dire Wolves, three 
Winter Wolves, three Tigers, three Sabre-Toothed Tigers, six Spotted 
Lions, nine Lions, and six Yeti. 

Large Creature Set V contains three Mounds, three Invisible Ser
vants, three Beholders, three Couatli, three Gorgons, three Stalkers, 
three Lopeies, three Rakshasae, three Ropers, three Hulks, three 
Weirds, three Will O'WJSps, three Wind Walkers, and six Dimension 
Beasts. This set contains some of the stranger and more interesting 
beasts in the line. Large Creature Set VI contains 15 Light Cavalry, 15 
Medium Cavalry (wearing chainmail) and 15 Heavy Cavalry (wearing 
plate armor). These are all seen from the front or the rear, in order to 
fit on the narrow l" wide pieces, and are 35mm tall on the average. 
You might prefer to have them on wider pieces and seen from the side, 
but they work reasonably well in use; you merely have to remember 
which way the figure is pointing, and allow for some extra space to the 
rear of the horse when grouping figures on the battleboard. 

The third type of figuze is the Giant Creature line. They come six 
figures to the sheet, and are 3" tall and 1 W' wide with paintings aver
aging 65mm tall, quite large when compared with the 28mm character 
figures. These need the Zargonian Stand Set II, each lW' wide, 36 
stands for $5. Giant Creature Set I contains three Hill Giants, three 
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Stone Giants, three Frost Giants, three Fire Giants, three Cloud Giants, 
and three Storm Giants. Giant Creature Set II contains three Djinni, 
three Efreeti, three Air Elementals, three Earth Elementals, three Fire 
Elementals, and three Water Elementals. 

Giant Creature Set DI contains three Lion Worms, three Land 
Sharks, three Cave Bears, three Spirit Nagas, three Water Nagas, and 
three Guardian Nagas. Giant Creature Set IV contains three Crocodiles, 
three Fire Lizards, three Subterranean Lizards, three Minotaur Lizards, 
and three Treants. 

Giant Creature Set V contains three Clay Golems, three Flesh 
Golems, three Stone Golems, three Iron Golems, three Two-Headed Gi
ants (Ettins), and three Titans. Giant Creature Set VI contains some of 
the worst monsters of all, Demons. It has three each of Demon Types 
I-VI. Incidentally, all the creatures are nicely and colorfully drawn in 
the Large and Giant Creature lines. Also, it should be mentioned that 
the slight printing difficulty in the first Zargonian print run has been 
solved; all were printed sharply. 

The last of the new types of Zargonian figuzes are the largest of all, 
the dragons. These figures are 3" tall and 6W' wide, and come six to a 
set, for $5. The dragons require two stands each, of any size. Dragon 
Set A contains one each Diamond Dragon, Red Dragon, Silver Dragon, 
Blue Dragon, Black Dragon, and Copper Dragon. Dragon Set B contains 
one each Ruby Dragon, Gold Dragon, Green Dragon, Brass Dragon, 
White Dragon, and Bronze Dragon. Some have wings, some don't but 
are shown flying anyway (Asian dragon style). Some have long spikes, 
some have horns, all have large teeth and claws. The ruby and diamond 
dragons look spotted, with triangular spots of different colors, but the 
intended effect is probably a crystaline faceted effect. Every dragon is 
shown with a complete background painting, unlike the other figures. 
They obviously received a lot of loving attention. 

~OUNT GAMES I The ;a~e:t-Avalon Hill, Metagaming, 

and SPI games at 10% off retail.Send 
a SASE for our games and price list. 

Fun Games Lange Games W 

Fast Service 1026 W. Jrd Street 
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Presents ... Adventure modules for solo-play wi th 

most fantasy role · playing game systems 

TliE MiNi SrniEs: Each module contains 3 short 
adventures, convenient ly packaged for collection in your 3 r i ng binder 

Mini # 1 "CARNIVAL IN WINDEMERE" 
Mini # 2 "'CRYSTAL'S PLEASURE PALACE" 
Mini # 3 "'THE FREAK SHOW'" 
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TRAVELLER 
Science-Fiction Adventure in 
the Far Future 

Each addition to the Traveller series brings new detail and clarity to the universe of the dis
tant future. These supplements and adventures continue to expand the vision of the lm
perium in general and the Spinward Marches in particular. Besides expanding the players' 
knowledge of the lmperium, each booklet provides many hours of challenging fun. 

76 Patrons, Supplement 6. Sixty patron encounters indexed according to type of patron 
(scout, merchant, assassin, etc.) and sixteen mercenary tickets provide enough jobs and 
missions to keep p layers in a Traveller universe busy for months. $3.98 

High Guard, Book 5 . The mighty warships of Imperial star fleets are dealt with in this 
book, complete with ru les for the generation of naval characters, ship design and con
struction, and fleet combat. Revised, second edition . $5.98 

Leviathan, Adventure 4 . At the rimward edge of the Spinward Marches, the trading vessel 
Leviathan hires on a crew, loads cargo, and sets off for the Out-Rim Void, a li ttle-known 
area just outside the marches. Profits, mysteries, and dangers abound. $4.98 

Traders and Gunboats; Supplement 7. Detailed treatment of several common interplane·· 
tary and interstellar vessels. Encounters, deck plans, interior details, and background data 
on far traders, subsidized merchants, seekers, xboats, tenders, scouts, system defense 
boats, close escorts, and small craft. $3.98 

The Best of the Journal, Volume 1. The Journal of the Travellers' Aid Society is dedicated 
to players who risk the perils of interstellar travel. Unfortunately, the printing presses have 
been unable to keep up with demand, and all early issues are out-of-print. This anthology 
reprints under one cover all the best articles, news and information from the first four 
issues of The Journal. $4.98 

T raveller and t he complete line 
of supporting adventures, supplements, 

and games are available from hobby shops 
around the world. 

Free catalog on request 

Game Designers' Workshop 
Department OW, 203 North Street, Normal, IL 61761 



AMERICA'S PREMIER GAME FAIR, PART OF A CONTINUING HOBBY TRADITION, 

ENTERS ITS FOURTEENTH YEAR... i. 
The GEN CON® XIV ~ ~® 

~ ~ 
~, ..... 

Game Convention and Trade Show 

WITH SPECIAL GUEST BORIS VALLEJO 

At the University of Wisconsin - Parkside Campus,Kenosha, WI. 

I-94 to County E, East on E five miles. 
August 13th-16th, 1981 

Featuring everything you've ever wanted in a game convention ... and more! Exhibitors ... Seminars 
by leading hobby personalities ... Miniatures ... Role Playing ... New Games & Releases ... The Two 
Largest Fantasy Role Playing T oumaments in the World - The AD&DrM Open and the RPGA TM 
AD&D™ T oumament.. Special Guest Boris Vallejo ... Two Miniatures Painting Contests- The 1st 
ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS™ Painting Competition and The Gen Con® XIV Open 
Painting Competition ... 

Each conventioneer will receive a book of coupons 

worth $10.00 in the Exhibit Area. Pre-Registration 

$12.00 before July 2nd; $15.00 at the door. 

More Judges and Events wanted! 

Event Judges will receive a free pass to the 

convention and special per-event compensation. 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome. 

For More Information Write: 

Gen Con® XIV Information 
POB 756 

Lake Geneva, WI 53147 

(414) 248-8050 

GEN CON® and the GEN CON® Compass Logo are Registered Ser1Jice marks of TSR Hobbies, Inc. 

ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS™, AD&DTI•, and RPGATI' are Trademarks of TSR Hobbies, Inc. 



0 The Isle of Dread, 0 Plunder, 0 Rune Masters, 0 
OCityof Valla, 0 Dungeons & Dragons Basic Set, 0 
0 Dungeons & Dragons Expert Set, 0 
0 The Toughest Dungeon in the World, 0 
0 Thieves' Guild I, II, and Ill, 0 
0 Slave Pits of the Undercity, 0 
0 Sewers of Oblivion 0 

THE ISLE OF DREAD 
David Cook and Tom Moldvay 
TSR Games 
$6.00 

This is a dungeon module that was originally 
d istributed in Dungeons & Dragons Expert 
Set, but is available separately. 

The product consists of the usual TSR 
cover folder w ith a ru les pamphlet loose in
side. T he inside of the cover contains the 
maps for the one dungeon adventure included 
in t he book. The rules begin with the descrip
tion of a geographic area several hundred 
miles across. It is an expansion of the over
land map featured in the D&D Expert Set 
rules. The map is centered on the city of 
Specularium, and includes countries exhibit
ing every conceivable form of government, 
ranging from magocracy {government by mag
ic users) to syndicracy (government by associ 
ated gui ld chieftains) with the more usual 
forms also included. From Specularium, the 
adventurers are led south by a treasure map 
describing the Isle of Dread with promise of 
great treasure and high adventure. The adven
turers obtain a boat, sail over the seas experi 
encing encounters with sea monsters and oth
er fauna, and arrive at the island. The island 
itself is mapped on a hex-style map with the 
standard terrain features and specific encoun
ter areas noted. There are three random en
counter tables for different parts of the is
land, in addition to 24 special encounter areas 
where speci fic monsters are placed. There is a 
map of the central plateau, the ultimate goal 
of t he adventurers. This area also has a sepa
rate random encounter table and a new set of 
special encounters. Finally, there are the tri
bal village, the lake, and the lost temple, 
which is mapped out in dungeon scale. The 
book concludes with a listing of new mon
sters, including several dinosaurs and prehis
toric mammals, in addition to the mandatory 
new intelligent monsters. 

Many of the encounters on the island are 
entire adventures in themselves. They involve 
such things as pirate lairs, tree villages, magic
using giant spiders, tiger people, living dino
saurs, etc. All necessary stats have been drawn 
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up for these adventures, and many of the dia
grams {village plans, monster lairs) appear in 
the center of the book. Any of these secon
dary adventures could be the focus of a single 
evening's gaming. 

One feature of the Isle of Dread which de
serves special mention is its anthropology. 
The various tribes on the island have been 
given depth by the inclusion of information 
which goes beyond the usual rulebook entry 
for tribes: the government of both the sea 
coast tribes and the tribe at the lake on the 
plateau have been worked out according to 
well-known anthropological models (mostly 
ones reported by Margaret Mead in her 
books). One of the tribes is a matriarchy, with 
power in a tribal queen, w ith war chiefs and 
medicine men as advisers and subordinates. 
Another tribe takes direction from its gods, as 
interpreted by tribal chiefs and priests. This 
very basic detail is refreshing, and I hope that 
it will not be the last anthropology we find in 
the fantasy role-playing fie ld. 

There were a few things I didn't like in the 
adventure. First of all, the authors decided to 
make the isle a lost world-like area with dino
saurs wandering around. TSR has not solved 
the problem of how to do realistic dinosaurs 
- very few fantasy rules have, of course. Even 
36 hit dice doesn't convey the sheer disaster
ous hugeness of a brontosaur or a tyranno
saurus rex. Also, the island is too small for all 
those dinosaurs, along with everything else 
there. When I ran the adventure, I quietly 
dropped the saurians, although I did leave in . 
the giant mammals. Another problem area is 
the native villages at the south end of the is
land. Despite the nice cultural detai ls which I 
have praised above, the actual vi llage adven
ture seemed poorly worked out in comparison 
to the other pans of the adventure. 

I liked the concept, design, and execution 
of this dungeon module. T here have been on
ly a few campaign/adventure books among 
the scores of products publ ished for the hob
by, but this is one of the best yet available. 
T he map is f lexible in that many sorts of ad
ventures could be worked into the terrain as it 
is shown. T here are many different types and 
patterns of landforms depicted. Many of the 
encounters specified for the Isle of Dread 
could be dropped intact onto other parts of 
the map. 

Isle of Dread is overall an excellent prod
uct. For my needs, it is probably the best of 
t he modules TSR have produced. Many GMs 

w ill f ind it a worthwhile purchase. 

PLUNDER 
Rudy Kraft 
Chaosium Inc. 
$5.95 

Anders Swenson 

Although it isn't part of the official title, t he 
blurb on the front cover descr ibes t his volume 
perfectly as the "RuneOuest Book of Trea
sure." The basic concept of Plunder is so sim
ple that you might be inclined to dismiss it as 
unnecessary, as the first half of the book is ta
bles providing randomly assembled t reasure 
for use in RO gaming. I th ink that a bit of re
f lection will let the GM real ize just how dull it 
is putting treasure descriptions together, parti
cularly those that get improvised during 
gaming. Once you realize t his, the usefulness 
of this play aid makes i t attractive. And the 
special items table plus the "Treasure of Glo
rantha" in the back of the book are worth the 
cost, all by themselves. 

The first half of the book consists of ta
bles of t reasure, ten tables of 64 different 
treasures (an 8x8 matrix), each table repre
senting a different level of treasure factor ac
cording to the RQ rule for valuing a monster's 
treasures. This is designed to help out the 
poor GM who has been going bonkers pro
ducing random treasures of the usual sort, and 
would be happy to have a method of avoiding 
the normal calculations so he or she can use 
native creativity on more interesting things. 
This is rounded out by the special items table, 
for t hose few treasures that have t hese. -The 
special items consist of 100 scrolls. potions, 
crystals, and matrices of varying use and val
ue. Some of these are crocked either partially 
or wholly, to keep your players suitably cau
tious. 

The second half of the book is more ex
citing, if necessarily less often used. These are 
the Treasures of Glorantha, which are often 
rare or one-of-a·kind items that are probably 
best used to provide flavor to t he campaign 
by letting the characters hear rumors of them 
over the tavern table, or meet an owner of 
one who is obviously too powerful to jump to 
acquire the item (either inherently or in terms 
of the relatives w ho will come hunting the 
killers). Yet the treasures are, by and large, 
not out of balance, and most of t hem come 
complete with cult associations t hat provide 
effective limits on their use. Other limits are 
the tendency of certain races to take offense 
and kill the wearer, such as a suit of dragon
ewt skin armor. Use this at your own r isk, in 
other words. Neat. 

Plunder is .a useful idea, and well done. I 
recommend it to all RO GMs. 

John T. Sapienza, Jr. 
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RUNE MASTERS 
William R. Keyes 
Chaosium Inc. 
$5.95 

This is an extremely impressive book, and 
most RuneOuest players as well as GMs will 
want to own a copy. Rune Masters' overt pur
pose is to provide the GM with ready-made 
non-player-characters at the Rune level for 
use on their adventures who have advanced 
sufficiently in the campaign to make this rea
sonable. And this it does, in great and loving 
detail, with one Rune Priest, one Rune Lord, 
and one Rune Lord-Priest for each of t he 15 
cults that make up Cults of Prax. Each comes 
equipped with full specifications as to charac
teristics, race, sex, background, weapons 
(with specs for both right· and left-handed use 
in case one hand is disabled, interestingly 
enough). spirits both allied and bound and 
what each is attached to, battle magic and 
Rune magic spells known by the master and 
the spirits, skills, languages, magic items, po
tions, wealth, and equipment. Each of these 
Rune Masters can be altered slightly for varie
ty. to provide a host of Rune level NPCs. The 
timesaving this allows is well worth the cost 
of the book. 

But there is more t han that, and I don't 
mean simply Mr. Keyes's new character sheet 
and the monster sheets, or Luise Perrene's 
very attractive illustrations for each set of 
Rune Masters. The real heart of Rune Masters 
is the essays that begin it, nine pages of fine 
print in which Mr. Keyes gives highly con
densed advice to the reader on playing RO to 
the hilt. Most of it is phrased to the GM's 
point of view, but it applies equally to the 
players in many cases. The text is divided into 
an introduction and four chapters. 

The chapter titled "How to Create a Rune 
Master" gives detailed instructions on how to 
do just that . You may wonder why Mr. Keyes 
bothered with this, since he had created 45 of 
them in detail, filling most of this volume. 
The reason is, from the ground up, for theed· 
ification of the reader. It also helps the user 
add more characters of Rune Master status to 
those found in t he book, step by step. The 
chapter titled "How to Create a Retinue" des
cribes who would be likely to accompany a 
Rune Master in his or her travels, and why, 
and gives ru les for creating them and their 
skills. Two of the sheets in the back of t he 
book are for this purpose, while the Mk 5 RO 
Character Sheet is for use with the first chap
ter, the Rune Masters themselves. 

The chapter t itled "How to Play a Rune 
Master" is really a continuation in depth of 
the first chapter, moving from raw specifica
tions to the personality and powers of a Rune 
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Master. This is for the benefit of the GM try
ing to play a Rune Master who has never got
ten a personal character up to this level, and 
thus lacks practical experience at it. This need 
is effectively filled here. or at least as well as 
book learning can be expected to do so. The 
chapter includes suggestions on best combina
tions of spells and tactics, which is of interest 
to the players. too. The last chapter continues 
this idea, and is titled "Group Melee Tactics." 
It gives ideas for group organization for NPCs 
to follow, battle commands to standardize on, 
team tactics within the group, and spell com
binations to try as tactics. This is, again, good 
advice for player characters as well. 

The section on inverting spells is very in· 
teresting, but should be approached with cau
tion by both players and GM. The idea behind 
t his is to use spells in unusual ways to pro
duce resu lts that the RO authors probably did 
not have in mind when the rules were written. 
One example which ought to work is casting 
Fanaticism on an opponent. This increases his 

· attack odds against you, but it also prevents 
him from using defensive magic if you catch 
him in time, and prevents him from parrying 
your attacks on him. Get the idea? Beware of 
attempted inversions that pervert the inten
tion of the ru les, however, Mr. Keyes recom
mends using Fireblade on the sword of that 
giant, who normally does 208+506 damage, 
in order to reduce the damage to a flat 306 
because of the spell. This is rule lawyering of 
the sort wargamers are fond of, but it makes 
little sense in terms of the spirit of the rules. 
And this particular example was changed out 
of existence in the errata sheet for the second 
edition of RO (send a self-addressed stamped 
envelope to Chaosium Inc., PO Box 6302, Al· 
bany, CA 94706, for a free copy). by pro
viding that the Fireblade spell replaces normal 
weapon damage but not any damage bonus -
so the giant whose greatsword you thought· 
fully applied Fireblade to wi ll now do 306+ 
506 when he hits you! 

Rune Masters is an unabashedly minimax 
book (a wargaming term for "minimum risk/ 
expense and maximum gain"). a fact that may 
bother some RO players. The 45 NPCs listed 
come equipped with far more in the way of 
POW-storing devices and bound spirits than is 
suggested as normal in the RO rules or in the 
text of Cults of Prax, resulting in some of 
them having on call over 100 points of spells. 
I think Mr. Keyes covered this in his introduc· 
tion, when he commented that it was written 
that way on the theory that it is easier to cut 
items off a list than to invent additions. But 
the users of this volume should bear in mind 
the actual power level of their campaigns, and 
use judgment when taking sample NPCs from 
Mr. Keyes's lists. His advice on tactics are def
initely more on the wargaming than the role
playing side of the hobby. He can also be crit· 
icized for giving the Rune Masters of the cult 
of Chalana Arroy (the healers cult which pro
hibits members from learning combat skills) 
extensive weapons skills (even though they 
have lower skill percentages than average). 
This must be changed to be usable, to meet 
the requirement of Cults of Prax that healing 
arts be learned in place of the normal wea
pons skills in this cult. 

These criticisms of details are relat ively 
minor, and are easily correctable by experi· 
enced RO players. The value of this volume is 
in its advice on how to play RO with tactical 
skill taught by a master. This is del ightful 
book - highly recommended. 

John T. Sapienza, Jr. 

CITY OF VALLA 
John Scott Clegg 
$3.25 

The City of Valla is a two-map set depicting 
the city of Valla. It consists of two 23"x17" 
color maps. 

The City of Valla is a part of the World of 
Oyon series, but can be used in any campaign. 
The city contains everything a band of adven· 
turers might need to outfit an expedition and 
makes a good base of operations. Since there 
is no booklet with it, the GM can stock the 
buildings with the types of characters he/she 
wishes the party to meet. By changing the la
beling on the buildings t he GM can also make 
another city in a short time. 

By reading between the lines (or in this 
case studying the map), it becomes apparent 
that Valla is t he headquarters for the Moorian 
Army and contains the Royal Winter Palace 
of the Kings of Mooria. Most of the shops and 
buildings are those you would expect to find 
in a city that is overflowing with soldiers and 
nobles. There are numerous armor and wea· 
pons shops as well as large temples and public 
buildings. 

There are shops selling everything from 
glue to musical instruments, over twenty inns, 
a dozen public houses (taverns). gaming esta· 
blishments and brothels provide lodging, en
tertainment and information for the interest· 
ed adventurer. There is even a hospital to aid 
in the recovery of major wounds. 

For the priests there are over a dozen tem
ples of various types. 

For the magic user there is the College of 
Magical Arts and the Magic Shop. 

For the sage there is a library, a school, 
and a university. 

There is an over-laying grid that makes it 
easy to locate places once you are familiar 
with the layout of the city. An interesting fea
t ure that I have never seen before is the care
ful use of grey shading to indicate areas with 
roofs. It is a vast improvement over so many 
city maps currently being marketed. 

There are a few things that I did not un
derstand when I first bought The City of Val
la, but many of my questions were answered 
when I obtained the other products in the 
series. The Tombs of Valla explained most of 
the animal names and much more background 
about the country of Mooria. 

I hope to see more products in this series 
especially a guide book to Valla. (I would like 
to know what is in the mysterious "Serpent's 
Tooth Tower.") Even without the guidebook, 
the city is a fascinating addition to my collec
tion. It is worth far more than what the pub· 
lisher is charging for it. 

Jackie Se/ck 
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 
BASIC SET 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 
EXPERT SET 

TSR Games 
$12.00 each 

The original Dungeons & Dragons was pub· 
lished in 1974 as a boxed set of three digest· 
sized rulebooks. Since that original publica· 
tion (which is still in print) there has been a 
steady stream of new material for D&D. First 
was the series of digest-sized supplements; 
starting with Greyhawk and ending with 
Gods, Demigods & Heros. Then the Advanced 
D&D series was published. It incorporated 
many of the rules suggestions found in the 
supple'ments, and added some new rules to 
produce a game of daunting proportions. 
AD&D is largely a game for enthusiasts. With 
the recent publication of D&D Basic Set and 
D&D Expert Set, the wheel of game develop
ment has come full circle. These new games, 
which fit together, comprise a clean game 
with explicit rules. They should be the easiest 
to learn and play of all the D&D games which 
have so far been published. 

The games are being initially marketed as 
boxed sets, each containing a rulebook, a dun
geon module, a set of polyhedral dice, and a 
crayon (along with some TSR promotional 
material). While the various rulebooks and 
modules are now packaged in boxed sets, we 
expect that they will also be available as sepa
rate items. 

This review will discuss the actual Basic 
and Expert rules. The module included with 
the Basic set, Keep on the Borderland has al· 
ready been reviewed in DW 8. The module in· 
cluded with the Expert set, Isle of Dread, is 
reviewed separately in this issue. 

D&D Basic Set is concerned with begin· 
ning characters (levels 1-31 and with the dev· 
velopment of the classical dungeon-crawling 
sort of underground adventure. D&D Expert 
Set discusses characters of up to the 14th lev
el, and also discusses the outdoor adventures 
which can occur between and on the way to 
the dungeons. Both books are organized in a 
similar fashion: the introduction, player char· 
acter information, spells, the adventure, the 
encounter, monsters, treasure, and dungeon· 
master information. Each book has both a ta· 
ble of contents and an index. 

The introduction serves to introduce the 
new player to terms and practices which are 
in the text. The introduction to the Expert 
rules also has a chart containing some rule 
changes which must be noted by readers who 
own an older edition of D&D Basic Set (the 
one with a blue-toned picture of a dragon on 
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the cover). A change in the alignment system 
from the earlier edition is also discussed 
(alignment has been revised to a simple Law· 
Neutrality-Chaos system). Optional rules are 
discussed for encumbrance, weapons, mon· 
sters, and treasure placement. 

The section on character information is 
concerned with the development and abilities 
of player-characters. D&D adventurers must 
follow specific career patterns which mandate 
a standardized development of special abili· 
ties , depending on the path followed. For hu· 
mans, there is a choice of fighter, magic user, 
thief, or cleric. Adventurers who are not 
strictly human must follow special advance· 
ment charts for t heir particular races rather 
than participating in the human categories: 
there are special . categories for adventurer 
dwarves, elves, and halflings. The listings of 
the various character class abilities are all in 
one place, rather t han randomly spread 
throughout the texts of many volumes, as was 
the case in the previous D&D games. Align
ment is discussed in detail - the fixed align
ment of a character is a guide to the limits of 
behavior imposed on a character by his cul· 
ture and n:iorals. The possible languages which 
the characters might know are listed, and the 
section ends with tables of weapons and 
equipment which may be purchased and used 
by the characters. 

The game continues the system whereby 
spell users (clerics and magic users) are as
sumed to have the energy patterns for specific 
magical or divine effects contained within 
their minds, to be cast as needed. The mage 
does not create the spell as he casts it, rather, 
he creates the spell as he studies his magic 
book (over a period of hours), stores it in his 
head, and releases it at the crucial moment. 
Magic users and clerics may use more spells, 
and have access to more complex spells, as 
they advance in level. The spell-use chapters 
list dozens of spells both for magic users and 
for clerics. In general, the D&D magic system 
contains the most powerful spells of all the 
FRP games, although in some respects it res
tricts use by characters more stringently t han 
do the other sets of rules. 

The next chapter deals with the adventure 
itself. Encumbrance is covered here, along 
with other details which are important to t he 
game, but which don't seem to fit elsewhere. 
Such topics as light, opening doors, hiring re
tainers, traps, and wandering monsters are 
covered in this section, as well as the topic of 
giving experience points. In D&D, experience 
points are given to characters for performing 
various deeds on their adventures, mostly for 
killing monsters and gaining treasure. When a 
character has accumulated a given quantity of 
experience points, he is promoted to a higher 
level, and is assigned enhanced abilities. Thus, 
as the characters see more of the world, they 
become better able to deal with it. The Ex· 
pert rules deal with many of these same top· 
ics. They also deal with organizing the con· 
text in which a particular adventure takes 
place, covering such topics as base towns, t he 
character of the countryside between places, 
the construction of campaign maps, and the 
complex question of overland movement 
rates. 

In the encounter chapter, t he Basic rules 
explain how melee combat occurs between 
the player-character parties and the various 
GM directed monsters. Saving th rows, combat 
tables, and morale charts are found in this sec
tion. The Expert rules cover these same topics 
in depth, plus the added rules of monster re-

actions, overland travel, and the evasion of 
pursuing monsters. 

The monsters chapter deals with the crea
tures which inhabit the world. The Basic rules 
list 102 monsters, and the Expert rules list an· 
other 101 . The monsters are described with 
all pertinent data, including a new statistic: 
the morale rating. This is the die roll used for 
a party of meleeing creatures to determine 
whether to retreat. Other more usual stats in· 
clude relative armor class, hit dice, attack 
damage, etc. 

The selection of monsters is well balanced, 
as such lists go. We were gratified to see that a 
generous selection of weak and non-intelligent 
monsters were included. Many monster lists 
seem to be composed of a succession of vastly 
intell igent races with marvelous powers which 
are a challenge to even the toughest adven: 
turers · - this is ecological nonsense, and also 
makes for a boring campaign. 

The chapters on treasure list the relative 
size of d ifferent monster hoards, amounts of 
money and the probability of magic items. 
Rules are given for t he evaluation of gems and 
jewelry found in the treasures. The main part 
of this chapter, though, is the list of magic 
items and their description. In D&D, the find· 
ing and collecting of magic items is an impor· 
tant concern of adventurers - it is the only 
way a player can individualize his character's 
prowess, and many campaigns are constructed 
assuming that the characters will have magical 
augmentation. The items given are themselves 
pretty standard for D&D - with some 
changes and a few additions. Both books give 
data for money and jewelry. The Basic rules 
list only a few of the possible magic items -
the Expert rules mention many more items, 
with both greater diversity and more overall 
power. 

The last chapter of both books is called 
dungeon-master information. The intent of 
these chapters is to give the GM of a new cam
paign a basis for creating adventures for his 
players to run in. In Basic rules this chapter 
describes how to set up a classical dungeon, 
which is generally a series of caves and tun· 
nels. These are presumably the remains of a 
once-great complex now filled with random 
horrors which have moved into the ruins. 

There are wandering monster charts and 
advice for placing both major monsters and 
treasure. There are charts for randomly filling 
the less important areas of the dungeon with 
enough material (monsters, treasure, and 
traps) to maintain the interest of the players. 

The Expert version of this chapter goes be· 
yond the dungeon to describe the creation of 
entire worlds, or at least enough of the world 
to fill in the spaces between the dungeons. A 
base map is given, on which simple overland 
expeditions may be run, and the chapter gives 
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examples of above-ground adventures. There 
are suggested terrain symbols, rules for over· 
land movement rates, surprise, escape and eva· 
sion, and tables for random inimical beings to 
be found on the cross-country trek. There are 
also tables for those wandering monsters to be 
found on deeper levels of underground dun· 
geons. Finally, there is a section describing 
water-borne adventures. 

The Basic and Expert ru les are well edited, 
clear, and consistent, all that a good game 
should be. They have been improved over pre
vious versions with the addition of the mon
ster morale rules, and the revised monster 
lists. In addition, there is an editorial improve· 
ment: these rules return to the free-form spir
it of gaming which was advocated in the origi
nal D&D boxed set, and was absent from the 
recent AD&D. . 

The sections intended for the novice GM 
are also very well done. The prospective GM is 
taken through the mechanics of constructing 
and populating both dungeon levels and out
door areas. Whi le most GMs will quickly out
grow the advice given in these booklets, and 
while many experienced GMs will consider 
the chapters to be trivial, the novice should 
find them to be helpful. The chapters on play
er actions are well written and give the new 
player easily understandable information on 
what the game is all about. 

There are some problems. First, while the 
rules have been worked out and have been 
better defined than in any previous edition, 
D&D is still a simplistic game. It was the first 
one in the field to be published, and the basic 
game system has many crude areas which have 
been refined in other games. Foremost among 
these crudities are the fixed character classes, 
the combat system, and to a lesser degree, the 
magic system. 

Many commentators have found the fixed 
character-class model to be inflexible and un
realistic. The easy jargon of levels and experi· 
ence points generally reflects the fact that 
some individuals are better at their profes
sions than others, and that the amount of ex
perience an individual has acquired relates to 
the difference in competence, but the mea
sure of this experience as it is defined in D&D 
and the way it is applied to increase the char
acter abilities do not stand up to rigorous crit
icism . 

The D&D combat system has the basic 
problem that it doesn't model the actual 
mechanics of armed combat as well as later 
game systems do. The combat tables assume 
that different types of armor vary the proba
bility of scoring a hit, but that once a blow 
lands, it damages its target the same regardless 
of armor type. Whie the general result is that 
characters encased in heavy armor suffer less 
from the same series of blows than do charac· 
ters in lighter armor, the process is difficult to 
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visualize and very difficult to modify for spe· 
cial circumstances not covered by the rule· 
book. 

The magic and clerical systems in D&D are 
very similar to each other. In contrast to some 
game systems, D&D could almost be said to 
have only two slightly different magic spell 
systems, and to be almost lacking in a clerical 
or rel igious system. The magic spell system 
has the virtues and defects of extreme simpli
city; many local campaigns have modified it 
in one way or another without catastrophic 
results to game balance. The main problem 
with the rulebook magic system and most of 
the modified rules, including the window· 
dressing rule changes found in the AD&D 
Players Handbook is that they don't seem to 
have much to do with magic as it is attempted 
by either historical mages or most of the fie· 
tional wizards of recent literature. 

As it happens, there are a lot of happy ad· 
venture gamers who find the above criticisms 
to be irrelevant and immaterial, and who con· 
tinue to enjoy playing D&D because it is a 
good set of rules for an enjoyable game. Be
cause the game is very popular, there are 
many published aids. D&D was the first FRP 
game played by the great majority of adven
ture gamers, including the authors of this re
view. The new D&D Basic and Expert Sets 
should be a smooth introduction to the hob· 
by of adventure-game playing for vast num· 
bers of new players and an enjoyable addition 
to the libraries of experienced players. We rec· 
ommend this version of the game over the 
previous editions, especially for beginners, be
cause it is clearer, better organized, and more 
refined. 

Anders Swenson and Douglas Law 

THE TOUGHEST DUNGEON 

Ken St. Andre 
Judges Guild 

$4.00 

IN THE WORLD 

The Toughest Dungeon in the World is a pro
grammed solitaire adventure for use with the 
Tunnels & Trolls rules. The book is 32 pages 
long including cover. 

The uninitiated may be surprised to see a 
reference to the game Monsters/ Monsters/ 
which appears on the cover. MIMI is a subset 
of the T& T rules which features player-char
acter monsters which gang up to attack hu
man communities. As MIMI is a complete 
game in itself, with all necessary rules, one 
could play this module by referring to either 
rules set. 

This adventure is a reverse twist on the 
usual dungeon game where the human charac
ters enter the dark caverns to slaughter the 

monsters and cart away their gold. In The 
Toughest Dungeon in the World, one plays a 
monster, typically a troll, who must lurk in 
the deep caverns until he has defeated enough 
monsters and human adventurers to accumu
late 10,000 gold pieces of treasure. But the 
true magnitude of this goal can be seen when 
players find that the usual loot from a single 
tough encounter is only 306 silver pieces! 
The troll is going to be busy for a long, long 
time at that rate. The fiend ish author has 
made it unlikely that the player will get very 
far at his task before the troll is mercifully 
killed off by his environmental competitors, 
other monsters, or the human adventurers. 

The format of this solo adventure is the 
usual series of programmed paragraphs. The 
base of this adventure is a series of locations 
inside a string of caverns. The player-monster 
wanders somewhat aimlessly through the 
caves (depending on the roll of 106 in some 
cases), occasionally finding parties of explor
ing humans or surprising monsters in thei r 
lairs. When the troll kills something, it can 
take it home to eat. At intervals, the troll 
must take time off to sleep, hoping that his 
treasure won't be stolen before he awakes, if 
he wakes up at all! The life of a dungeon 
monster is very, very hard indeed. 

I understand that some corrections sub· 
mitted by the author were not included in 
this text. While the adventure seems good 
enough as it stands, I did find some rough 
spots. One problem was in the area of adven
ture points. In mainstream T&T, adventure 
points (a new term for experience paints) are 
awarded according to the monster rating of 
the vanquished foe. All the creatures in this 
particular adventure are defined by individual 
characteristics, not by a monster rating, so 
there is a problem. One solution is to simply 
count up the combat adds of the dead opposi
tion, and calculate a projected monster rating 
and take points accordingly. Another way is 
to simply sum all the standard characteristics 
of the opposition and take that total as adven
ture points. 

As part of my playtest for this review, I 
ran six good trolls. Four of them succumbed 
to Weapon Blight, one of them was trans
mogrified into a Source of Ultimate Evil, and 
the last one escaped through a secret door in· 
to the woods above, survived the wrath of 
10,000 elves in the surrounding woods, and is 
now enjoying the adventures in the city of 
Kazan! 

All of the encounters in this adventure 
must be created individually by the player. A 
cunning formula, which assures that each 
monster of a particular species will be tougher 
than the last, must be used. To do this, it is 
necessary to keep side records on monsters of 
eight different species. 

In evaluation, this is a well done adventure 
with a crazy theme that everybody should 
try. Pity the poor troll, cowering in the dank 
depths, trying to get a small fortune together 
so he can escape to the outside world, free 
from the clutches of dungeon existancel It 
may make you want to take a troll to lunch. 

Anders Swenson 
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THIEVES' GUILD 
THIEVES' GUILD II 
THIEVES' GUILD Ill 
By Richard Meyer, Kerry Lloyd, and 

Michael Watkins 
Gamelords, ltd 
$9.95, $5.95, and $5.95 respectively 

The Thieves' Guild line is dedicated to the 
proposition that it can be fun to play thieves 
if the scenario is designed for that kind of 
play. Most of the material published in these 
three packs consists of scenarios in which 
thieves and/or bandits can use their ingenuity 
and skills to add to their wealth. They are 
well done and worth your attention. 

The scenarios are directly compatible for 
use in Dungeons & Dragons. and instructions 
are provided for converting characters from 
Chivalry & Sorcery and RuneOuest. In addi· 
tion, Gamelords has provided a complete set 
of rules for running characters generated in 
the company's own Fantasy System role-play· 
ing ru les. The FS rules are more complex than 
D&D, but it is obvious that these packs repre· 
sent Gamelord's development of the original 
D&D Greyhawk thief class into a game in it· 
self, and the operating rules are a direct evolu· 
tion in thinking, if not mechanics, from the 
original D&D rules. This is what makes TG di· 
rectly compatible with D&D or Arduin char· 
acters. 

THE RULES 
You don't get the full FS rules in TG, that 

is too much to expect (they weren't com· 
pleted at the time the first TG packs were 
published}. What you get is basic combat 
rules, to run thief or bandit characters and 
handle NPC fighter opponents. The combat 
system is an attractive simplification of the 
original D&D system. with modifications. Ar· 
mor is rated from armor class 0 for no armor 
up to AC 10 for plate armor. Every weapon is 
rated by the number needed to hit AC 0 
(HACO). To figure out what you need to hit, 
you don't look at a table, you merely take 
your weapon's HACO and add the target's AC 
number (subtracting the target's Dodge De· 
tense, if any) - you would already have ad· 
justed you weapon's HACO to account for 
any magical-plus-to-hit it has. The combat 
rules also include critical hits and fumble 
rules. 

One thing the TG rules do very successful· 
ly is explain why a thief might or might not 
want to do something. For example, the 
Greyhawk rules simply forbade thieves from 
wearing heavy armor or using shields, TG 
takes the time to explain why a thief would 
choose to avoid them. They then provide pen· 
alties for loss of effective coordination and re· 
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flexes while wearing heavy armor. Since these 
affect thieving skills, the reasons for sticking 
to light armor quickly sink into the player. 

In addition to regular combat rules, TG 
rules provide for special methods of attacking 
from advantage for the thief, who will natu· 
rally prefer to avoid placing himself in danger. 
These include backstabbing, coshing, striking 
from concealment, and the use of poisons. 
Coshing can be an attractive alternative, the 
blackjack system, as it can provide a prisoner 
who, alive, may be worth ransom. 

Magic is minimized largely because thieves 
are not spellcasters. They can, however, use 
scrolls at some risk, so a list of spell descrip· 
tions is provided in TG I. An outline of the 
magic system for mages, with another list of 
spells with more complete specifications, is 
provided in TG II. Some of the spell names 
are taken directly from D&D. complete with 
the original misspell ing ("Dispel! Magic"), but 
the spell writeups and the effects of the spells 
are different. The mage rules are a spell point 
system in which spells are knowledge that 
stays in the mage's memory for use. Spells can 
be repeatedly used as long as the mage's ener· 
gy (represented by spell or "Tau" points) 
hold out. They can also be played as additions 
to the D&D spell list if you prefer to use that 
magic system. 

Equally important to the thief as combat 
or magic ability is his or her skill in other 
things. A thief may learn a legitimate trade as 
a cover for nighttime activities, or to retire 
from crime and go straight - either way, you 
need to learn guild or mercantile skills to car· 
ry this off. Other skills are directly useful to 
thief, such as locksmithing, trap use, reading 
and writing, armor construction and repair, 
blacksmithing, swimming, first aid, etc. There 
are also the thieving abilities as a class: trap 
sensing, trap handling, lock picking, pocket 
picking, moving silently, hiding in shadows or 
other cover, climbing, and listening acutely. 
The thief skills are learned by becoming a 
thief, and they are directly affected by the ex
perience level of the character. The first skills 
mentioned are optional choices made in the 
initial creation of the character. Each skill is 
explained in detail and help the player create 
an in depth character. 

Certain skills are affected by the charac
ter's race and personal characters (strength, 
intelligence, etc.). Every race is described in 
some detail, and all are illustraded (most only 
the head) for comparison. A table for adjust
ing the initia l rolled personal characteristics 
according to the character's race and sex is 
given. TG uses ten personal characteristics: . 
strength, coordination, reflexes, stamina, dis
cretion, intell igence, talent, magic resistance, 
magnetism, and appearance. These are rolled 
on 3D6, and a table for converting existing 

characters created in different systems to TG 
is given. There is also a system for deter
mining the character's family background and 
the number of background skills the player 
has to choose from, plus some automatically 
learned. It is a detailed and attractive system 
for generating an FRP character, not only for 
thieves but other character classes t hat we can 
expect to see when the FS itself is published. 

The saving throw system is interesting. 
Magic resistance is a rolled personal character
istic, and it does not change as you go up 
levels. To save against the effect of a magical 
attack, you roll 2D12, and to save you must 
have rolled equal to or lower than your MR. 
Since you roll MR on a 3-18 range and your 
roll is in the 2-24 range, saving a character 
with average MR is less than even odds. Other 
saving rolls are made against other personal 
characteristics, such as rolling against coordi
nation to see whether you successfully 
jumped onto the rolling stagecoach during a 
robbery. 

TG I provides extensive guidelines for ran· 
som of prisoners, disguises for use in casing an 
establishment or actually carrying out a job, 
fencing stolen goods, dealing with the local 
thieves' guild and what is likely to happen to 
non-members, and the effect of getting caught 
by the law (including a table of judges and the 
odds of severe to light sentences, as well as 
the likely effects of a bribe). TG II adds rules 
for hiring NPCs for you party, including a 
mage or two and the rules for playing them 
(for the GM). 

TG I and I/ together give experience point 
systems for thieves, fighters, and mages, in· 
eluding detailed instructions for awarding 
points for various activities. One interesting 
point is that the promotion table is identical 
in EP per level for all classes. Apparently, 
Gamelords decided that using different tables 
for different classes was more trouble than it 
is worth. Judging form the complexity of 
some other sets of rules, there may be some
thing to t hat. 

Another aspect of the rules section of the 
TG packs deserves separate discussion. The 
packs are not books at all, they are looseleaf 
pages, punched for insertion into a three-ring 
binder. What this means is that Gamelords can 
always reissue a page, or a section, or even an 
entire chapter in revised and improved form 
at a later date, and all the buyer needs to do is 
pull out the old pages and insert the new 
pages to be completely up-to-<:late with the 
FS. Rules changes are an inevitable develop
ment in any system, but no other company 
has provided for it in advance. The results 
may not be as impressive as a rulebook, but 
they are certainly a lot more useful. My con· 
gratulations to Gamelords and how about oth· 
er companies coming up with modular ru les 
systems, too? 

TG I was computer-typed using a con
densed typeface t hat is a bit difficult to read 
until you get used to it. TG II and Ill were 
done using more conventional type, which is 
easier to read but also small print. Considering 
that this is the product of a small new com
pany, I think it is a very reasonable presenta
tion. 

The packs are profusely illustrated by 
Janet Trautvetter, including front covers. The 
illustrations are of variable quality, but show 
imagination and attention to detail, as well as 
a sense of humor, and they both illustrate 
what the rules are talking about and make the 
pages attractive to look at. Janet's drawings, 
and there is about one to a page, are a real as-
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set for TG. 

THE SCENARIOS 
On to the scenarios, which are, after all, 

the main attraction of the series. These are di· 
vided by category into chapters, so that there 
is a place in the open-ended TG system for 
adding more in the future. "Bandit Scenarios 
and Highwayman Adventures," which might 
have been shortened to "Highwayman Scenar
ios," take place on the highway or near it. 
The encounters are broken up into four 
groups, farmers, merchants, travelers, and 
warriors. It is up to the players to devise tac· 
tics to separate the people they encounter 
from their wealth at the least risk to the char
acter-bandits. Farmers have the least to steal, 
and therefore get the least attention. With the 
merchants the characteristic TG thoroughness 
comes out. This section has eight complete 
scenario-encounters, with a short description 
of what tl)e players should be told and a long~ 
er description for the GM telling what the 
merchant's trade is, the names of all the mem· 
bers of the party and their weapons skills and 
other applicable skills in a fight or ambush, 
the goods carried and their value, and other 
useful details. There is a textile merchant, a 
master tanner, a silversmith, a spice merchant, 
some fur trappres, a weaponsmith, a copper
smith, and a jewel merchant. Not only is this 
done in loving detail, including possibilities of 
ransom for prisoners, but the examples given 
in this group should give the GM lots of help 
in designing future scenarios along the same 
lines. 

The selection of travelers is similarly 
varied. Once again, eight complete scenario· 
encounters are detailed, consisting of a group 
of escaped prisoners and the sheriff's posse 
chasing them, a party of traveling players, a 
group of pilgrims, a bunch of beggars, the roy
al herald's party, a single 300 lb. fighter who 
is unafraid to walk alone, an animal trainer, 
and the household of Lady Feanori, daughter 
of a mage of great renown. The section of 
warriors is shorter, with four groups of varied 
abilities and strenghts. Each section ends with 
a table containing complete specifications for 
every member of each group in FS notation. 

"Cat-Burglary Scenarios and Second Story 
Adventures" is the reader's introduction to 
the city of Haven, where light fingres and si· 
lent steps are of more value than a highway
man's fighting skill. The first section is the 
Stree to Silk Veils, on which are located six 
large bordellos as well as lesser establishments, 
taverns, bars, shops, and houses, all of which 
offer potential scenarios for later develop· 
ment. The one offered in detail is Heligor's 
jewelry shop, whose contents, staff, and traf· 
fic during the day is given in detail. The per
sonalities of the main inhabitants are des· 
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cribed, along with the rooms they are most 
likely to be encountered in, as are the security 
provisions. There is likely to be more than 
one attempt on the shop, either as cat bur
glars or as armed robbers, so all this detail 
leaves open numerous opportunities for sce
narios in this one shop. 

The second section of this chapter is the 
Magic Books & Scrolls shop. This is a few 
blocks away from the Street of Silk Veils on 
Magic Street, the section of the city where the 
mages ply their trade. By day, they sell di· 
verse enchantments to their clientele, while in 
the evening experiments are likely to make 
themselves heard occasionally ... Magic items 
of all kinds are for sale here, and there is even 
an entire shop that specializes in invisible 
goods. Like the Street of Silk Veils, Magic 
Street is described in terms of a list of land
marks, each with its own paragraph or des· 
cription to provide jumping-off points for see· 
narios of your own devising. Similarly, the 
size, nature, and frequency of patrols of the 
constabulary is given for Magic Street, but in 
addition to the City Watch the mages have 
their own security, a watch-mage on duty in 
the audience room of the Mage's Guild with 
crystal balls for observing prowlers, keyed in· 
to alarms on each building. Of course, the 
thieves probably don't know the details of all 
this. 

The shop and its staff are described in 
great detail, as are the displays and the con· 
tents of each room, and the traps that guard 
each part of the building from the hopeful 
thieves. Because th is is the magic scroll shop, 
a list of magic spells that might be on scrolls 
stolen from here is given, with both a random 
roll chart for filling scrolls and books, and a 
list giving the effects of each spell. Remember 
when using this list that should the thieves get 
away with a magic scroll, they still have the 
excitement of trying to use it later without it 
backfiring on them. 

"Armed Robbery Scenarios and Pursuit 
Adventures," consists of only one scenario 
setup, although, because of its nature, you 
could easily work several games out of it. You 
are given the description of the couriers sent 
by a major jeweler to other shops around the 
city. The thieves must first follow the couriers 
around to find a good place to rob them, and 
then carry out the robbery. The couriers are 
skilled fighters, and are protected by magic 
spells. Along the route, various stops are des· 
cribed, and a list of twentY random encoun
ters are provided to liven up play. Several of 
the stops have small maps of the interiors, 
should the thieves decide to follow the couri· 
ers within. These include shops, a warehouse, 
and a temple. Full data on the people found 
in these places is given in the standard TG ta· 
bleat the end of the chapter. In addition, full 
maps of the interiors and street maps of the 
pertinent sections of Haven are given. The in· 
terior maps are well drawn, although I do 
wish the scale of the squares had been speci· 
tied (they are 2%', an odd size). The street 
maps are somewhat crude, but serviceable. 

TG II provides the first of the system addi· 
tions. "Additional Rules" gives the first modi· 
fications to the combat system, plus hireling 
ru les, and an introduction to the FS's magic 
rules, in brief, for the use of the GM in run· 
ning mages hired as NPCs by the thieves in the 
heavier scenarios. Chapter 6 gets some new 
additions to the farmers, merchants, travelers, 
and warrior groups, adding in sum about 50% 
to the total possible encounters of the chap· 
ter. 

The bulk of TG II, however, is the addi· 
tion of a new chapter, "Temple-Looting Sce
narios and Tomb-Robbing Adventures." The 
basic setup is a valley of tombs, richly laiden 
with wealth of the dead. It was guarded origi· 
nally by the Guard of Death, an elite band of 
1000 warriors. But they were withdrawn in la· 
ter times to defend their home city. For a pe· 
riod, the valley was defended only by the ela· 
borate traps in each tomb complex, and the 
occasional wild creatures and the rumored 
ghouls and other monsters that dwelt there. 
Still later, a red dragon named Hranugh set· 
tied in the halls of the Guard of Death, who 
through the years grew in size and power. 
And wealth, of course. Four eras are given in 
the writeup, so as to give the GM a selection 
of inhabitants and defenders to call upon to 
bedevil the poor thieves. The Guard is des· 
cribed in detail, and could be used for ere· 
ating other scenarios for wilderness adven
tures outside of the normal TG setups. The 
dragon, of course, is unique and his personali· 
tv is described sufficiently to allow players to 
try cleverness to survive an encounter with 
Old Red. (Would you believe a hypochondriac 
dragon?) 

Two different tomb complexes are given, 
to get you started in designing your own. The 
first is rated at a lethalitY facto r of 40%, and 
the second at 65%. Each has an elaborate sys
tem of traps, with automatic resets on many 
traps. There are panels hidden at several 
points which contain safeties and reset switch
es. I find that puzzling, since once the tomb is 
sealed it is supposed to contain nobody but 
the dead, and I recommend that the GM ig· 
nore the sepcified safetY devices, or t urn them 
into trapped panels, with the reset devices 
working on their own after random intervals. 
Let the thieves "safety" traps they discover in 
other ways. Each tomb is fully described for 
each room and most halls, seven pages each. 
At the end of the second tomb description is 
a list of magical treasure items to be used in 
populating the tombs, in addition to those 
items included in the text. There is also a des· 
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cription of the Monastery of the Guard of 
Death, which is a third fully-<ietailed scenario 
source in this pack. 

Each of the two tombs and the monastery 
is mapped just as the scenario maps for TG I 
are. This section is the worst part of the pack, 
unfortunately, as the maps are incompletely 
filled in (some rooms are not identified by 
their necessary key letters or numbers to 
match them to the text description), and 
some of the rooms simply do not match their 
descriptions. However, since a map is better 
than nothing, I suggest that you go through 
the text and mark each room appropriately 
until you know which is which. Then change 
the text descriptions of the rooms to match 
the way they are drawn on the maps, and you 
will be ready to go. 

TG Ill continues the system by adding fur
ther material, this time expansions of the lock 
picking and pickpocketing rules. 

There are two scenarios in this pack. The 
first is a burglary of a wizard's tower. This 
one is a real gem, a party exploring a "dun
geon" that towers above the ground instead 
of tunneling within it, where everything is 
there for a purpose. You are introduced to 
the village nearby first, then the gardens with· 
in which is a magical maze containing a puzzle 
and several hazards, which must be passed to 
gain entry to the tower. Once there, the pany 
must evade the mage's magical servant and 
survive the traps. The mage himself is likely to 
be missing, for the party came on t he rumor 
he was off on a trip to seek ingredients for 
one of his never-ending experiments to restore 
his lost love, Sharella, to life: it is unlikely 
that a party of thieves would confront a mage 
in his lair willingly. 

The tower is fifteen levels tall, each level 
about 32' in diameter. Certain powerful magic 
items are to be found within, for t hose with 
the daring to attempt them, but beware their 
danger. One of the neatest dangers is an image 
of Sharella, against whose beauty the onlook· 
er must save "!)&inst, or fall in love with the 
image and remain stupified until discovered 
by t he mage upon his return. A number of 
would-be thieves have fallen into Tsitsiconus' 
service this way. to be sent out on missions to 

bring back needed materials. There are living 
quarters, an alchemical laboratory. a demon
summoning chamber, a library with a mecha
nical librarian, a museum, an observatory, and 
treasure rooms, the prime t reasure of which is 
- Sharella, lovingly preserved in a glass coffin. 
Certain things can be stolen with only normal 
danger, but the one who takes any object that 
belonged to Sharella, or shatters her coffin to 
rob her body, will be hunted to the death by 
Tsitsiconusl This is excellent ly done, and 
cou Id be the scene of a series of adventures, 
exploring the mage's tower as he is gone on a 
series of trips. I think this is my favorite sce
nario in all of TG . 

The second scenario in this pack adds 
"Pickpocketing Scenarios and Cutpursing Ad· 
ventures" to the series, of which the initial 
scenario is "The Duke's Dress Ball." One of 
the thieves acqui res an engraved invitation to 
the grand ball put on by the Duke of Haven 
to honor the betrothal of his niece. Everyone 
of consequence and wealth will be there - a 
field day for pickpockets, o r it could be a bur
glary attempt of a guest's rooms, inst ead. 
There are lots of opportunities here. Like the 
wizard's tower, the Duke's Ball setup has got· 
ten a lot of development and polishing. A gen
eral background is supplied as to the Duke's 
family situation, the reason for the engage-
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ment, and the complications that can create 
interplay and conflict between and among the 
NPCs at the bal l. The Duke's estate is des· 
cribed in detail, five pages worth. Then des· 
criptions are given for 55 NPCs likely to be 
encountered during the ball. There is a lot of 
material for the GM to use to put any dis
guised th ief through t he wringer in trying to 
play the part of someone who is entitled to be 
at the ball. Plus, of course, there is listed the 
personal possessions that the thief may t ry to 
lift during the ball, their value (and likelihood 
of being too recognizable to be fenced after
ward) and where they are located. The NPCs 
described are usually in family groups, and 
the descriptions are so good that any GM 
could steal these and work them into any 
kind of FRP campaign as NPCs. It's an excel· 
lent job of character creation, and ideal for 
running the Free City of Haven as the site of 
your TG campaign, as all of these people are 
prominent citizens. 

But what do you do to GM a grand ball, 
you may be wondering in dismay? A good 
question, and one for which Gamelords has 
offered aid. Not only have they provided des
criptions of the locations of the guards and 
what they are protecting, there are also guide· 
lines for strolling entertainers, servants, and 
pany~rashers to give you ideas . .In addition, 
there are four pages of preplanned encounters 
which, although you will still have to think 
through likely outcomes depending on the 
type of role the thief in question is pursuing 
at t he time, will at least give you a wealth of 
ideas to start from. There is also a helpful 
chapter on the effects of strong drink (a natu
ral hazard at grand balls), the standard TG 
chart of pertinent statistics on everybody 
ment ioned in the text, and maps of the 

.Duke's estate. 
Gamelords, Ltd., may be a young compa· 

ny. but their first three installments of the TG 
series prove they can maintain a high level of · 
quality. Their scenarios are well planned and 
well conceived, and their game rules work. I 
recommend TG for any group that is looking 
for a way to give role-playing thieves more 
depth and more fun, and for GMs who are 
looking for scenario ideas and game rule vari
ants to apply to their own r.:imoaians. 

John T. Sapienza, Jr. 

SLAVE PITS 
OF THE UNDERCITY 

David Cook 
TSR Games 
$5.00 

Slave Pits of the Undercity is Advance Dun
geons & Dragons Dungeon Module A 1 of a 
four-pan series of modules that expand the 
plot themes which begin in this booklet. The 
entire series is from a tournament dungeon 
originally run at GENCON XIII. Despite the 
module's fragmentary character, the adven
ture has a self-contained coherence, and will 
stand by itself. 

The adventure does not depend on the ex
act game system fo r its enjoyability, in fact, I 
played it using RuneOuest rules to have 
something to play when we didn't have a new 
RO adventure to run, and we didn't want to 
take the trouble to invent something for our
selves. The adventure for the most part does 
not require the intervention of gross, unpre
dictable magics but rather uses quite ordinary 
physical phenomena to test the ingenuity of 
the players. 

In this adventure, the characters have been 
hired, or inspired, to investigate a slave trade 
which seems to be centered in a ruined city 
along an infrequently traveled coastline. No 
plan of the city is given; it could be a total 
ruin, or something like Robert Asprin's Sanc
tuary. a slummy thieve's den. In any case, the 
adventurers find themselves in front of a dev
astated temple which is the entrance to the 
headquarters of the notorious slave trade. 
Progress through the complex is entertaining. 

A series of ruined rooms and corridors give 
way to rooms made dangerous by the pres
ence of monsters. After negotiating the first 
level (by no means as easy as the classic dun
geon first level in the various D&D books, the 
adventure is for character levels 4 -7). the 
player-characters, either by blundering or by 
following some sort of information, find their 
way into the tunnels of the underground por
tion of the complex. There are many byways 
at this level, some of which include portions 
of the old city's sewer system, inspiring the 
name of this adventure. The adventurers must 
then blunder around (unless they again have a 
map or other clues) until they find the person 
in charge of the local slave operations. 

Once found, the chief slaver is quickly 
butchered and the party .leaves the complex 
and returns to its employer. Presumably. in
formation found among the slaver's papers 
will provide the clues to direct the adven
t urers to the next adventure, Module A2, Se
cret of the Slaver's Stockade. 

I've never run a tournament dungeon for a 
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convention, so I can't judge if the tournament 
material included in this book is very good. I 
do know that it seems to take up a great deal 
of space and that I'll never use a bit of it in 
my own campaigns. I suspect that any tourna· 
ment GM using this book would have to do a 
bit of work to make it really usable, as any· 
body entering the tournament would have 
had the opportunity to purchase the module 
beforehand to check everything over. I per
sonally do not prefer to enter fantasy role
playing tournaments because I concentrate on 
the nonzero-sum aspects of FRP which allow 
everybody, including the GM, to enjoy play
ing without competition. And I get enough 
competition in the rat-race in the non-FRP 
world, thank you. 

Slave Pits of the Undercity is a reasonable 
adventure. If you like to purchase published 
modules for your campaign, you will prob· 
ably find that the quality of this adventure 
compensates for its relative brevity, consider- · 
ing the price. 

Anders Swenson 

SEWERS OF OBLIVION 
Michael Stackpole 
Flying Buffalo Inc. 
$5.95 

Sewers of Oblivion is the 13th of the solo ad· 
ventures written for the Tunnels & Trolls 
rules. The adventure takes place in the laby
rinthine sewers beneath Gull, the City of Ter
rors. 

In common with the other solo T&T ad
venturf!S:·this volume consists of a series of 
numbered paragraphs. The adventure begins 
at the first paragraph. ·As the player makes de
cisions in the course of the game, he is direct-

ed to other paragraphs in the book until his 
character either dies or arrives at the end of 
the adventure. 

This adventure is set in the sewers beneath 
Gull. The character arrives stripped of money 
and magic items, and is cautioned not to use 
magic spells in the sewers. Movement between 
various parts of the sewers is accomplished by 
the means of a boat propelled by a small de
mon. The encounters in the sewers consist of 
wandering monsters and various adventures in 
side rooms off the main channels. 

The sewer monsters come in all levels. The 
main danger from many of them is that after 
fighting them off, the character will find him
self infected with one or more d iseases. These 
diseases are well thought out and realistic. 
The diseases possible are staph, pheumonia, 
dysentery, cholera, hepatitis, plague, malaria, 
yellow fever, rabies, and osteomyelitis - an 
adequate selection tor any campaign! Any 
GM who wants to organize a medically rea· 
sonable d isease system could do worse than to 
use Stackpole's rules as a beginning. 

The side encounter in the sewers range 
from easy to deadly, from trivial to complex. 
They are all amusing to read (never mind that 
your character was just killed off by this neat 
trap) and many can be overcome by careful 
consideration of just what was related in the 
history of the sewers by the author. There are 
many areas which will prove deadly to the 
first to third level characters I am used to 
playing with (I only play solo T& T, and after 
about their third level, the characters tend to 
meet with fatal accidents). One playtest char
acter of mine left the dungeon safely on his 
first run, but got electrocuted the second time 
he tried to leave. It seemed to be unsporting 
to leave the dungeon twice through the same 

exit. 
Once a character leaves the sewers, there is 

a final surface to survive before the end of the 
game. Once again, these vary between relative· 
ly safe situations, which only require a simple 
exercise of the player's own intelligence to 
dangerous combat situations which only a 
tough character could possibly handle. 

At the end of the game, the character is 
purged of disease (one way or another) and 
awarded experience points for the adventure 
as a whole. There is a sliding scale, and charac· 
ters who started weak and survived get more 
points than those who started out tough . 

If I have a complaint about this adventure, 
it's the inordinately tough random encoun· 
ters. Of course, many players have tough char· 
acters who need this sort of challenge. Players 
who lack well-developed high-level characters 
could take some of the tough types from the 
back of City of Terrors (solo dungeon 91. 

I like more about the Sewers of Oblivion 
than I disliked. A whole lot more. A lot of the 
encounters are problems for the player to 
work out. The only problem with these is 
that once you've figured out the solution 
right, it is easy to remember (my answer to 
this is to not play any one solo adventure 
more than once every two or three months). 

The T& T solo adventures by Flying Buf· 
falo are generally very good and this one is no 
exception. Sewers of Oblivion is a good buy 
for the solo T& Ter. 

Anders Swenson 

Games of Berkeley - For True Gamers Only! 

ANNOUNCING! 
THE GAMES OF BERKELEY 

"GREEN TAG SPECIAL" 

A special table with aU that's new in FRP and 
wargaming at reduced prices! 

Anything $10 or less is 50 crnts off! 
Over $10 to $20 is 8 1.00 off!! 

And anything over 820 is $2.00 off!!! 

Come and see our selection! 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, JUDGES GUILD, 
ARDUINGRIMOIRE, THE FANTASY TRIP, 

RUNEQUEST, TUNNELS & TROLLS, BUSHIDO, 
TRAVELLER, CHIV.A LR Y & SORCERY, 
RAL PARTHA, ARCHIVE, GRENADIER, 

CIT ADEL, MIN/FIGS, SUPERIOR MODELS, 
BOARDGAMES, PUZZLES, DARTS, CARDS, 
BACKGAMMON, CRIBBAGE, DOMINOES, 
CHESS, RISK, SCRABBLE, GAME BOOKS, 

AND MORE!!! 
This means that Fortress Europa that sells normally for 
$15 is only $14 and the new Grenadier boxed miniatures, 
Thieves and Females are $6.50 each instead of $7! Also, a 
super green tag special - Longest Day is $52 instead of 
the normal price of $65 ! 

SENSORY CHESS CHALLENGER 8 IN STOCK! 

OPEN EVERY DAY! - 10-7 Mon-Sat, 11 -5Sundays 

Near UC Campus. 
One block from BART Station in downtown Berkeley. 
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01 5) 843-9-136 

GAMES OF BERKELEY 
1 110 ADDISON STREET 
BERKELEY, CA 94704 
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GAME CONS 
June 12-14, 1981 MichiCon 
Oakland University, Rochester. Ml 

Metro Detroit Gamers 
2616 Kenwyck 
Troy, Ml 48098 

June 19-21, 1981 Summercon 81 
M.l.T. Student Center, Cambridge, MA 

Steve Swernofsky 
128 Brattle Ln 
Arlington, MA 02174 

June 26-28, 1981 GAME CON ONE 
Chemeketa Community College, Salem, OR 

Game Alliance 
481 Ferry St 
Salem, OR 97301 

July 3-5, 1981 Pacific Origins 
Dunfey Hotel, San Mateo, CA 

Pacific Origins 
PO Box 5548 
San Jose, CA 95150 

July 3-5, 1981 NanCon 88-111 
Holiday Inn, Houston, TX 

Nl_!'n's Toys & Games 
1-18 Briargrove Ctr 
6100 Westheimer 
Houston, TX 77056 

July 11-12, 1981 Minnesota Campaign V 
University of Minnesota, St Paul, MN 

Jeff Berry 
343 E 19th St 
M inneapolis, MN 55404 
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July 16-19, 1981 CWA-CON '81 
Northlake Hotel, Northlake, I L 

CWA·CON '81 
PO Box 10397 
Ft Dearborn Sta 
Chicago, IL 60610 

July 17-19, 1981 Fantasy Faire 
Amfac Hotel, Los Angeles, CA 

Fantasy Faire 
1855 W Main St 
Alhambra, CA 91801 

July 23-26, 1981 GenCon East 
Cherry Hill Inn, Cherry Hill, NJ 

GenCon East 
PO Box 139 
Middletown, NJ 07748 

July 31-August 2, 1981 NanCon 88-IV 
Nan's Game Headquarters 
118 Briargrove Ctr 
6100 Westheimer 
Houston, TX 77057 

July 31-August 2, 1981 MAINECON 
Eastland Hotel, Portland, ME 

Mr. John Wheeler 
102 Front St 
Bath, ME 04530 

August 8 DRAGONMEET IV 
Chelsea Town Hall, Kings Rd, London SW3 

Games Workshop Ltd 
17-18 Hythe Rd 
London NW10 6RT 

August 13-16, 1981 GenCon XIV 
University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Kenosha, WI 

GenCon XIV 
PO Box 756 
Lk Geneva, WI 53147 

September 4-7, 1981 DunDraClone 
Oakland Airport Hyatt, Oakland, CA 

DunDraCon 
386 Alcatraz Ave 
Oakland, CA 94618 

September 11-13, 1981 DRAGON FLIGHT 
Seattle University, Seattle, WA 

The Brass Dragon Society 
PO Box 33872 
Seattle, WA 98133 

September 25-27, 1981 URCON Ill 
University of Rochester, River Campus, NY 

UR CON 
Box 6647 
River Station 
Rochester, NY 14627 

September 26-27, 1981 Games Day '81 
Royal Horticultural Hall, Greycoat St, 

London SW1 
Games Workshop Ltd 
17·18 Hythe Rd 
London NWtO SAT 

October 17-18, 1981 ChaotiCon 
Sunnyvale Hilton Inn, Sunnyvale, CA 

ChaotiCon 
PO Box 485 
Campbell, CA 95009 

November 13-15, 1981 WinterCon 10 
Oakland University, Rochester, Ml 

Metro Detroit Gamers 
2616 Kenwyck 
Troy, Ml 48098 
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Custom 
Fantasy Box 

This box has been designed 
to carry your painted figu· 

S.R. JONES & CO. OFFERS YOU A 
25 °lo DISCOUNT 

rines and dice. Get your . 
figures to the gaming table Armory Du;e Reg. 
unh ed D Polyhedra Set ...... S 3.50 

F 
ar".1 · t 

2 
fi 0 Crystal Poly Set .... S 6.00 

~am insert 1or l 1gures- 0 lOd Opaque ........ S .75 
dice c?mp~rtment-leather- 0 lOd Crystal .... .... S I.SO 
~tt finish Ill black-~ x 12 O 20d Opaque, pair ... S 2.25 

Disc. TSR Reg. 
S 2.63 0 Gamma World .... . ...... $10.00 
S 4.25 0 Top Secret. .............. $10.00 
S .56 0 Snits Revenge ............ $10.00 
S 1.13 0 Awful Green Things ...... $10.00 
S 1.69 0 Rapids trike {New) ........ S 5.50 

Disc. 
S 6.SO 
S 6.SO 
s 6.50 
s 6.50 
$ 4.13 

mc:hes- at an unbelievable 0 20d Crystal, pair .... S 3.50 
price of 0 Dice Marker Set .... S 1.95 

Sll.50 
Sorry but due to demand TSR Handbooks Reg. 

S 2.63 0 Grenadier Models (Figurers) 
S 1.46 0 Gamma World Adventures. $13.50 $10.12 
Disc 0 Denizens of Gamma World .$13.00 $10.12 
S 9 00 0 Wes tern Gunfighters ...... $13.50 $10.12 

and this very low price, this 0 Player's. Handbook . . $12.00 
offer is limited. 0 D M Guide . . . .. . .. $15.00 s11:1s 0 Space Squadrons . . ....... $13.50 s10:12 
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0 Monster Manual. ... Sl2.00 S 9.00 Now i.n stock full line of-TRAVELLER- I. 
S 9.00 order now and receive the 253 DISCOUNT. 0 Deities&: Demigods . $12.00 

_____ State __ Zip __ _ 

Send Check or Money Order To: 
S. R. Jones & Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box 4174 Missoula, MT 59806 

We will pay shipping on orders over $25.00. 
Under $25.00, please include $2.50 for ship
ping and handling. If you don't see what you 
are looking for in this ad write us for a 
complete listing! 
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Hi, fans, the ole Hollywood Sword is back 
again with more scintillating fantasy news 
from the spires of Lost Angels. 

STOP THE PRESSES TYPE NEWS: Frazetta 
fans (and who isn't) prepare to have your 
wildest dreams to come true! Mr. Frazetta, in 
collaboration with Ralph Bakshi, the ani
mation genius who gave us Lord of the Rings, 
is currently designing a feature fi lm to be 
based on his drawings. It's called Fire and 
Ice and is currently being pre-sold here in 
Lost Angels. Tentative date of its appearance 
is Christmas of 1982. Can you hold out 
until then? 

STAR TREK ON THE LAUNCHING PAD: 
Last column I told you that Gene Rodden
berry, creator of Star Trek was negotiating 
to bring it back to the tiny tube in t he form 
of 90-minute/2-hour episodes. I can now 
tell you that Paramount has given the go 
ahead to producer Harve Bennett to pro
duce a two- hour Star Trek movie that could 
begin shooting as early as this summer. Mr. 
Bennett was the power behind The Six-Mil· 
lion Dollar Man, but hopefully he wi ll treat 
our favorite Enterprise with a little more 
delicacy. 

Word is that Will iam Shatner will defini
tely be back as Captain Kirk, but that is 
about the extent of the word, except for the 
fact that Mr. Roddenberry himself will not do 
more t han consult. This is a polite way of 
saying that no one wants Mr. R. around but 
as Star Trek's creator he has to be given some 
job. Its one of the little ug lies we face ai'I the 
time in th is entertainment business and if 
Mr. Roddenberry is listening, Sorry Gene! 

MORE FROM SPACE: In the works at 
present for television is a series called The 
Phoenix, concerning an alien with eerie 
powers for 'the good of mankind'. Who 
knows, it might turn out better t han the 
description. 

On the film scene. science-fiction/space 
opera is still very much alive and well. Prep
ping at the moment is Blade Runner, a futu
ristic bounty-hunter yarn culled from T homas 
Disch's Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep. 
Blade Runner will be d irected by Ridley Scott 
who did the same chore on Alien. (By the 
way, 'prepping' is a term for pre-production 
and means that the final casting, set-building 
etc. on a film is underway. It is the step just 
before actual shooting and when a flick is 
prepping it means it is going to be shot. This 
still does not mean you will ever see it, but at 
least there is a chance! I know that sounds 
weird, but this is a weird place.I 

Still developing is the film of Dune, being 
scripted by its author Frank Herbert. Dune is 
one of t hose books that could make a fanta
stic film IF ... Hopefully with Frank Herbert, 
that big IF wi ll pan out and we will all be 
blown away by sand worms, spice blows and 
the multitudinous heroes and villains of the 
epic. By the way, if you havent tried the game 
of Dune and you liked the books, you should. 
I haven't heard much in the game world about 
the Dune game and that's a shame. It's a nifty 
way to spend an evening. You needn't have 
read the books to play, but it does add con
siderably to the fun. 

Stay back you fiend! A scene from the upcoming Oragonslayer. 
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Another classic in development stage is 
Isaac Asimov's /, Robot, w hich last I heard 
was being penned by the world's smallest 
giant Mr. Harlan Ell ison. 

SACK TO EARTH: The number of announ
ced sword & sorcery type projects here in 
Tinsel Central is absolutely staggering. Gea
ring up for a big, big box-office trend in this 
genre, nearly every company and studio in 
town has one or more sword-slingers in the 
boiler. Some of the proposed t itles for the 
future are The Dragons of Krull, Trellnor the 
Wanderer, The Sword, Alaric the Avenger, 
Beastmaster, Thongor in the Valley of 
Demons, and Dorn. 

That last, Dorn, is supposedly being scri
pted by former comic book scribblers Roy 
Thomas (Conan the Barbarian) and Gerry 
Conway (Spiderman) for Ralph Bakshi. 

Dont psyche yourself up too much for all 
these f licks because every time Hollywood 
smells a trend coming, announcements of 
films in t hat genre start popping out of the 
stonework like maddened centipedes only to 
take critical hits when the wizards of film
land declare the trend finito. 

Nevertheless with MGM's Clash of the 
Titans and Disney/Paramount's Dragons/ayer 
leading the trend th is summer we should get 
off to a healthy enough start, i.e, plenty of 
sword & sorcery for everybody for awhile. 
This all depends on these fi lms being smash 
hits, but since both studios are sinking large 
gobs of cold cash into publicity I think we 

Paramount Pictures and Walt Disney Production 
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can count on that. Of course all the cash in 
the universe can't save a turkey, so let's hope 
the creative guys have done their job right. 

GOOD NEWS: The Conan film is finally 
shooting in Spain. In addition to Arnold 
Shwarzenegger in the title role, the film featu· 
res James Earl J ones, Max Von Sydow and 
Mako, a most impressive array of talent. 
Director and screenwriter is John Milius. 
Milius shares screenplay credits with Oliver 
Stone. 

For those of you who dont know it, J ohn 
Milius directed the absolutely classic adven
ture The Wind & The Lion. That flick showed 
his flair for handling a larger-than-life hero so 
I have great hopes for his rendition of Conan. 

Animator Ray Harryha usen with mechanical model of medusa's head. 

THE FILMED GAMES: There is a game 
running around college campuses where the 
idea is to simulate assassinations by poison, 
bomb or gun, while at the same time avoiding 
a simulated assassination on your person. 
Sounds like great fun on a slow Satu rday 
night, but as is to be expected, Ho llywood has 
struck. They've taken the all-in-fun assassi
nation game and are making not one but two 
fi lms based on this. Tag (T he Assassination 
Game) is already in production. The other 
film I saw mentioned only briefly so the 
title eludes me. Of course the concept of the 
films is that some psycho begins playing for 
real. It's a concept I can do without, just.as I 
can do without the spate of maniac girlkiller 
movies currently passing themselves off as 
horror films. Perhaps we should start a don't· 
let -them - maim· your-games-or -your-brains
movement. I guarantee some idiot somewhere 
thinks that the way to make a movie about 
FRP games is to show some maniac running 

around doing it for real and the way things 
happen in film it just might turn out that way 
(if a film about FRP is ever made!). 

Possible director is fright-king John Carpenter 
(Halloween, The Fog). 

On a lighter note, producer Debra Hill has 
gotten the rights t o do a film based on Clue. 
The film is to have a character named Detec
tive Parker solving a mystery among people 
named Colonel Mustard, Miss Scarlet, etc. 

An exciting rolc·playing boardgame where pl:1ycrs t:ike the roles of· 
wagon musters le:1ding w:1gon trnins ;icross the American West. The 
game comes with seve11 historic:1I scc11arios of varying length and is 
jllayable for one to eigl11 pbycrs. 

OREGON TRAIL comes complete with a 22 by 28 inch four color 
n1apbo:1rd. rule~ of play. pad of character reference sheets/party sratus 
~!leers. eight paw11s for 11m·king player movement, two 6·sided dice 
and one 20·sided die. Everything needed to enjoy a full role-playing 
system with e11counter5 :1lo11g the trail. 

Highly playable solo a11d including a point scale for victory conditions, 
OREGON TRAIL is ideal for tournament and club use. This fast-pac~d 
new game even includes systems for dealing with the various aspects of 
the ho;tile environment and encounters with the various Indian tribes. 
Each Indian encounter can be met and dealt with in several ways, 
depending upon the abilities and choice of rhe wagon master/player. 
Peaceful relations and trade or hosrile action arc all possibilities. Even 
weather. disease. river crossings and exploring for new mountain passes 
play important parts in rhis game of travel and exploration where 
speed must rake second place to concern for survival. 

OREGON TRAIL is available from better shops or direct from: 
Fantasy Garnes Unlimited Inc., P.O. Box 182, Roslyn, N.Y. 11576. 
The price for these many hours of enjoyment is Sl 3.00 postpaid. 

JULY 1981 

Coming Soon from FGU: . 
6USHIOO: An expanded and revised version of rhis pupular role-playing game of legendary Japan and the Sa111.ttra1. 
WI LO WEST: A role-playing game set in the American Wes! allowing for 45 skill areas and many professions. 
AF1' ERMATH: A major new role-playing sysrem set in a post-holocaust world with many challenges to survival. 
ELEMENTARY WATSON: An expanded version of this role-playing boardgamc. Exandcd rules and a crime fllc. 
J)IAOEM: Science Fiction boardgame of connict between developing StarCulrurcs within the Diadem Cluster. 
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WIZARDRY . .. 
That's one word for it; the fantasy role-playing system 

which offers both advanced and basic rules, adventure supple
ments and programmed adventures suitable for solo play ... 
The system whose mechanics easily become second nature to 
players so that they can concentrate on role-playing instead 
of constantly searching through endless pages of rules for 
some obscure passage. 

Another word for it is The Fantasy Trip. We believe 
that it's the most versatile and playable fantasy role-playing 
system on the market. You will too. 

BOOKLETS: In the Labyrinth ($4.95, Game Master's 
modu le for the advanced or basic games); Advanced Melee 
($4.95, expanded and revised weapon combat rules); Ad
vanced Wizard ($4.95, improved magic rules); Tollenkar's 
Lair ($2.95, ready-made adventure scenario). 

MICROS: Melee, Wizard ($3.95 each, boxed MicroGames, 
each a game in itself as well as being basic magic and weapon 
ru les); Death Test, Death Test 2, GrailOuest, The Treasure 
of the Silver Dragon, Security Station ($3.95 each, boxed 
MicroOuests, programmed adventures fo r one to six players 
with advanced or basic Fantasy Trip ru les. 

Look for them at your favorite hobby store or order 
direct from Metagaming. Send for a catalog of our complete 
line of fantasy, science fiction and historical games. 

Bax 15346 
Rustin. TX 78761 

THE TAllEI 
CF CA~nE 

The Trlbea of Crane is a unique correspondence game. 
allowing for 1nteract1on between players and Ille fantasy world of 
Crane and each other lhrough a continuous game that may be 
entered at any tome. 

As a new player you will start as the chief ot one of the many 
wandering tribes ot Crane. Perhaps your tribe will be ot the Sea 
people or Caravan merchants. 

As chief you will know many secrels of your people and theor 
lands. but there will be much you have stoll to learn of the lost 
secrets of Crane. It will be you who decode of your people will remain 
on their familiar homeland or begin a journey to new lands as you 
strive to increase your herds. tram warriors. and learn of the ancient 
losl secrets that can move your people toward prosperity and 
dominance. 

The land ot Crane is a complete fantasy world with a lull range 
ot geography from the permanent ice of the polar regions. to the 
deserts. and tropical toresls ot the equator. 
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You. task chief of the Leopard people wandering tribe of crane. 
sit m your great wagon awaiting news from your swill searching 
outnders. Suddenly hoof beats approach. The outriders leap from 
the1r mounts to your wagon flushed with excitement for they know 
full well the meaning of the1r news. But one sector to the North the 
great merchant caravan of the Impala people has been spotted. The 
order is given . .. To arms . .. to arms 1" You snap your orders. "Gather 
my captains of hundreds. Let all know the tactic will be enfilade 
nght. Now my arms. my mount." You heard that Kate. chief of the 
Impala people. has chosen a stand and defend tactic twice before: 
will he again? You know also that the Impala people are fine 
warriors as are all the people ol the many tribes. This will be no raid 
of the strong on the weak. but rather a mighty clash of the TRIBES 
OF CRANE .. . 

1979 Schubel & Son 

Send to: ScltubEl & SoN 
P 0 Box 214848. 
Sacramen10. CA gs821 

C1t1es dot the continents of Crane prov1d1ng centers of trade 
and homes tor lhe powerful Shamans and Konglords. 

The creatures of Crane are as varied as its geography Cattle. 
goats. and the caribou are the mainstay ot the tribes. depending on 
the geography. But horses and the great mancarryong war hawks 
are important to the fierce warriors. Many undomesticated 
creatures also 1nhab1t Crane such as the Euparkeria. a huge 
bipedal lizard that feeds on cattle on the grasslands ot Crane 

Interaction between players os very common. Alliance. trade. 
and combat are always possible. Combat os determined on part by a 
comparison ot tactics used by the antagonists. the relatove number 
of warriors. and the geography 

The games objective os to increase the relatove slrength and 
prosperity ot your tribe which is measured by dotterent criteria . 
depending upon the type ot tribe. and thus obtain points Players 
try to obtain high average points per turn thus placing new players 
on a par with those who have been playing longer 

The Tribes of Crane may be entered for $10.50 which 
includes the first two turns, set up turn, a rule book and 
all necessary material (except return postage). There
after, turns are $3.50 each. A rule book may be purchased 
for $3.50. 
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Who 
will be 

the 
Prince 

of 
Thieves 

at Origins, 
East 

and 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Character generation which includes the influenc,e of conditions 
on the charactef s :planet of Of'igin * many racial types available 

: as Player-Characters and NPCs * over 175 skill areas * advance
: ment of character skills by a logical system which allows for -: development of chosen skills * characters built with initial skills 
: chosen to fit a given profession * 6 basic character classes in each 
C of 12 starting areas of service or profession * a detailed psionic -----• -. . 
• . . . . 
• • • • . 
• . 
• • • • • --

system with over 90 talents * realistic system for learning skills 
and psionic abilities * a complete and rounded character with 
skills chosen in a non-random fashion to meet his or her needs 

:._,-.,, --: -·· ")· · ~it:::::~ -------------

TH E COMPLETE S.F. ROLE PLAYING SYSTEM 

StarShip construction & maintenance rules * equip
ment and systems breakdown rules * StarShip move
ment with advanced technology * faster than light 
travel * non-vectoring sub·light travel * StarShip 
combat * trade & commerce • mapping * planet & 
system generation * economics & taxes & ground 
combat * wounds * medicine * morale * banks & 
loans * StarPorts * NPC races * Bug-Eyed Monsters* 
NPC expertise * ar:iimals & creatures * rental of ve
hicles * living costs * everything needed to create 
a complete and 'realistic' universe with workable 
and complete systems* 

Space Opera consists of two 90+ page books, handy 
reference sheets, character, ship, and planetary record 
forms in a box. It is available from better game and 
hobby shops or direct from: 
Fantasy Games Unlimited Inc., P.O.Box 182, 
Roslyn, N.Y. 11576 U.S.A . $18.00 postpaid . 

Also Available: GROUN D & AIR EQUIPMENT 
heavy military equipment for use with Space Opera. 
Including military aircraft, StarFighters, military 
vehicles, heavy weapons, and nuclear weapons. 
$5.00 postpaid. 

Coming This Month: MARTIGAN BELT 
Adventure scenario for use with Space Opera. 

., . ---• --• -. . -• . 
• . . . 
• . 
• . . . . . . -. . . . 

-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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OUltll PLU,f ___ _ 
LEVIATHAN - This is a Traveller adventure 
designed by Bob McWill iams. The adventure 
deals with a commercial voyage of explora
tion into unknown areas. This 48-page book 
describes for the most part the ship the 
adventurers are travelling in. THE BEST OF 
THE JOURNAL OF THE TRAVELLERS' 
AID SOCIETY - A collection of articles from 
the first four issues, all of which are collector's 
items, this was published to fill the need. 
TRADERS AND GUNBOATS -This provides 
detailed deck plans for common starships that 
ply the space lanes for trade, profit, and 
combat. Designed by Marc W. Miller, it is 48 
pages. TRIPLANETARY - Comes with a 
28"x22" plasticized map, 76 counters, 8-
page ru lebook, grease pencil, and a die. This is 
a new version of a game first published in 
1973. Designed by Marc W. Miller and John 
Harshman, there are eight two-to multi-player 
scenarios. All published by GOW, 203 North 
St, Normal, IL 61761. 

STAR FLEET BATTLES EXPANSION -
This provides additional rules, errata, and 
clarifications to the boxed edition. There 
are also additional new weapons, ship types, 
and scenarios. The 36-page book also comes 
with 54 counters and ship charts. Price is 
$4.95. SWORDOUEST - Designed by R. 
Vance Buck, this boxed game consists of a 
17"x22" map, 108 counters, 16 pages of 
rules, and a die. There are one, two, and t hree 
player scenarios. This is a revised edition of an 
older game, Both are published by Task Force 
'Games, 405 S. Crockett, Amarillo, TX 79106. 

THE PALACE OF ONTONCLE - This first 
adventure for Dragonquest is designed by 
Peter Herzig. The adventure is a ra id into a 
ruined palace occupied by an evil magician 
and his henchmen. The 24-page book detai ls 
an extensive palace and its surrounding area. 
THE BLADE OF ALLECTUS - This second 
adventure for Dragonquest is designed by 
Nick Karp. The adventure is to rescue from an 
island a duke who was kidnapped and tortured. 
The 24-page book details an island and its 
inhabitants. THE SWORD AND THE STARS 
·· This is an SF boardgame of empire building. 
For one to five players, there are ten scenar
ios. Designed by Eric Smith, the boxed game 
contains a 24·page rule book, 17" x22" map, 
400 counters, 56 cards, and a die. Play involves 
governments, event cards, resources, taxation 
and exploration, communications, intercepts, 
stargates, treaties, etc. DAWN OF THE DEAD 
- One player moves humans through a mall 
destroying the zombies and trying to secure 
the buildings. The other player leads the 
hungry horde of zombies after the frightened 
humans. Based on t he movie, the game comes 
in a box with a 17"x22" map, 100 counters, 
eight pages of rules, and two dice. The game 
includes berserk zombies, super zombies, and 
random zombie entrance. Designed by John 
H. Butterfield. These games are available from 
SPI, 257 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10010. 

THE COMPLEAT TAVERN - This is a role 
playing aid facilitating the running of taverns. 
There are 24 pages of rules, an 11"x17" 
interior map of a tavern, and cut out furniture. 
Designed by Kerry Lloyd and Richacd Meyer, 
there are price lists, gambling, brawl ing, etc. 
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Price is $3.95. THIEVES GUILD Ill - This 
edition contains, for $5.95, lockpicking and 
pickpocketing expansions, and two more 
scenarios. Designed by Richard Meyer and 
Kerry Lloyd, it is 64 pages long. Both are 
available from Gamelords, 18616 .Grosbeak 
Terr, Gaithersburg, MD 20760, Maryland 
residents add 5% sales t ax. Include $1 for 
P&H' 

SEWERS OF OBLIVION - Another solo 
adventure for T& T, this 48-page book de
scribes an adventure where the object is to 
find a way out of the labyrinthine sewers 
beneath the City of Terrors. Designed by 
Michael Stackpole, there is a special section 
on diseases. T&T GAME MASTER NOTE
BOOK & SCREEN - This has the features of 
a regular 3-ring binder that also stands up as 
an easel/screen. There are two sheets of ref
erence tables. Price is $10. Both from Flying 
Buffalo Inc., PO Box 1467, Scottsdale, AZ 
85252. 

PIECES OF EIGHT - This 24-page book 
expands the rules to Skull and Crossbones. 
Designed by Gerald Seypura, Patrick Stevens, 
and Scott Bizar, it includes new ru les for 
physicians, voodoo, Indians, additional weap· 
ons, and three new scenarios. It sells for $4.50. 
GROUND AND AIR EQUIPMENT - Designed 
by Edward E. Simbalist and A. Mark Ratner, 
this is an expansion to Space Opera. This 40· 

page book sells for $5 and has rules for armored 
vehicles, anti-aircraft fire, bombing & strafing, 
scramblers, flamers, area jumpers, dazing, and 
much more. OREGON TRAIL - This is a role· 
playing boardgame for one to eight players. 
The purpose is for each wagon master to cross 

the American West following any of seven 
historical routes. The components include a 
22"x28" map, a 16-page rule book, a pad of 
character sheets, eight plastic markers, a ten
sided die, and two six sided d ice, all in a box. 
Designed by Leonard H. Kanterman and 
Steven J. Ulberg. 

BEST OF WHITE DWARF SCENARIOS -
Reprinted from past WD issues, these are 
twelve scenarios for D&D, Traveller, Rune
Ouest,Gamma World, and C&S. It sells for $4. 
THE BEST OF WHITE DWARF ARTICLES -
Covers mostly D&D articles, it is a collection 
from three years of WD issues. Along with the 
articles there is a special collection for the 
Fiend Factory, Potions, Tricks and Traps, etc. 
This also sells for $4. 

A FISTFULL OF TURKEYS - Comes in 
micro-format similiar to the Steve Jackson 
games. It comes with a 7%"x6" board with 
42 counters. The game recreates a one-man 
war against turkeys. Designed by Some Turkey, 
it is available from Some Turkey Games, PO 
Box 40, Cedar Park, TX 78613, for $1 .95. 

Continued next page 
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DUNGEON DRAWINGS SET 1 - A set of 
thirty 5Y.i''x11" drawings of dungeon scenes 
for displaying various dungeon scenes visually. 
There are various drawings of rooms, corridors, 
and entrance ways. Drawn by Russel McCor
mick, available for $5 from Dungeon Drawings, 
3813 Stonewall Ct, Independence, MO 64055. 

BASIC ROLE PLAYING - Now available 
separately, this second edition 16-page book 
was originally included in the boxed version 
of RuneOuest. An introductory guide for 
people unfamiliar with role-playing games, it 
now contains counters for dice and figures 
and a battleboard. Price is $3.95. DRAGON 
PASS - Formerly White Bear Red Moon, 
this is a completely revised version. It now 
comes with 3~ pages of rules, 34"x22" full
color map, 300 double-sided counters, and a 
six sided die. There are nine scenarios for one 
to three players. This edition is designed by 
Robert Corbett and Greg Stafford. In a box 
for $15.95. CUL TS OF TERROR - This 
book contains nine dangerous cults for use 
with RuneOuest. Not for player characters, 
this 96-page book contains horrifying exam
ples of chaos in the Cults of Prax format . Sells 
for $9.95. All are available from Cha.osium 
Inc., PO Box 6302, Albany, CA 94706, with 
$1 per order for P&H. California residents add 
appropriate 6% or 6%% sales tax. 

APOCALYPSE - "The Game of Nuclear 
Devastation". the 22"x16" mounted board 
features Europe and North Africa. There are 

700 counters and 36 plastic markers rep
resenting armies, nuclear missiles, radioactive 
areas, and cities. The four page rules include 
missile firing, effect of a missile explosion, 
how to add extra armies to your empires, how 
to attack enemy-held regions, etc. Boxed for 
two to four players, designed by Mike Hayes, 
it is published by Games Workshop Ltd. 

SECURITY STA T ION - MicroQuest 5 for 
The Fantasy Trip, this programmed adventure 
features becoming a treasure seeker on Earth 
after atomic devastation. The game comes with 
an 8Y.i''x14" map, 48 pages of adventure, 
counters and a d ie. Designed by John W. 
Colbert, it sells for $3.95. THE LORDS OF 
UNDERNEATH - This is a two-player board
game of fantasy tactical combat in an under
ground labyrinth. The 24-page rules cover 
solitaire play, surprise attack, pursuit, morale, 
locked doors, flight, treasure, mercenaries and 
uncontrolled movement. The map is 12"x14" 
with 84 counters and a die. Designed by Keith 
Gross, it sells for $3.95. FURY OF THE 
NORSEMEN - Designed by Kevin Hendryx, 
this is a two player game of Viking raids in 
the tenth century. The 16-page rules simulate 
plunder, capture, berserkers, torching, leaders, 
missiles, combat and Divine Wrath for the 
clergy. The game also comes with a 12"x14" 
map, 126 counters, and a die, all for $3.95. 
FANTASY MASTERS' CODEX - This is a 
computerized guide to TFT. This is a 120-
page book that indexes and sorts things l ike 
potions, gas bombs, spells, jobs, race, etc. 

~amrma11trr11 
i!f nbbits, 3Jnr. 
ADVENTU RE GAMING SPEC IALISTS 

Retails for $9.95. FANTASY MASTERS' 
SCREEN - This is a 25%"x11" screen printed 
on cardstock. It has various charts and tables 
with saving throws, weight of characters, turn 
sequence, etc., for TFT. Sells for $2.95. 
INTERPLAY 1 - Edited by Tracy Hallowell 
who says "Interplay is a blatant house organ, 
dealing only with Metagaming products", this 
new 32-page magazine contains articles to that 
effect. Digest-sized, it is bi-monthly with a 
year's subscription for $9. All are available 
from Metagaming, PO Box 15346, Austin, TX 
78761. 

KING OF THE MOUNTAIN - This is a fan
tasy boardgame for two to ten players. It 
comes with 143 counters, eight pages of rules, 
two dice, and a 27"x22" mounted map, all in 
a box. Rules include wizards, sighting, hunting, 
gargoyles, bombardments, etc. FURIOSO -
This is an unofficial scenario for D&D. Desig
ned by Davy Davis, this 64-page book has 27 
encounter situations in a mission to find and 
destroy a fearsome weapon that could destroy 
t he world. Sells for $7. Both are available from 
Dimension Six, Inc., 4625 So. Sherman St, 
Englewood, CO 801 10. 

HAZARD - This is a 22"x34" map with notes 
for use with Superhero 2044. The maps and 
notes describe the area dominated by Aus
tralia. There are more monsters and organi
zations. Price is $2. A STROGATORS CHART· 
BOOK - A 96-page book of blank maps and 
map keys for use w ith SF games. T here are 

ROLE-PLAYING GAMES AND A IDS 
Chaosium, Excalibre, Fantasy Arts Enterprises, 
Fantasy Games Unlimi ted, Fantasy Product ions, 

Flying Buffalo, GOW, Gamescience, 
Grimoire Games, Metagaming, TSR 

AOVENTURES I~FANTASY 

MINIATURES 
Archive, Broadsword, Citadel. Grenadier. 

Heritage, Dragontooth, GHQ, Martian Metals, 
Mini figs, Ral Partha, Superior Models 

BOARDGAMES 
Avalon Holl, Metagaming, OSG, 

SPI, Task Force, GOW, Yaquinto, Eon 

AND MUCH MUCH MORE!'! 

GAMEMASTERS HOBBIES, INC. 
4627 GEARY BLVD 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941 18 
(415) 387-4118 

OPEN EVERY DAY 

Catalog available for $2.00. 
Phone orders accepted with VISA or Mastercharge. 

JULY 1981 

The nex r generation in Fan rasy R o/e-P/aying Games 

by 

DAVID L. ARNESON & RICHARD SNIDER 

You arc lh<' kni)!ht ' cn1 upun a q uc' t hy the kinl! to battle 
,·illains :tnd cn~aturcs 11i: h1 o ut uf 111 y1holo!!)". From dwarvc' 
In drai:on' . your wits will h<' ju' t as u~e ful as rour swo rd. 
This p mc come' cl'mpktc wi1h scparalt' charts. 20-sidcd d ie. 
sample adventure . and compkl(· rule' for startin!! on the road 
to hii:h adve nture. 

Now only $19.95 postpaid! 

St'ntl cht'ck or money order w : 

ADVENTURE GAMES, INC. 
871 Edgerton St. 

St. Paul, MN 55101 
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instructions for use and a blank index to keep 
track of what's where. Sells for $3.98. 
UNKNOWN GODS - Approved for use with 
AD&D, this 48-page book describes over 80 
gods. Designed by Bob Bledsaw, Mark Holmer, 
Paul Jaquays, and Mike Petrowsky, These are 
generally made up ones that are not from any 
mythological, religious, or literary sources. 
Price is $6. DUNGEONEERS JOURNAL 24-
Now edited by Mike Reagan, t his is the new 
title of the Judges· Guild's magazine. Single 
copy price is still $2.80. All are available from 
Judges Guild, Inc., RR 8 Box 9, 1221 No. 
Sunnyside Rd, Decatur, IL 62522. 

HIGH FANTASY - This revised edition is 
available in hardcover or softcover. Designed 
by Jeffrey C. Dillow, this edition contains a 
solo scenario by Craig Fisher. ADVENTURES 
IN HIGH FANTASY - Four adventures in 
one book, it includes Fortress Ellendar, Moor
guard, Terra Ash, and Lords of Conquest. All 
designed by Jeffrey C. Dillow, they run from 
the usual dungeon adventures to miniature 
battles. Both are available for $13.95 in paper -
back from Reston Publishing Co, Inc., 11480 
Sunset Hills Rd, Reston, VA 22090. 

THE BEST OF BOARD WARGAMING 
This 194 page book by Nicholas Palmer 
covers all aspects of board wargaming, from 
the prolific operational games to SF games, 
from the monster-sized games to the beer·and
pretzels variety, from realistic games to com
puter simulations. The major part of the book 
is taken up by reviews of new games since Mr. 
Palmer's first book, The Comprehensive Guide 
to Board Wargaming. $16.95 from Hippocrene 
Books, Inc., 171 Madison Ave, New York, NY 
10016. 

DUNGEON! - A new edition of a popular 
fantasy boardgame, this edition comes with a 
17"x22" mounted board, 125 counters, 165 
cards, eight pawns, and two dice, all in a box. 
There are six pages of rules and a two-page 
introductory game. Designed by David R. 
Megarry. DUNGEON GEOMORPHS - This is 
set one through three, basic dungeons, caves & 
caverns, and lower dungeons, all in one pack
age. There are 45 pages of 8%''x11" dungeon 
sections. Also comes with a page of instruc· 
tional material. D&D BASIC SET - This 
revised edition contains 64 pages of basic rules, 
Dungeon Module B2, and a set of polyhedral 
dice. Edited by Tom Muldavy. All in a box. 
D&D EXPERT SET - Along with a set of 
polyhedral dice and Dungeon Module X1, 
this also includes 64 pages of expert rules. 
Edi ted by Dave Cook, this set contains new 
lists of weapons and equipment, spells, mon
sters, and t reasure. There is a special section 
on sea adventures. LEGION OF GOLD -
This is a Gamma World exploration module 
designed by Gary Gygax. This 32-page adven
ture contains several mini-adventures with 
new creatures, weapons, and treasures. There 
are several maps of the enemy stronghold that 
has to be penetrated. MAD MESA - This is a 
Boot Hill wild west module by Jeffrey Epper
son and Tom Moldavy. Basically a solo adven
ture through a new town, t here are multi
player rules in this 32-page book. THE GHOST 
TOWER OF INVERNESS - This is an AD&D 
module. Designed by Allen Hammack, this 
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Wear a Magic 
Dragon! . 

silk screened 
in brilliant 
gold with a 
red flame on 
navy or black 

SPECIFY LADIES FRENCH 
CUT OR MENS CLASSIC TEE 
S,M, L,XL $11 .95 
plus .95 postage 
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W. 1400 IRONHORSE DR. 'O\ 
POST FALLS, IDAHO 83854 

adventure is for character levels 5-7. Basically 
an exploration of an abandoned wizard's tower, 
there are 33 places of interest. OPERATION: 
RAPIDSTRIKEI - This 32-page game module 
for Top Secret involves a criminal kidnapping 
of a Nobel Prize-winning chemist and his for
mula for a drug that can be used for world 
domination. Designed by Mike Carr and Corey 
Koebernick, t he adventure involves infiltrating 
an island with 63 areas to explore. There are 

special rules for escape, special knowledge, 
alarms, cameras and monitors, dogs, intercoms, 
etc. All are pubi"ished by TSR Hobbies, PO 
Box 756, Lake Geneva, WI 53147. 

UNIVERSAL MILITARY SERVICE REGISTRATION 

1. Name (Last, First, Middle) 

2. Address 

3. Additional Address 

4. City 15. State 16. Zip Code 

Complete this form in order to register with appropriate authorities for service in 
the event of war or declared state of emergency. Select governmental allegiance 

with which this form is to be filed below: 

0 The lmperium 0 The Sword World Confederation 
0 The Zhodani Consulate 0 The Vargr Extents 

TAS Form 97 

If you are a Traveller player, and you have not as yet completed and returned 
the above draft registration form, it is in your best interest to do so. Names and 
addresses will be kept on file for various purposes. 

Deadline for Filing: 1 June, 1981. 

The Journal of the Travelle rs' Aid Society 
Box 432, Normal, IL 61761 
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Graphics ... 

Games and 
the Arts . .. 

Computers 
and Learning .· .. 

Creativity and 
Programming . .. 

Sports and 
Medicine .. . 

All these and other active, live ideas 
have packed the pages of 
Recreational Computing since its 
inception as the first personal 
computing magazine. 

r·····-·············-·························· .......................... -·····-·: 
• ~ Yes! I want to subscribe to l Subscnbe now and learn l Recreational Computing! 1 

why we were the first 
and still going strong. 

i Please bill me 512 for 6 issues. 1 
l Name 1 
1 Address ! 
l City. State. Zip l 
i Dept. LB, Box E, Menlo Park, CA 94025. i 
!..-············································· ... ·············································-·-· 



BUGS IN REVIEW 

Dear Tadashi: 
I appreciate the favorable review of our 

microcomputer games, The Temple of Apshai 
and The Datestones of Ryn. in DW 11, but I 
would like to correct a few points. 

First. while I designed the basic Dunjon
Quest system and wrote some of the books, 
credit should also go to J im Connelley for the 
programming and Jeff Johnson (author of 
"The Fourfold Way of FRP" in the same is· 
sue) for the specific scenario/dunjon design of 
both Apshai and Ryn. 

Second, while Apshai was our first FRP 
game and we are still finding (and correcting) 
minor bugs in it, there is nothing wrong with 
the innkeeper and his prices. The biggest 
problem with doing a computer game is that, 
whenever anything unusual occurs, people 
presume it must be a bug. More often, it is (a) 
player er~or or (b) designed effect. In the case 
of the innkeeper, if your offer is too low - in· 
sultingly low, in effect - the innkeeper will 
get offended and raise his prices. Further· 
more, your character (as opposed to the play
er) may be a poor bargainer: e.g., if he has a 
high Ego and low Intelligence, he is a stub
born clod, and the innkeeper may treat him 
accordingly - and raise his prices. In Hellfire 
Warrior, the sequel to Apshai (and a distinctly 
better game, in my view), you will also run in
to similar problems if you spend too much 
time at "nickel-and-dime" bargaining, hag
gling over every gold piece; the proprietors of 
the Armory, Apothecary, or Magic Shoppe 
will eventually conclude you are wasting their 
time: the result is increasing tight·fistedness 
on their part and, finally. raised prices. But all 
this is, indeed, "supposed to happen." 

Jon Freeman 
Automated Simulations Incorporated 

Mtn Vw,CA 

UNBIASED BIAS 

Dear OW, 
I have been a reader of Different Worlds 

from issue one. Up until recently I have been 
very impressed with the content of your arti· 
cles and unbiased editorial style. The former 
is still improving with every issue but the lat· 
ter has taken a disturbing turn as of late. 

We all need to remember that everyone 
plays their own FRP game because they enjoy 
it! It has been my experience that each style 
of FRP has something to offer and that by 
playing each, one can incorporate some of 
their best aspects into the FRP system you 
prefer. 

I would also like to respond to Steven 
Horst's letter in DW 10. There is more to FRP 
gaming than philosophy. there are usually a 
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few mechanics involved. I think DW has an 
admirable goal in striking a balance between 
methods and mentors. Steven also needs to re· 
member that not aJI charts deal with combat 
resolution. Many help the novice GMs deal 
with unusual situations (such as deity inter
vention). A few even help experienced GMs 
with hastily organized games. 

I don't think any magazine needs to (or 
should) Sacrifice one aspect for another. I still 
think DW is the best up and coming fantasy 
mag around. Keep getting it together. 

Kurt Giesselman 
Charlottesville, VA 

A BIASED PERSPECTIVE 

Dear Tadashi, 
My ghod, but that Jeffrey A. Johnson sure 

is a smart lad! His article "The Fourfold Way 
of FRP" in DW 11 was a work of near genius. 

The first section of his article, particularly 
the graph, is quite similar to the first part of 
the piece I did for my 'zine ("Oiling the 
Squeak 2.5" in A&E 661, though we differ 
greatly from where we go from there. Since I 
have a somewhat unique perspective (and very 
strong biases of my own) I'd like to offer my 
own views on Mr. Johnson's article (views 
which are more fully developed in the article I 
sited above). 

(1) The concept of game graphing is one I 
find most sound. Mr. Johnson 's conception of 
it is flawed, however, for the following rea-
sons; 

(A) To quote myself (humble I ain't): 
" . .. whi le there is some truth to the notion 
that Power Gaming interferes with Story Tell
ing, and Role-Playing interferes with War
gaming, it is incorrect to look upon th~se as 
opposites which never meet." Unfortunately. 
this does seem to be Mr. Johnson's view. as he 
places them at t he extremes of a shared axis, 
thus placing them in opposition. 

(B) Role·Playing is not "pure fantasy"; 
it is the simulation of a persona just as War
gaming is the simulation of combat. Both are 
similar in their goals, not opposites - even if 
t hey use very different "mechanics" to 
achieve the desired simulation. It is not diffi· 
cult for me to accept t hem as both belonging 
to a "realism axis,'' but it is impossible to see 
them as belonging at opposite ends. 

(C) My comments in (Bl above apply 
to the opposition suggested by t he "goals 
axis" as well. Also, I take issue with the state· 
ment that it is the players which are responsi
ble for Power Gaming: " ... campaigns which 
cater to the player's values lying near the 
Power Gaming extreme . .. " Yes, but who is 
it that allows a campaign to do such catering? 
The GM! The Gm, and the GM only, creates 
the conditions for a Power Gaming campaign. 

I further take issue with the implication that 
the GM opposes the players (and the subse· 
quent implication that to do otherwise is a 
sign t hat the GM has "lost control" of the 
campaign). While there is tension created be· 
tween t he story as created by the GM and the 
actions as decided upon by the players, this is 
only a part of the collaborative process of an 
FRP game, and does not have to be a case of 
opposition between GM and players. (For a 
more extensive development of this idea of 
collaboration, see my 'zine in A&E 60.) 

(0) A further demonstration of the 
weakness of Mr. Johnson's system occurs 
when one tries to graph a world using it (as I 
tried when using a similar two-axis approach 
while working on the early stages of my own 
article). Since it is a two-ilxis graph it should 
be theoretically possible to accurately graph a 
campaign as a single point. Try to do this with 
any campaign that you are familiar with and 
you will see for yourself the distortions that 
result - for example, if (using the Cartesian 
coordinate system) you placed a point at 3, 3 
on t he graph, you are describing a world with 
no Role-Playing or Story Telling elements - a 
virtual impossibility in my opinion. No, the 
only way t hat I have found of coming close to 
an accurate graphic representation of a world 
is not a point-and-two·axis system, but a 
plane·and-four-axis system (as again described 
in my 'zine). 

(E) As a final capper to this part of my 
response, let me take issue with another of 
Mr. Johnson's ideas related to his graph. While 
I agree that extremes are undesirable, a per
fect balance of the game elements would be 
much worse. This is made clear by Mr. John
son's own graph - a balance directs us to just 
one point on the graph, that in the center: 0, 
0. Which is exactly what a balanced campaign 
will lead to - the zero point of stagnation. 

(2) While there may be such (since there 
are hundreds of campaigns under the sun), I 
have never encountered any game in which 
players did any adventuring except to secure 
for t hemselves " honor and increased social 
stature within the campaign world." These are 
what experience points, skill increases, and 
loot represent. While I agree with Mr. John
son's point about sharing with NPCs, this tag 
at the end of the paragraph weakens his argu
ment considerably. 

(3) flnally , my last complaint is that the 
article seems to me (and I admit to being a 
radical) to be far too conservative. All it boils 
down to is a reshuffling of ideas alread pre· 
sented by Messrs. Blacow and Pulsipher. Mr. 
Johnson's view that, "One cannot (and should 
not) claim a 'One True Way' philosophy if 
there are other players in the campaign who 
desires otherwise" is like most such oft re
peated dogma cliched malarkey, and is un· 
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doubtedly responsible for the blandness of his 
anicle. While One-True-Wayism is to be avoid· 
eel when discussing FRP in general, it is cer· 
tainly permissible in the particular, giving the 
discussion some thrust, a particular point of 
view. And the concept of applying such a 
statement to a campaign leaves me aghast; a 
GM must be allowed to establish his or her 
own philosophy, his or her own One True 
Way in their own campaigns, or they will nev
er be effective as GMs. It is only by having the 
strength to follow through with one's own vi
sion that art is created, and progress is made. 
Not by compromising oneself and sticking to 
the straight 'n narrow. 

Mr. Johnson did a good job of presenting 
his views. However, I feel he stopped his 
thinking short everywhere along the line. 

AFAN WRITES 
Dear Tadashi, 

Scott Bauer 
Pittsburgh, CA 

I would like to thank you and your fine 
staff for producing Different Worlds . Your 
magazine has been a great help to me, both as 
a reference during game sessions and as a 
varied sourcebook of interesting and fresh in· 
formation. As I have been teaching a class on 
role-playing games at a local college as part of 
their continuing education program, I espe
cially appreciate your earlier issues which con· 
tained many anicles explaining just what role· 
playing was and "how to do it." I also deeply 
appreciate your emphasis on the ideal ot role· 
playing as a useful pastime, rather than an in· 
ordinate emphasis on any one single rule sys· 
tem as the apotheosis of what the "game 
should be like." Bravol Andy Tuttle 

Presenting ... 

DRAGON 
CAVERNS 
Enter the dreaded Dragon Caverns and slay one of the 
four dragons rumored to be living there. For one to four 
players, the player-champion must decipher the cavern 
maze and fight and conquer a host of dangerous monsters 
to succeed. There are giants, zombies, trolls, orgres, war· 
riors, hobgoblins, werewolves, men, and ghouls to battle 
or attempt to ally. There are many treasures along the 
way. Sacks of silver, gold, gems, and jewelry pave the 
cavern floor and occasionally one will find special items 
like the Sword of the Dawn that adds strength to the 
champion or a healing potion that can save a champion's 
life. The quest is to slay a dragon and come out al ive w ith 
as many gold and treasure as you dare. 

BY LEONARD KAUFER $14.98 
{FOR THE TRS-80®, L EVEL 2, 16K) 

OTHER GAMES AVAILABLE 

JULY 1981 

Please send the following checked items on cassette tape: 

0 DRAGON CAVERNS (TRS.-80 Level 2, 16K) 
0 HIGH FINANCE (TRS-80 Level 2, 16K) 
0 GALACTIC EMPIRE (TRS-80 Level 2, 16K) 
0 GALACTIC TRADER (TRS-80 Level 2, 16K) 
0 GALACTIC REVOLUTION (TRS-80 Level 2, 16K) 
0 TAIPAN (TRS-80 Level 2, 16K) 
0 TAIPAN (PET SK) 
0 TREK78 (TRS-80 Level 2, 16K) 
0 GAMESETTE 1 (TRS-80 Level 2, 16KI 
0 1000 MILES (TRS-80 Level 2, 16KI 
0 JABBERTALKY (TRS-80 Level 2, 16K) 
0 F&SF PACK (PET SKI 
0 MAZE PACK (PET SKI 

$14.98 
$14.98 
$14.98 
$14.98 
$14.98 
$ 9.98 
$11.98 
$ 9.98 
$11.98 
$11.98 
$11.98 
$1 1.98 
$11.98 

AMOUNT ENCLOSED.,$ ___ _ 

PostPaid in the US and Canada. All others add $2 per i tem. California 
residents add appropriate 6% or 6 Y,% sales tax. 

NAME ... ... . 

ADDRESS ..... 

CITY, STATE ... 
ZIP 
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Recruiting fjoacd 
Ben Stowell 
3 Homer St 
Worcester, MA 01602 
(617) 755-3033 
RQ, T&T 

South Jersey Wargamers Assoc 
c/o Michael E. Crane Jr 
219 Ridgewood Or. 
Northfield, NJ 08225 

Alan Lind 
HHD, 563 Engr Bn 
Ludendorf Kaserne 
Stuttgart, Germany 
APO NY, NY 09154 
Ludwigsburg Military (2726)-702 
FRP's and boardgames 

Milo B Shift 
HHC, 2 SupCom 
Nellingen Barracks 
Stuttgart, Germany 
APO NY, NY 09160 
Nellingen Mill itary (2724)-6221 
RQ, AD&D, T& T, TFT, Traveller 

Pandemonium 
Robert Sacks 
4861 Broadway 5-V 
New York, NY 10034 
(212) 942-3572 
Compleat Strategist 
11 E 33rd St 
New York, NY 10016 
NYFRPAPA 

Schenectady Wargamers Association 
c/o Studio of Bridge and Game 
1639 Eastern Parkway 
Schenectady, NY 12309 
(518) 346-3773 
MostRPG's 

Chris Hogan 
771 West St 
Cleveland, NY 13042 
(315) 675-3637 
D&D, AD&D, RQ, Traveller, other RPGs 

Mark Manzano 
2704 Cardiff Rd 
Chevy Chase, Md 20015 
(301) 656-7616 
RQ, AD&D, Traveller, GW, Top Secret 

Andy Tutt le 
243 Tennessee Ave 
St Simons Is, GA 31522 
RQ, D&D, Traveller, boardgames 

David Blank 
Hathaway Rd 
Rt 1 Box 90 
Union, KY 41091 
(606) 384-3350 
RQ, D&D, Traveller, GW, C&S, 
boardgames 

Burton Glass 
5768 Mildred Ln 
Milford, OH 45150 
Traveller, Arduin, F RP design 

Mark J. Lukens 
25290 Aqua Dr 
Elkhart, IN 46514 
(219) 264-2991 
RQ, D&D, AD&D, Traveller, 
mostRPGs 

Thomas Tanner 
222 S Mission 
Mt Pleasant, Ml 48858 
(517) 772-3212 
RQ, Traveller, Boot Hill, GW 

A.R .G.O. 
PO Box 1043 
Green Bay, WI 54305 
boardgames, F RP 

Chris K ing 
3876 Rodney apt 1 
Granite City, I L 62040 
(618) 797-6413 
TFT, T& T, RQ, Traveller 

R Gordon Griff ith 
7918 Cliffbrook 1059 
Dallas, TX 75240 
(214) 239-3083 

Jim Souza 
300 Constitution Dr 
Menlo Pk, CA 94025 
RQ 

Sam Linker 
420 Maple Ct 
Toppenish, WA 98948 
(509) 865-3383 
RQ, AD&D, D&D, Traveller, 
otherRPG's 

RQ, AD&D, Traveller, fantasy games 

Tony Watson 
1481 S Palm 207 
Las Vegas, NV 89104 
Traveller 

Dwain Kaiser 
169 N Euclid 
Upland, CA 91786 
(714) 981-9282 
RQ, fantasy games 

NEW DUNGEON DRAWINGS AovENTURE--

Gamemasters! Put the excitement back into your cam
paign by skipping those long, tedious explanations of 
complicated rooms that wear you out and aggravate your 
players. 

Our illustrated dungeon rooms save time and add realism 
to virtually any fantasy role-playing game. Rooms include 
both new and old monsters, shrines, crypts, traps, ruins, 
temples. statues and hallways. Each detailed and expertly 
drawn room is aprox. S'h" x 8'h'' black on white. YOU key 
them and decide the color scheme. 

At Jess than 17' a room, your next FRP game can be much 
more enjoyable. 

SETNO. l 30ROOMS 

Send Check or money order to: 

DUNGEON DRAWINGS 
3818 Stonewall 

Independence, MO. 
IW055 

Wholesale rates available upon request. 
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PLANETARY GEODESIC SURVEY 
MAPS - Create your own 
world reference library in
cluding planetary maps and 
primary data. 50 maps per 
pad -- $1.75 

SPACE SHIP REGISTRY - Keep 
track of the vessels plying 
your space lanes with these 
handy reference cards. An 
excel lent source of random 
sh i p encounters. 50 cards 
per package -- $1.75 

WORLD STATISTICAL CATALOG -
Handy reference cards allow 
you to quickly create a 
library file of the primary 
data for the worlds in your 
universe. 50 cards -- $1.75 

TOWN PLANS - 10 small-scale 
layouts ready to be popu
lated and furnished - $2.00 

Add 25¢ postage/handl i ng. 

Assoc1ATES 
P. Q BOX 8144 
ROCHESTER 
N. Y. 14617 
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For the rules to Starweb, send $1.00 to: 
Flying Buffalo Inc. 

P.O. Box 1467 • Dept. DW-2 • Scottsdale, AZ 85252 
Ask for our free catalog of Science Fiction and Fantasy Carnes 
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Dear Tadashi, 
So DW is finally going monthly! (And I 

get the exposure I deserve!) Congratulations 
to you, and to your new assistant editor, 
YUREK CHODAK. With a Japanese-born 
and a Polish-born heading a major FRP maga· 
zine, Chaosium really is living up to its reputa· 
t ion for being different. That was a good idea 
to hire STEVE PERRIN to do development 
work: if he can develop RuneOuest he can 
develop anything! 

Some recent happenings around the con· 
ventions: DUNDRACLONE wi ll be put on by 
the DUNDRACON people-Labor Day at the 
Oakland Hyatt ... let's hope this one doesn't 
get cancelled. ATLANTICON, on t he other 
hand, has been cancelled, and now everyone 
can attend GENCON EAST with a clear con· 
science and without wondering whether or 
not they should have gone to the other con, 
etc. 

Whi le MIKE STACKPOLE has returned 
to Flying Buffalo, PAUL JAQUAYS will re· 
main with Coleco in exotic Connecticut. I 
have it from good authority ('good authority' 
is just south of 'a source high in the adminis· 
tration' ) that Coleco will do a T& T electronic 
game, perhaps competing thereby with Mattel's 
D&D electronic game. In the interim of the 
corporate struggle, Paul will marry RUTA 
VACLAVIK. Congratulations to both and I 
am waiting for an invitation. 

Board-Craft Simulations will be releasing 
Castle Keeps and Village & Ramparts this 
summer, both compatible with their very use
ful Fantasy Paths lay-down schematics for 
FRPers. Chaosium's Basic Role-Playing (3rd 
ed./) is included as a freebie now with Fantasy 
Paths. 

Rumour says that TSR has fired a dozen 
or so employees for 'bad attitude.' Can such 
a thing be? My ears are open: does t his pre· 
sage a corporate shift of emphasis, such as 
happened at SPI, or is this massacre without 
a theme? 

Having sold The Space Gamer, and having 
been both happy and unhappy about the re· 
suits, Metagaming has released the first issue 
of its NEW magazine, Interplay. The title 
comes, 1 'm told, from portions of words having 
to do with bedroom games, but alas the copy 
I got doesn't seem that lively. Let's start a 
campaign to bring back the old TSG, say from 
issue 13-14 on back. (To be sure, had they 
named the magazine Forecourse, everyone 
would think it was about golf.) Congrats to 
TRACE HAL LOWE LL as the managing editor. 

Artists Take Note: BORIS VALLEJO will 
be judging t he firstAD&D paintingcompetion 
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room to store anything that big!" The state of 
the art in set deco! 

Martian Metals will be doing GREG STAF· 
FOR D's Troll Ball game complete with minia· 
ture f igures conceived by WILLIAM CHURCH 
and sculpted by STEVE LORTZ. 

Now that the 'errata' has been published 
(well, in dropping more than a column of 
type, they left out all the fantasy results ex· 
cept for supplements, sniff), Gigi will cast a 
few. grumbles at the Space Gamer survey. Why 
does she bother? - because she likes the sur· 
vey and wants it to continue. HOWEVER : the 
thing is too big [nearly 2% pages of 8 pt. type) , 
too arbitrary [why is one title surveyed and 

,--. .._-...._, another one not surveyed), and too badly 

at GENCON XIV this year. 
Following their four initial releases, Games 

Workshop (and they are busy litt le elves) has 
announced t hree new games for this year: 
Troll Tavern, in which players fight mad, 
drunken duels, Deathcars (with super cars, 
shotguns, grenades, ramming bars, etc., and 
a dangerous track), and Star Hunters (a tactic· 
al space combat game). Well, doesn't sound 
like any of these will be on my must-list, but I 
am your basic hoity-toity. 

Get well, BARRY GOLD, and recover 
completely! 

Tadashi, it is my understanding that Chaos· 
ium has rejected TWO offers for RuneQuest 
movies- is so7 What do you need to accept, a 
visitation from On High? Gigi advises that you 
take the money and forget t he karma. Does it 
have to be THAT right? 

And final MENTAT note: now it will cov· 
er all aspects of computers, not just gaming. 
Those interested contact Brian Burley, Box 
266, S. Orange NJ 07079. Ho-hum, this re· 
minds me of my first husband-not interesting 
any more. 

TSR's Star Frontiers is by DAVID COOK 
and LAWRENCE SCHICK- sorry! That will 
teach me to accept an item at fourth remove: 
t he only name I had before was Schick's. It's 
an SF RPG, right? 

BRYAN HINNEN and CHUCK ANSHELL 
have left Judges Guild for greener pastures. 
JG is rumoured to be looking for more out· 
side designs- nascent designers take note. My 
eyes will be receptive to further memos from 
those involved. . 

ALAN L. ABRAMSKY is writing a book 
on painting miniature figures. He could use 
your help and if you are interested, write him 
at 5 Muirfield Ct, Roanoke, TX 76262. 

DAVE ARNESON reports that he has set· 
tied (happily) with TSR. Only rumor puts a 
label on the settlement, but I bet that if you 
put five zeros after a number, you would be 
in t he right order of dollar magnitude. That 
kind of money could capitalize quite a game 
company. 

Where is GREG COSTIKYAN7 This vice
president of the Game Designers Guild hasn't 
been heard from in a while. People who know 
his whereabouts please contact t he other offi· 
cers of the Guild. 

Gamescience has released their Microhedra 
20-sided dice. Dice-happy LOU ZOCCHI also 
reports he is working on a 32-sided die. 

32-sided die? 
Congratulations to TSR for their knock-out 

booth at HIA- Atlanta. As the guy whose 
photos I saw said, "we don't even have enough 

defined [is Junta an F&SF game? is North 
Atlantic Convoy Raider?). Most of all I don't 
see computer games yet as legitimate F&SF, 
since the scope both for daring and for inter· 
esting background material is negligible-they 
seem to me about as evocative as chess or 
Monoply (Monopoly probably describes its 
universe much more completely than any 
computer game. Now, Tadashi, I know that 
you're a partner in a computer game company 
(which I didn't see surveyed, by the way
want to protest?), and I know that you like 
computer games, but there are plenty of com· 
puter mags on t he market now, just like there 
are lots of historical game mags. I just don't 
find computer articles any more interesting 
than an article, say,ondouble-entrybookkeep· 
ing, and I don't see any reason to play against 
a system when I can oppose or befriend real 
live computers with a whole bunch of RAM 
and very interesting peripherals and software I 
For you who have not seen the survey, a col· 
umn or so is taken up with computer games 
- not nearly enough to have earned these com· 
ments, but I'm tired of waiting for a decent 
excuse. 

OK, these gadgets have magnificent poten· 
t ial , but so do we all. 

Ad Astra Dept.: now that Martian Metals 
has settled lucratively with the Dragons/ayer 
movie people (Martian proved to have the 
trademark for dragonslayer, and an ooops to 
Hollywood), SPI has gotten the game rights to 
the flic. This is somewhat ironic. SPI original· 
ly announced DragonQuest as titled Dragon· 
slayer, so now same title different game. The 
Texas aliens are also the new owners of the 
North American rights for RuneOuest figures. 

Two solid rumours: what game designer 
has contracted to do a beginning FRP game 
for a major book publisher? (Hint: the game 
is basically already out.) And what design 
pro keeps sending his original ms without 
keeping a copy, and what post office keeps 
losing it in transit? (Hint: even Gigi keeps a 
hard copy of her work when she gravely sends 
it to you via USPS.) 

He's back! Tim Kask reappears with an 
announcement t hat he's going to be the editor 
of Adventure Gaming magazine. Not as origi· 
nal as Different Worlds but then not everyone 
is. AG is going to cover all aspects of adven· 
ture gaming. He tried it with the Dragon, per· 
haps he'll do better this time. 

DAVID RITCHIE has given his resignation 
to SPI . The consensus isnt in as to why he's 
quitting but my contribution to the rumor 
mill is perhaps DragonQuest isn'tselling well . 

Love, 



When you're questing for 
.the·Onest, DragonToodl, can be 

found In these stores: 
AlASKA FLORIDA, conl MICHIGAN, conl OKLAHOMA 
SPENARD HOBBY SHOP THE COMPLEAT STRATEGIST RIDERS HOBBY SHOP METAL MEN 
Anchorage, Alaska Davie, FLA. Ann Arbor, Mich. Oklahoma City, OK. 
ARIZONA MODELERS MART RIDER'S HOBBY SHOP OREGON 
Things for Thinkers Belleair Bluffs, FLA. East Lansing, Mich. THE MILITARY CORNER 
Tucson, Arizona REGIMENTAl SUPPLY ROOM MINNESOTA Portland, Oregon 
CALIFORNIA Tampa, FLA. REALM OF IMAGINATION PENNSYLVANIA 
BALBOA GAME CO. WARRICK CUSTOM HOBBIES, INC. Minneapolis, MN. Bill & WALT'S HOBBY SHOP 
long Beach, CA. Fort Lauderdale, FLA. THE LITTLE TIN SOLDIER SHOPP! Pittsburgh, Pa. 
CENTURION MILITARY HOBBIES GEORGIA Minn., Minn. ENTERTAINMENT RESEARCH 
Walnut Creek, CA. SWORD OF THE PHOENIX MISSOURI Yukon, Pa. 
THE COMPETITORS' CASTLE (2 stores) RIVENDELL ENTERPRISES .HOBBIES '.N GAMER'S GUILD 
Reseda, CA. Atlanta, Georgia Webster· Grove, Miss. West Reading, Pa. 
COSMIC COMICS ILLINOIS NEW JERSEY JEN~INTOWN HOBBY CENTRE 
Sunnyvale, CA. GUYS 'N GALS HOBBIES THE COMPLEAT STRATEGIST Jenkintown, Pa. 
GAMEMASTER HOBBIES, INC. Chicago, ILL. Montclair, N.J. STRATEGY & fANMSY WORLD 
San Francisco, CA. THE HOBBYIST NASSAU HOBBY AND CRAffS King of Prussia, Pa. 
GAMES & . GLASS Schaumburg, Ill. Princeton, N.J. SOUTH CAROLINA 
San Francisco, CA. LYLES HOBBY CRAFT NEW YORK DOORWAY TO FANTASY 
GA~ES & GLASS Westmont, Ill. THE COMPLEAT STRATEGIST Charleston, S.C. 
Burlingame, CA. ROYAL HOBBY SHOP N y N y DUTCH DOOR'S HOBBY SHOP 
GAMES & THINGS Rockford, Ill. M.EN AT ARMS HOBBIES Columbia, S.C. 
larkspur, CA. INDIANA Middle Island, N.Y. TENNESSEE 
GAMETABLE GRIFFON BOOKSTORE MODEL HEADQUARTERS VIKING HOBBIES 
Campbell, CA. South Bend, IND. Massapequa Park N y Memphis, TN. 
LIGHT BRIGADE HOBBIES KANSAS VILLAGE HOBBY g C.RAFT SHOP YANKEE PEDDLER 
Concord, CA. THE KING'S CROWN Ph.I d I h. NY Concord TN 
MODELS & MINIATURES I a e p la, . . ' . 

Overland Park, Kansas WATERLOO TEXAS 
San Jose, CA. LOUISIANA Stony Brook, N.Y. JEFFERSON HOBBY SHOP 
OUT~OST HOBBIES, INC. LILLIPUT MINIATURES NORTH CAROLINA San Antonio, Texas 
Burlingame, CA. B t R LA NAN'S TOYS AND GAMES 
SAN SANTONIO HOBBY SHOP a on ouge, . THE .ARMOURY HOBBY SHOP Houston, Texas 
Mountain View CA MARYLAND Raleigh, N.C. 

' . SHIP SHOP UTAH 
THE GAME RESERVE Annapolis MD OHIO THE GAMEMASTER 
San Jose CA. ' • BOARDWALK O UT 

' MASSACHUSETTS c· · f Oh. rem, · 
VALLEY GAMESKEEPER EXCALIBUR HOBBIES LTD incinna I, 10 VIRGINIA 
Napa, CA. . • · BREASTPLATE , 

Arlington, Mass. Youngstown Ohio THE DRAGON S CAVE 
:-?A~~RTY & HOBBY THE G~MES PEOPLE PLAY COLUMBUS 'soLDIER SHOP Norfolk, VA. 

. Cambridge, Mass. Columbus Ohio WISCONSIN 
Colorado Spnngs, CO. STRATEGY AND FANTASY WORLD HOBBY HOUSE DUNGEON HOBBY SHOP 
CONNECTICUT Boston, Mass. Youngstown OH lake Geneva, WI. 
FAMILY HOBBIES MICHIGAN SIEGLING'S' . WASHINGTON 
Norwalk, CT. ALCOVE HOBBY SHOP Gahanna, Ohio BOOK & GAME CO. 
THE HOBBYIST Berkley, Mich. STRATEGY & FANTASY WORLD Spokane, WA. 
Stamford, CT. COMIC KINGDOM BOOKSTORE Cleveland, Ohio OTHER WORLDS BOUTIQUE 
FLORIDA Detroit, Mich. THE TIN SOLDIER Vancouver, WA. 
ENTERPRISE 1701 FANTASY AND HOBBY SALES Dayton, OH. 
Orlando, FLA. Muskegon, Mich. 
GANDEE TOYS RIDERS HOBBIES 
Lakeland, FLA. Flint, Mich. 

Look In yOID' local telephone book for the addreg 
and telephone number of the store nearest 
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TRANSPO OU TO WORLDS 

OF WON VENTURE I 

BECOME A GUILDMEMBER 

AND REciiftt-~~i:Jj: 
CITY·S··.: ..... ~:j;.;~~~y·. . . :-. .. .,. ,·-.··'~ .,.~ 
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Every two months you will receive a 32 page City 
State Campaign Adventure · leading the way to Fan· 
tastic Adventure Gaming included in Pegasus, a 64 
page Fantasy and Science Fiction Gaming Magazine, 
packed full of informative Articles, Play Aids, Reviews 
and Adventures covering all aspects of Gaming and 
Role Playing. A total of 96 pages of Fantastic Enjoy
ment for the Low Guildmember Rate of only $ 15.00 
a year ! 

JOIN NOW! 
YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS A SINGLE ISSUE! 

Jubgts <6uilb 
R. R. 8 Box 9 1221 N. Sunnyside Road 
Decatur, IL. 62522 Ph. (217) 422-1930 

WRITE FOR FREE 96 PAGE CATALOG 



THE COMPLEAT STRATEGIST 
THE FANTASY GAME CENTER 

THAT HAS IT ALU 
If you're into Fantasy, then come 

to THE COMPLEAT STRATEGIST 

where you'll find the largest 

selection of fantasy related items 

ever assembled. We cany all Role

Playing Games, a Rainbow of 

colored dice, every Fantasy and 

Science-Fiction Gaming Magazine 

currently in print, a complete line 

of paints, brushes, accessories 

and the largest selection of fantasy 

figures available. We also stock the 

newest fantasy products as soon as 

they're released. When we call 

ourselves THE 
~--

magazines and figures for the 

historical gamer too! 

There's a friendly atmosphere at 

THE COMPLEAT STRATEGIST and our 
staff is always ready to answer any 

questions that you may have and assist 

you with your purchases. Game 

Rooms* are located in our stores so you 
can start your "adventure" right away. 

If you can' tvisit one of our stores, we 

accept mail AND phone orders. Mail 

orders are accepted ONLY at our 33rd 

Street location; or by phone during 
business hours at (212) 685-3880-1. 

Please use VISA or MASTERCHARGE 
THE COMPLEAT 

STRATEGIST we're OMPLFAT for phone orders. 

Send for a free Catalog 
to the store location not just boasting 

because we have 

,games, books, 

~ 

rR4TEGl5T 
nearest you. 

WE'VE GOT IT AW 

IN NEWYORR: 
11 E. 33rd Street 
NY.C. 10016 
(212) 685-3880-1 
10:30-6:00 

IN NEW JERSEY: 
209 Glemidge Ave. 
Montdah; NJ. 07042 
(201) 744-6622 
11:00-7:00 
Tues. to Sat. 
Thurs. tlll 9:00 

•No game room at the 57th St. store. 

We are proud to announce the 
opening of our newest location 

320 West 57•& Street 
New York, New York 
on or about June 1st 1981 

IN FLORIDA 
5406-8 Stirllng Rd. 
Davie, Ffa. 33314 
(305) 961-5660 
11:00-7:00 



DUNGEONS & DRAGONS• games ... 
Or any other TSR'M role playing game . 

S'::-- GET IN TOUCH! ~ 
~ Get a Membership from TSR. ~ 

Role PLAYiNG (JAME AssociAt:ioN™ 
MEMBERSHIP 

Can you afford not to? For only $10 a year. you can get in touch with thousands of gamers throughout the United 
States and Canada. Find out about the nearest clubs, gamers. and game conventions ... 

Have you seen the RPGA'M Newsletter - with articles by the top role playing game designer. news of upcoming local 
and national events. questions and answers. and more? 

Have you been to Gen Con• game convention? Have you played in an Official RPGA AD&D'M Tournament. 
competing for great prizes and International Scoring Points? 

Do you buy DRAGON'Mmagazine? New RPGA Members can subscribe foroneyearforon ly$20-saving $16off the 
single-copy pricei 

Just fill out this RPGA Membership Application (or copy it on a piece of paper) and send it, with your check or money 
order. to: 

RPGA Membership 
POB 509 

Lake Geneva. WI 53147 

GET IN TOUCH! 

OFFICIAL RPGA'" M EMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
Please cneck one: 

Name ------- --------- 0 1-year - ---- - - - $ 10 

Address ------~S,....lr-ee_1 _ _____ _ o 2-year---- - ---S 18 

City State O 5-year--- - - - - - $ 40 

O Lifetime- - ------$200 

Player 

Interests: 0 D&D3games 0 0 

0 AD&D'"games 0 0 

0 BOOT HILL'" games 0 0 

0 TOP SECRET'" games 0 -- 0 

0 GAMMA WORLD'" games 0--- 0 

0 FIGHT IN THE SKIES'" games 0 0 

O Do NOT include my name and address 1n the 1981 RPGA'" Directory. 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS.& is a registered trademark owned by TSR Hobbies. Inc. 
Gen Con• is a registered service mark owned by TSR Hobbies. Inc. 
The designation "TM" is used to identify other trademarks owned by TSR Hobbies. Inc. 
c 1981 TSR Hobbies. Inc. All Rights Reserved. 


